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I. INTRODUCTION 
A Mendelian population can be envisaged as an array of genotypes 
Gj, G^, G y ... which occur in varying proportions among the individuals 
of a colony of biological organisms. Each genotype is an aggregate of 
s elf-reproductive units, or "genes", which have been shown to be organic 
structures of a remarkably stable nature. Identical copies of the 
constituent genes of a genotype are transmitted not only to all the cells of 
the developing organism, but also from generation to generation, and 
only very rarely may a gene reproduce a modified copy, a so-called 
"mutant" gene, which in turn reproduces its mutant structure. The body 
14 
of a grown mammal may consist of something like 10 cells, and every 
cell harbours a reproduction of its genotype. An harmonious functioning 
of these cells derives partly from the high degree of fidelity which 
characterizes the reproduction of genes, and thus ensures that the same 
hereditary information is common to all of them. The number of possible 
genotypic combinations, which could occur among the individuals of a 
species, is however of such immense magnitude, that the existent 
combinations constitute but a minute fraction of the whole. In a 
population which is heterozygous at 200 loci there are at least 
200 95.4 (3) or (10) * possible genotypes, a number considerably in 
79 
excess of (2.36216) x (10) which Eddington (1946) estimates to be 
the number of particles in the universe. It is the interaction of these 
two extremes of constancy and change which results in the endless 
variety of form and function manifesting itself in the world of living 
things. The former contributes to the exact coding and transmission of 
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the hereditary information necessary to condition the development of the 
organism, and the latter contributes to the diversity of possible 
modifications of this information necessary to the process of organic 
evolution. The stability of the gene contributes in turn to the conser­
vation of these modifications, providing natural selection with its 
cumulative force. 
Although an individual genotype acquires the relative stability of its 
constituent genes, and recurs virtually unchanged in the cycle of mitotic 
cell-divisions, the resulting organic forms, the so-called "phenotypes, " 
which the same genotype engenders in different environments, may be 
exceedingly variable. One may envisage the matter by considering an 
array of environments Ej, E^, E^»... in which the organism can 
subsist. Any given genotype then gives rise to a corresponding 
array of phenotypes P^, P^» ^ ^3» « which may be variable, in 
spite of the fact that each cell-division involved in the process of 
organic growth, by which this takes place, gives rise to cells of 
unchanging genotypic content. The bodily forms of the organism may be 
regarded as by-products of the processes of reproduction and trans­
mission the genes undergo from cell to cell and from generation to 
generation. Nevertheless, the success of these processes of genetic 
reproduction (both mitotic and meiotic) depends on the functional 
capacity of the bodily forms in a variety of environments. If the array 
E^,E^, Eg, ... consists of environments which the organism re­
currently encountered in the course of its evolutionary history, we may 
then expect the resulting phenotypes ^k2'^k3® * * * to <^^er "l 
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ways which have adaptive significance. Such an array of environments 
may be regarded as a statistical description of the ecological niche to 
which the organism is adapted, and the resulting array of phenotypes 
may be said to constitute the adaptive norm of the genotype under 
consideration. Although our knowledge of the countless number of 
environmental circumstances which constitute the ecological niche of an 
organism is at best fragmentary, it is nevertheless evident that the 
various characteristics of an organism severally require genotypes, the 
adaptive norms of which have a greater or lesser amplitude with regard 
to a series of typically encountered environments. Thus for example the 
growth-rate of a plant, or the intellectual characteristics of a human 
being, may be expected to be highly susceptable to environmental 
influences. On the other hand, protective coloration, which causes 
some harmless creature to mimic another which is in fact obnoxious, 
may be expected to develop with considerable constancy in various 
environments. 
The foregoing considerations disclose the existence of agencies 
which, on the one hand, limit our knowledge of the genotypic basis of a 
characteristic conditioned by many genes to that which can be gleaned 
from a fragmentary sample of a vast number of potential combinations, 
and which, on the other hand, limit our observation of the phenotypes of 
a characteristic of variable adaptive norm to circumstances under which 
many different genotypes may give rise to the same value of the 
attribute under consideration. Under the influence of these agencies 
many organs and functions of any species display continuous variation in 
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which individuals form a smoothly graded series of measurements from 
one extreme to another, and in which the discrete variety of underlying 
genotypes are not distinguishable. Although characteristics of 
relatively stable adaptive norm with regard to the effects of relatively 
small numbers of genes are generally singled out for studies directed 
toward the identification of genotypes and understanding of genetic 
mechanisms, those that are more susceptable to modification by 
environmental influences and are conditioned by many genes of similar 
effect are of frequent interest, not only to plant and animal breeders, 
but also to students of evolution. Darwin himself emphasized the 
importance of small gradations in evolutionary change. The study of 
continuous variation of this kind necessitates the use of special statistical 
tools, and has in consequence given rise to the body of knowledge 
commonly referred to as biometrical genetics, in which a mathematical 
discipline, entailing the use of probability and statistics, enables us to 
deal with situations in which many different genotypes may result in the 
same phenotypic measurement. 
Biometrical genetics, being a field of investigation which arises as a 
natural consequence of the nature of biological adaptation, should be 
regarded to be a complementary part of the entire area of genetics, 
rather than an artifact of the scientific method. 
In order to develop suitable theories for the statistical analysis of 
genetic variation, we must proceed from the consideration of models 
which embrace our knowledge of the mechanisms of biological 
inheritance. Such mechanisms may for example be diploidy, dominance, 
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epistacy, sexual reproduction and so on. Of these agencies the 
phenomenon of linkage will be singled out for special consideration in 
this study. Among the various mechanisms which influence the trans­
mission of nuclear material during biological reproduction, linkage lends 
itself particularly well to mathematical analysis, and a well-defined 
formulation of its nature is possible (at least in the case of diploid 
organisms). It is moreover of almost universal occurrance, particularly 
in higher organisms. Nevertheless, a general formulation of its role in 
biometrical genetics remains one of the outstanding problems of the 
subject. 
The present study is directed toward extending some of the models of 
biometrical genetics to accommodate the effects of linkage. This study 
will be confined largely to random mating populations, and to the 
consideration of the effects of linkage on the covariances of non-inbred 
relatives. Some related problems will also be considered. 
6 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The earliest investigations of the covariation of relatives on the 
hypothesis of Mendelian inheritance were carried out shortly after 1900. 
The problem was initiated by Yule (1902) and subsequently taken up by 
Pearson (1904), Snow (1910), Brownlee (1910), Weinberg (1908, 1910) 
and Jennings (1916, 1917). Certain obscurities remained and were only 
clarified by Fisher (1918) in a pathbreaking contribution. He obtained 
various formulae for both ancestral and collateral relationships in a 
random mating population at equilibrium. His treatment of the problem 
accommodated arbitrary dominance relationships for an arbitrary number 
of alleles at each of an arbitrary number of loci. Fisher also dealt with 
the question of epistacy, although he confined himself to interaction 
between pairs of loci, which he termed 'dual epistacy1. Fisher also 
considered assortative mating populations at equilibrium and developed 
a theory which deals with the case of a large number of factors that have 
small or infinitesimal effects. He showed that under this latter theory 
linkage can be accounted for by regarding two linked loci with m^ and 
m^ alleles respectively as a single locus with x m^ alleles. 
Wright (1921) developed formulae for the correlations among relatives 
bearing various relationships in random mating, assortative mating and 
inbreeding populations under the assumption of additive gene effects. 
Wright (1935) considered a particular kind of epistatic model and 
obtained correlations between individuals bearing some simple kinds of 
relationship to each other. Male cot (1948) successfully tackled the 
problem of finding the covariance of non-inbred individuals bearing an 
7 
arbitrary relationship to each other in random mating equilibrium 
populations under the assumptions of no linkage and no epistacy. 
Cockerham (1952) considered random mating equilibrium populations for 
the case of dual epistacy and two alleles per locus. He constructed 
orthogonal scales which give the additive gene contributions and the 
dominance contributions, and showed how these scales could be combined 
factor ially to partition the two-factor epistatic contributions into four 
parts which he termed additive x additive, additive x dominance, 
dominance x additive and dominance x dominance. This method, of 
partitioning the hereditary variance in random mating equilibrium 
populations, was subsequently extended by Cockerham (1954) and 
Kempthorne (1954) to the case of multiple loci exhibiting arbitrary 
epistacy, and the latter also demonstrated how the same partitions could 
be used when there are arbitrary numbers of alleles at the various loci. 
Cockerham and Kempthorne extended the formulae of Malecot by 
providing the covariances of these epistatic deviations for all non-inbred 
relatives in the populations they considered. 
The role of linkage in quantitative inheritance remained obscure for 
many years. Cockerham (1956) obtained some covariances for 
individuals bearing a few simple kinds of relationship to each other in 
random mating populations with linkage, but his investigation of these 
matters was of slender proportions. More recently however, Schnell 
(1961b) developed some formulae. Among various results of importance, 
Schnell found the general form taken by the covariance of non-inbred 
relatives for a class of relationships to which Malecot (op. cit. ) had 
8 
previously directed attention. This class is obtained by considering a 
pair of collateral relatives whose ancestry can be partitioned into two 
unrelated groups of individuals, each of which contributes a moiety of 
homologuous chromosomes to the respective members of the pair of 
relatives under consideration. Schnell's treatment of the problem 
allews for an arbitrary number of loci, each possessing an arbitrary 
number of alleles, arbitrary dominance and epistacy, and he allows for 
arbitrary linkage relationships (including any possible interference) 
provided these are independent of gene effects. He assumes however 
that there are no position effects. In the present study the extension of 
Schnell's results to accommodate position effects will not be considered 
because these results have been anticipated in a publication by Griffing 
(1961). 
When the consequences of linkage are considered, one is led to study 
the problem of supplying suitable parameters for the removal of 
redundancies among the coefficients of the gametic array of a diploid 
individual. Jones (I960) and Schnell (1961a) have provided solutions to 
this problem. Their work has been discussed by Hayman (1962) with 
special reference to Jones' solution. Schnell (1961a) applied his 
parameters to describe some of the effects of linkage on the homo­
zygosity of inbred individuals. The latter work is relevant to the 
problems that will be considered in this study because formulae for 
coefficients of inbreeding and parentage as well as for generalized 
forms of these measures are required. 
When quantitative traits are studied in the presence of marker genes, 
9 
we can envisage an integration of the Mendelian and biometrical methods 
of investigation. Lowry and Shultz (1959) have considered the possibility 
of testing for association between metric traits and marker genes, and 
their idea was taken up by Neimann - S^rensen and Robertson (19-61) who i. ^ 
attempted an application. Mather (1949) points out that "many cases of 
linkage between major genes and polygenes controlling continuous 
variation have been reported" and he cites results reported by Sax (1923), 
Rasmusson (1935), Warren (1924) and Mather (1942). Nevertheless, 
this area of investigation appears to be relatively unexplored. Some of 
these matters will be investigated in this study. 
Mather (1949) has conducted a very thorough investigation of the 
effects of linkage on second-degree statistics for populations derived 
from pure lines. In such populations the gene frequencies are 
essentially known, whereas the work reviewed previously attempts to 
deal with the case of arbitrary and unknown gene frequencies. Consider 
the cross A^A^A^A^ x a|a|a^A^ in which A® and A® denote 
alternative alleles of locus s (s = 1, 2). In subsequent generations there 
S S s s s s 
are three possible phases A^A^, A^A^ and A^A^ at locus s. With no 
epistacy the genotypic value of an individual is the sum of the contri­
butions of the phases present at the various loci in its genotype. The 
1 1 2  2  genotypic value of A jA ^A ^ A ^ must then be of the form 
a0 al a0 al 
= =% s = Z<è><c00 + Cll) + S 
s a^a^ s s 
C s s *2^C00 + C1V 
l  A 0 A I  -
10 
when cS is the contribution of the phase AS AS at locus s 
s s s s 
a o a i  a 0  a i  
(ag,aj = 0, 1 and s =1,2). The term 2 (^-) (c^q + c^) is the mid-
s 
parent value in any one of the reciprocal crosses 
A^A^A^ x A* j A* j A^ £ A-^ ^ (a\ a^ = 0, 1) and may for 
a a a a 1 -a 1 -a 1 -a 1 -a 
convenience be taken to be the origin. It will be observed that 
[C00 " (2'(c00 + Cll)] ™ [ °11 ~ (2,(c00 + ClV] * 
Mather (ibid. ) assumed no epistacy, and employed the notation 
C00 " *2 ^C00 + °lP = ds 
C01 ' *2 ^c00 + cll* = hs 
C11 "  *2 ^C00 +  c l V  " ds * 
The genotypic variance of the resulting F^ population is given by 
4 = 4'(dl+d2» + 4»2'hl+h2» 
in the absence of any linkage connection between loci 1 and 2 . 
Frequently the notation 
4 = <î»d! + d22> 
and 
4 = <l , 2<hl+h2 )  
11 
is employed, and these quantities are conventionally referred to as the 
additive genetic variance of the population and the dominance variance of 
the population respectively. Under random mating within the F^ 
population, and still assuming no linkage, we find the covariance of F^ 
parents with their offspring to be 
C(P, O) = (|)cr^. 
The variance of biparental offspring means, or the covariance of full-
sibs, is 
C(FS> = (|>4 + <2>24 
and the variance of uniparental offspring means, or the covariance of 
half-sibs, is 
1 ^ 2  C(HS) = (j) o-^ . 
These variances and covariances are of course calculated with regard to 
genotypic values only. When phenotypic values are considered, it 
becomes necessary to take account of various possible environmental 
contributions. Mather (ibid. ) found that, when the F^ population is 
1 1 2 2  1 1 2 2  derived from the cross x A^A^A^A^ with linkage, the 
the formulae for cTQ , C(P, O), C(FS) and C(HS) can be retained by 
formally redefining the two components of heritable variation, <r^ and 
2 
<rD, as 
( i ) ( d ^  +  d *  +  2 X d 1 d 2 )  
12 
and 
( | )  ( h j  +  h Z z  + 2 X 2 h 1 h 2 )  
respectively, in which X denotes (l-2p) and p is the probability of 
recombination between the two loci. When the F^ arises from the 
1 1 2 2  1 1 2 2  
cross AQAQA^A^ x A^A^A^A^ the linkage parameter X must be 
replaced by -X in these modifications of earlier definitions. These 
results supply some information about the consequences of linkage 
disequilibrium. Insight into this can be gained by considering the case 
when the parental generations is obtained by random mating of a 
population with gametic array 
1T00A0A0 + *01 A0A1 + *10 A1A0 + *11 A1A1 
in which denotes the proportion in which gametes of the type A^A? 
occur among those produced by the latter population. To facilitate 
comparison with Mather's results, this population is restricted to the 
case of two alleles at each of two loci, and gene frequencies are 
restricted to be (^)t so that 
*oo + *01 = <2> 
*10 + *11 = 'l' 
*00 + *10 " '2' 
*01 + *11 = <1» • 
13 
It follows that the gametic frequencies satisfy the relations 
*00 "  *11 
*01 *10 *  
Define 
ô = 
*00 +  *11 * 0 1  +  * 1 0  
The gametic frequencies must satisfy the relation 
1 = 
*00 + *11 *01 +  *10 
The last two equations lead to the relations 
1 x2 
* 0 0  =  * 1 1  =  < 2 >  ( 1  + { )  
*01 = *10 = <5,Z (1 " S) 
so that the gametic array under consideration may be expressed in the 
form 
< è >  (1 + ô)aJa* + {1-Ô)A10AZ1 + (1 -ô)a|a* + (1 + ô) a|a2 
Under random mating the gametic array of every successive generation 
can be expressed in this form for suitably chosen 6. If 5^ denotes the 
value of this parameter in the initial array and 6^, ô^, ô^»... denote 
the values for subsequent generations, the recurrence relation 
4n+l = C-P'^n 
is obtained. 
14 
Therefore 
« „  =  ( » - p ) n « o -
Equilibrium is approached asymptotically with 
lim 6 =0 
n oo 
for all X in the range 0< X< 1 . The parameter ô provides a useful 
measure of disequilibrium, and for each one of the succession of 
gametic arrays it provides the value of 
2 The frequency of double hétérozygotes in coupling 
- The frequency of double he te ro zygote s in repulsion J 
with regard to the ensuing generation of zygotes. In any generation the 
mean genotypic value of a uniparental progeny, or of a biparental 
progeny, does not depend on ô or X . This assertion can be verified for 
1 1 2  2  
a uniparental progeny by considering an arbitrary parent . 
Here, and in the sequel, a convention of denoting the result of the union 
of gametes A* A2 and A*A2 by A* A*A2A2 will be followed. The 
°  w  y  x z ' w x y z  
parent under consideration produces gametes of the type A* A2 in the 
1 2 W Y 
proportion (^) (1 +X), and under random mating of the parental 
generation these gametes engender the following types of progeny: 
A0AwA0Ay with frequency (^) (1 + 6) (^)2(1+X) 
2 2 
A0AwAlAy with frequency (j) (1 - 6) (>) (1+X) 
2 2 
A{A^A0Ay with frequency (-|) (1 - 6) (-|) (1+X) 
15 
2 2 
with frequency ( y  )  ( 1  +  6 )  ( i )  ( 1 + X )  l w l y c* ù 
in which ô takes the value appropriate to the gametic output of the 
parental generation. Within this group of progeny, the phase A^A^ at 
the first locus occurs in association with +6 as frequently as it does 
with - 5. A similar observation may be made with regard to the phases 
11 2 2 2 2 A^A^, AQ A^ and A^A^. Under the assumption of no epistacy, the 
genotypic value of an individual is obtained by addition of the contri­
butions of constituent phases. The mean genotypic value of the fore­
going group of progeny may therefore be correctly calculated with ô 
formally regarded to have value zero. Suitable modifications of the 
foregoing argument may be employed to show that the latter statement is 
also true of each of the groups of progeny engendered by the remaining 
three types of parental gametes, namely A^A2, A^A2 and A^A2 . The 
mean genotypic value of the entire uniparental progeny, or half-sib ship, 
may therefore be calculated without error when Ô be formally regarded 
to have value zero. Consider now the four groups of progeny which each 
of the various population gametes A^A2 , A^A2 , a|a^ and a|a2 
engender with the individual parent under consideration. If the fore­
going argument be repeated with regard to these groups, the role of 
1 1 2  2  
each of the four parental genes Aw, A^, A^ and A^ is reversed with 
1 1 2  2  that of each of the four population genes A^, Aj , A^ and Aj 
respectively, and because of the formal equivalence of the gametic array 
of the individual parent 
16 
(1+X) A 1A2 + (1 -X) A 1 A 2  +  (1 -\)A1AZ + (1 +X) A 1 A 2  
w y wz x y xz 
to the gametic array of the parental generation 
2 
(1 + ô) a J a 2 + (1 - ô) a Ja 2 + (1 - ô) A Ja 2  +  (1 +  Ô) a Ja 2  
the role of X is reversed with that of ô . Each phase at each locus is 
found to occur in association with +X as frequently as it does with -X . 
The mean genotypic value of the half-sib ship under consideration may 
therefore be correctly calculated with X formally regarded to have 
value zero. The truth of our assertion has thus been established for the 
case of a uniparental progeny mean. With regard to a biparental progeny 
mean, the foregoing argument is readily adapted by formally replacing 
t h e  g e n e s  A *  ,  A  j  ,  A 2  a n d  A 2  o f  t h e  p a r e n t  p o p u l a t i o n  w i t h  A * ,  A * ,  
2 2 A^ and A^ respectively and replacing 6 with X in the gametic array. 
1 1 2  2  The argument then goes through as before with A^A^A^A^ being 
1 1 2  2  
considered in conjunction with a second arbitrary parent A^A^A^A^ 
rather than with the parental generation as a whole. Let gg^, gy •.. 
denote the various types of gametes of the population. Then the gametic 
array of the population of antecedents, from which the parental 
generation arises by random mating, may be expressed in the form 
Sp. g. . Let G.. denote the genotype which arises from the union of 
gametes g^ x gj . Then the genotypic array of the parental generation 
is Sp.p.G.. . If x.. denotes the genotypic value of the genotype G.., 
y 1 J y ij 
X„ denotes the mean genotypic value of the uniparental progeny to which 
17 
gives rise, and denotes the mean genotypic value of the 
biparental progeny to which the mating x G^ gives rise, then the 
genotypic variance of the parental generation is given by 
5 p i p j [ x y - , f j p i p j x u , ] 2 >  
the genotypic covariance of individuals of the parental generation and 
their offspring from random mating of the parental generation is given by 
S P^Pj £ x.. - (2 PjPjXjjiJ X-j , 
the genotypic covariance of half-sibs, or the genotypic variance of 
uniparental progeny means in the population derived by random mating of 
the parental generation, is given by 
fj PiPj [ Xij " PIPJ XIJ *] ' 
and the genotypic covariance of full-sibs, or the genotypic variance of 
biparental progeny means in the population derived by random mating of 
the parental generation, is given by 
2 2 P, 
ijki iPjPkP£ [Xijki " ( ma/1 PJ PlC ?L XlJKL 
The genotypic values x„ are independent of 5 and of X. The genotypic 
means X„ and X„^ have been proven to be independent of ô and of 
X. The parameters ô and X can therefore enter these statistics only 
in so far as the p's may depend on these quantities. In the population 
under consideration we may regard 
18 
Then we must have 
«J = A0A0 
'2 " AJA1 
S3 " AiA0 
8 4  •  A i A i  
12 Pi = P4 = ("2) (1 + ô) 
p 2  =  P 3  =  ( I }  ( 1 " 6 )  
On the other hand, the parental generation may be regarded to be the 
1 1 2 2  1 1 2 2  derived from the cr os s x AJAJAJAJ  which the pairs 
12 12 ( AQ, AQ ) and (Aj, ) enter in coupling. If gp 82' 83 and 84 are 
given the same designation as before, we must have 
1 2 
P i  =  p 4  =  ( %  )  ( 1 + X )  
p 2  =  P 3  =  ( i '  ( 1 - x )  •  
The quantities x_ must be the same for these two alternative parental 
generations, and since X„ and may be calculated for both cases 
without error when X and ô are formally regarded to have value zero, 
these means must take the same values with regard to the two alternative 
parental arrays. It follows that the four statistics of the second degree, 
which are under consideration, may be evaluated for the former of the 
two alternative populations by formally replacing X with 6 in the 
19 
values of these statistics which are relevant to the latter (F^ ) 
population. The latter values have however already been supplied by 
Mather (ibid. ), and from his results we find by this means that, if a 
generation 0 is established by random mating of a population with 
gametic array 
( I ) '  [ < 1  +  6 0  ) A %  +  < 1  -  S 0  ) A %  +  ( 1  -  6 0  )  A J A 2  +  ( 1  +  6 0 ) A j A  
and if random mating engenders a sequence of descendant generations 
1, 2, 3, ... with disequilibrium values ô y ô^, ô^> ... respectively, we 
may define 
4  =  < Z > < 4 + d 2  +  2 S n d l d 2 >  
n 
and 
4  =  < î > 2 < 4  +  h 2  +  2 4 n h J h 2 > -
n 
and express the genotypic variance of generation n in the form 
2  _  2  , 2  
°G " °"A + °"D * 
n n n 
The covariance of n-th generation parents with their (n+l)-th 
generation offspring is given by 
C < P n ' ° „ + l »  "  < 2 »  4  •  
n 
The covariance of (n+l)-th generation half-sibs is given by 
20 
Ct^n+l» = <è>2  4 • 
n 
The covariance of (n+l)-th generation full-sibs is given by 
CfSn+l' » (|)^ + (|)2 4 • 
n n 
In all of the foregoing formulae 
, . 2  2 
"A " "A 
n —> co n 
and 
, . 2  2 
crD = o-D. 
n —> oo n 
These limits are approached monotonically since |6Q > 51 > =2 >... 
when the trivial case of perfect linkage (\= 1) is excluded. The range 
of 5 is given by 
n 
.n ^ ... tn 
- (1 - p) '< 6n < +(1 -p) 
and, since the d's may be regarded to be positive, the discrepancy 
2 2 (<r^ - <r^) or ô^d^ d^ has the same sign as 6^, which is also the sign 
n 
2 2 
of all of ôn_i » ^n_2* * * * * ^2® ^1® ^0* discrepancy (<r^ - cr^) or 
n 
2 2 (cr^ " tr^) is in direct proportion to the disequilibrium value 6 in 
n 
2 2 2. 2. 
every generation, and since (cr, - <rA) * (1 -p){(rA - <y. ) the 
n+1 A n 
remaining discrepancy is depleted in each generation in direct porportion 
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to the rate of recombination p . In each successive generation (1 - p) of 
the discrepancy in additive genetic variance of the previous generation 
remains. With regard to dominance deviations, we note that the 
2 2 discrepancy (tr^ - ) is proportional to the square of 6 in every 
n 
generation. In each successive generation (1 - p) of the discrepancy in 
dominance variance of the previous generation remains. 
The foregoing discussion will serve to clarify the results obtained by 
Mather (1949) as compared to those of Schnell (1961b). A more 
exhaustive discussion of these matters would be inappropriate at this 
time, and must be deferred. It will suffice for the present purpose to 
remark that the results obtained by Mather, in so far as these relate to 
random mating populations, involve linkage strictly in consequence of 
disequilibrium. This disequilibrium arises from the way in which the 
populations considered by Mather have been derived. In particular, a 
parental generation of F^ individuals derived from the cross 
AQAQAQAQ x AJAJA^A2, which the pairs (A*,A2) and (Aj,A2) enter 
in coupling, is an instance of the foregoing disequilibrium population 
with 
« 0  =  x .  
and a parental generation of individuals derived from the cross 
AQAQAJA2 x a|a|AQA2 , which the pairs (A*, A2) and (a| , A2 ) 
enter in repulsion, is an instance of the foregoing disequilibrium 
population with 
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Schnell (196 lb), on the other hand, considered equilibrium populations, 
and showed that, in the absence of epistacy, the covariances between 
relatives in such populations remain wholly unaffected by linkage. 
With regard to the effects of disequilibrium, formulae for the case of 
an arbitrary number of alleles occurring with arbitrary frequencies are 
needed. The work of Comstock and Robinson (1952) provides an 
indication of what to expect in case of arbitrary gene frequencies, but is 
confined to the case of two alleles per locus with no epistacy. What 
effect disequilibrium has on the epistatic components of (co-) variance 
appears to be unknown. 
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m. ON GAMETIC ARRAYS WITf} LINKAGE 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss a parametrization problem 
that one encounters when considering the effect of linkage on the 
coefficients of the gametic array of a diploid individual. 
Let As denote the aS-th allele of locus s (aS = 0,1,2,..., m - 1 
a 
and s = 1,2,3,..., n). 
n 
Let the formal product ™|"]~ A A denote the ordered genotype 
8=1 a0 al 
which arises from the union of the two gametes denoted by the formal 
n n 
products A and ~J~j~ A . Here, and in the sequel, the expansion 
s=l a Q s=l a^ 
indicated for formal products is a consecutive arrangement which is 
order-preserving in the sense that genes belonging to the same locus 
may not be permuted, although permutation of those belonging to different 
loci is permissable. These rules concerning order serve the purpose of 
characterizing the chromosome configuration of genotypes with regard to 
the orientation of each constituent gene on one of two alternative strands. 
1 1 2  2  Let the gametic output of A^A^A^A^ have the array 
^ooAoAo +^oiAoAi +rioAiAo +yJiAlAi 
1 1 2 2 3 3 
and the gametic output of A^A^A^A^A^A^ have the array 
> m o a X a o  + r i o o A i A o A o  +  ^ o i o A o A i A o  + ^ i i o A i A i A o  
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+ *JoXAoAi +^01AJA0A1 +^nAJAiAi + y111AlAiAi • 
In general, for any positive integer m (m< n) the gametic array of 
n g s 
U A will be expressed in the form 
8 = 1  
2 y 123... m A1 A2 A3 ... Am . 
x,x_...x =0,1 XlX2X3,,,Xm X1 X2 X3 Xm 1 c m 
It will be assumed throughout the sequel that these arrays do not 
depend on which allelomorphic states of the various loci have been 
enumerated as 0 and 1. It follows therefore that the gametic output of 
m S A s 17 A s A has the array 
8=1 a0 al 
2 y123...m A1 a2 a3 #. Am 
x,x_x,...x =0,1 X1X2X3* ' * xm a a a am 12 3 m x, x_ x, x 12 3 m 
,  ^  , 1 2  3  m  , 1 2  3  m  
whatever the values of a^, a^, a^, ..., a^ and a^, a^, a^, ..., a^ 
may be. 
It will also be assumed that 
ùo = rn 
= y\î 
and will be assumed that 
123 = y 123 
7 000 7 III 
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/23 = 123 
7 0 1 0  7 1 0 1  
Y!23 = 123 
7001 7110 
Y !23 = Y !23 
7 0 1 1  7  1 0 0  •  
In general it will be assumed that for any m 
123...m 
7 
123...m 
7 ( 1 - X 1 ) ( 1 -X2)(1-X3). . . (l-xm) 
identically in (xjX^x^... x^). This assumption is equivalent to the 
requirement that meiosis be regular in the sense that the process by 
which each germinal cell gives rise to gametes involves only comple­
mentary interchanges of homologous segments among chromatids. It 
will be assumed that there is no selection of gametes, and that factors 
which affect the functional capacity of meiotic products (such as the 
formation of polar bodies) are non-selective with regard to their gene 
content. 
Since the enumeration of loci refers to any arbitrary set of m loci 
and takes place in any arbitrary order, the foregoing definitions can be 
extended to cover any subset of k of the m loci under consideration by 
letting 
x. 
s k 
k 
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where s^, s^, .. ., refers to any choice of k distinct numbers out of 
the set ^1, 2, 3, ..., m J . If sk+2' * * " Sm are 1:116 (m_k) 
numbers remaining, the following relationship must be satisfied 
= Z 123...m 
xSlXS •••Xs, x X . . . x  = 0 , 1  x l x 2 x 3 , , , x m  
1 2 k Sk+1 Sk+2 Sm 
In the sequel a convention of omitting the superscripts of 
S 1 S 2 * *  * s k  v when s, = 1, s_ = 2, ..., s, = k for any k will be 
'  x  x  . . .  x  1  2  k  
S1 S2 k 
followed. Thus y will be understood to be shorthand for 
xlx2X3""Xk 
123...k 
X1X2X3* * *xk 
The 2n gametic frequencies y (x,, x_, x,, ..., x = 0, 1) XIX.XA » • I  x x ù o n 12 3 n 
may be partitioned into 2n ^ pairs of equivalued frequencies according 
to the relationship 
. ,xn ~ 7(l-x^)(l-x^)(l-x^)... (1-x^) 
and since the sum of the frequencies is unity they involve (2n * + 1) 
redundant parameters. Any choice of (2n * - 1) linearly independent 
linear combinations of the frequencies provides a complete set of 
independent linkage parameters. A parametrization of this type has 
recently been developed by Schnell (1961a). The following section 
provides a description, from what is believed to be a more illuminating 
point of view, of Schnell1 s parameters. 
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A. Schnell's Parametrization 
1 1 2  2  The gametic output of A^A^AQA^ has the array 
y 00 AoAo +y01 A0A1 +r10AlA0 +yll A1A1 
b u t  y 00  + y 01  + y l0  + y l l  = 1  *  
Aiso y00 = y n  
y 01  = y 10  •  
Therefore 2^y00+y01^ = 1 ' 
The recombination value for the two loci is defined to be 
p 1z  "  y 01  + y i0  
= 
2*01 • 
It follows that 
*00  =  y n  =  ( i , ( 1  -p iz 1  
*01  =  *10  =  ( l»p i2-
The two pairs of equivalued frequencies (7oO,y 11^ and ^y01,y10^ are 
thus uniquely determined by the recombination value p ^  • This being so, 
the following question naturally comes to mind: Will the four equivalued 
pairs of frequencies (y000»riu) (yQlO^lOl1 (y001*7110) and 
(vqil»yioo^ characterized by the three possible recombination 
values p P I3 and in the case of the set |l, 2,3 j of 3 loci? 
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By definition 
p 12 = 7010 +y011 +7100 + yl01 
p  1 3  =  7 0 0 1  + y 0 1 1  + 7 1 0 0  +  y l l O  
p 2 3  =  y 0 0 1  + y l 0 1  + y 0 1 0  + y l l O  
and it is assumed that 
y ooo  = y m 
y 010  =  y 101  
y ooi  =  y 110  
y 011  =  y ioo  •  
The first three equations can therefore be put in the form 
p 12 2^y011 + y010* 
p 13 = 2*y001 +y011} 
p23 = 2^y001 + y010^ ' 
But 
1  =  2 ^ y 000  + y 010  + y 001  + y 011^  * 
Consequently 
p 12 = 1 " 2^y000 + 7001* 
p 13 = 1 ' 2(y000 +y010^ 
It follows that 
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p 23  =  1  2 t y 000  +  y 01  V '  
2 y 001  ^  ~ 2 y 000^ "  p  12  
2 y 010  ^  2 y 000^ "  P 13  
2 y 011  =  ^ ~ 2 y 000^ "  p 23  '  
Summation of the original three equations defining the p's leads to the 
relation 
p 12  +  p 13 + p 23  =  2 ^ " 2 y 000*  * 
Therefore 
1  2  
y 001  ~  ^ 2  ^  ^°  "  p 12  +  p 13  +  p 23^ 
1  2  
y 0l0  =  ^2 * +  P 12  "  p 13  +  p 23^ 
1  2  
y0ll = *2  * +  p 12  +  P 13  ~ p 23*  
1  2  
and y000 = ^2 * ^2 P12 ~ p13 ~ p23^ ' 
The frequency-pairs for a 3-point problem are thus uniquely determined 
by the recombination values for all possible pairs among the three loci. 
In the case of four loci however, it will be found that, whereas there 
4  1  
are (2) (•^•) = 8 pairs of equivalued frequencies,"' there are only 6 
recombination values P 12 p 13 p 14 p23 P24 and P34 which together with 
the sum of frequencies could account for at most 7 degrees of freedom. 
Now the 16 frequencies in question are represented by the 8 values 
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7Q x x x (x 2x 3x 4 = 0,1) which arise from considering only those of the 
frequencies y (x,x x,x. - 0,1) for which x, = 0. The 6 
1 x 2 x 3 x 4  12  3  4  1  
recombination values P13'P14'P23* P24* anx* P 3 4  correspond to 
6 ways of partitioning the 8 values into 2 sets of 4 each. In 
particular corresponds to 
(The set of values y_ for which x. + x. is even) 
2X3X4 1 J 
versus 
(The set of values yn for which x. + x. is odd) 
2 3 4 1 3 
for (i, j) * (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4), (3,4) and x1 * 0 in 
x. + Xj when i * 1. We can recast a previous definition in the form 
p.. = 2(Sum of values for which x. + x. is odd). ij 1 J 
Now define 
p.. = 2(Sum of values for which x. + x. is even), 
ij 1 J 
Then 
pij + py * '• 
Now define for each p „ the corresponding contrast 
x t i  "  p i j  "  p y  •  
Then 
x i j  "  1 1  "  pi j 1  "  p y  
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Each of the values X„ is thus uniquely determined by the corresponding 
p y  
Let yn (x-, x-, x . = 0, 1) be regarded as the yields of the 
2 x 3 x 4  
3 treatment combinations (t. c. 's) of a 2 factorial system by regarding 
yn as the yield of the t. c. (xox0x.) with x. taken to be the level 
' ox^x^x^  2  3  4  l  
of factor Xj. (i = 2, 3, 4). We now recognize the X„ as the three main 
effects and the three two-factor interactions of this system (ignoring 
here and in the sequel the conventional divisors of effects and inter­
actions) as follows: 
X 1 2  =  P 1 2  "  p 1 2  =  "  X 2  
X13 = p13 " p13 X3 
X14 = ^14 " p 14 " X4 
X23 = p23 " p23 = X2X3 
X24 = p24 " p24 = X2X4 
X34 = p34 " p34 = X3X4 ' 
This is so because when x^ = 0 then (x^ + x^) equals Xj, so that 
(xj + Xj) even or odd corresponds respectively to Xj even or odd. The 
signs of X^. and X^ must be reversed to obtain X ^  and X^ 
respectively, because our definitions of the latter quantities involve a 
reversal of signs, as compared to the conventional way of defining main 
effects in a factorial system. The conventional definition of X^ for 
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example is 
1  2  
x 2  ~ ^2  ^  ^ y 0111  "  r 0011  +  y 0101  ~ 7 0001  
+  y 0110  "  y ooio  + y 0100  "  y 0000* 1  
This gives 
1  2  
= {-^) (Sum of values for which x^ = 1) 
1  2  
- (-£•) (Sum of values for which = 0) 
1  3  
= ( 2") (Sum of frequencies for which x^ + x^ is odd) 
1  3  
- (^) (Sum of frequencies for which x^ + x^ is even) 
=  
-
X 1 2  •  
With regard to two-factor interactions, we find on the other hand that the 
factorial convention leads to 
X2X3 = ^2^ X23 
by way of example. 
3 From our knowledge of the 2 factorial system it follows that the 
A.j are contrasts which are orthogonal to each other and also to the 
contrast X^X^X^ which arises by partitioning the according 
2 3X4 
to whether (x^ + x^ + x^) is even or odd. We are thus led to define 
X1234 = * X2X3X4 * 
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We have now accounted for the 8 degrees of freedom and after some 
straightforward calculation we find 
1  4  
y0000 = 7 1111 = *2 * t1 + X12 + X13 + X14 + X23 + X24 + X34 + X1234* 
1  4  
y0111 ~ yi000 ~ ^2 * ^ ' X12 " X13 " X14 + X23 + X24 + X34 " X 1234^ 
1  4  
y0100=y1011 = (2) t1 " X12 + X13 + X14 " X23 " X24 + X34 " X1234) 
1  4  
y0010 ~ y 1101 ~ * 2 ^ ^ + X12 ~ X13 + X14 " X23 + X24 " X34 " X1234^ 
and so on. 
Returning for the moment to the case of 3 loci, define X = 1 - 2p . 
Then a previous result can be recast in a similar form as follows: 
1  3  
y 0 0 0  " y l l l  ~  ( 2 >  t 1  +  X 1 2  +  X 1 3  +  X 2 3 *  
1  3  
y010 "y101 ~ (2} ^ " X12 + X13 " X23^ 
1  3  
y001 ~ yll0 " (2) ^ + X12 " X13 ~ X23^ 
1  3  
y011 ~ yl00 " ^2 ^ ^ " X12 " X13 + X23^ • 
Also define X^ = 1 " 2p for the case of 2 loci, and we find 
1  2  
y 0 0 = y l l  =  ( 2 )  ( 1  +  X i z )  
1  2  
y 01  "  y  10  =  (  2  )  ^  x 12^  •  
In the case of 5 loci, there are (2)^ frequencies 
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7x x x x x (xix2x3x4x5 = 0,1), giving rise to (2) equivalued pairs. 
4  The (2) distinct values are exhaustively and unambiguously enumerated 
by considering those frequencies for which x^ = 0. Let x x x 
4  
regarded as the yields of the t. c. 's (x^x^x^x^) of a 2 factorial 
system. The four recombination values which involve locus 1 corre­
spond to the four main effects as follows: 
x 12  =  2 p 12*  =  p  12  "  p 12  =  ~ x 2  
X13 = " 2pl3* = p13 " p13 = ~X3 
X 1 4 =  ( 1  "  2 p 1 4 )  =  p 1 4  '  p  1 4  =  " X 4  
X15 = 11 " 2p15} = Pl5 " Pl5 = "XS " 
This is so since (x^ + x^) even or odd corresponds to x^ even or odd 
respectively when x^ = 0 and since p ^  is the sum of frequencies for 
which (xj + x^) is odd (i = 2, 3, 4, 5). 
The remaining 6 recombination values correspond to the 6 possible 
2-factor interactions as follows: 
X23 = ^ 2p23* = P23 " p23 = X2X3 
X24 = ^ 2p24* = P24 " p24 = X2X4 
X25 = ^ " 2p25* = ^25 " p25 = X2X5 
X34 = ^ 2p34* = p34 " P34 = X3X4 
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X35 ^ " 2p35^ p35 " p35 X3X5 
X45 = ^ 2p45* = p45 " p45 = X4X5 ' 
The partitions (x. + x. + x, ) even or odd among the values corre-
1 J -K 
s pond to the 3-factor interactions as follows: 
X1234 = "X2X3X4 
X1235 = "X2X3X5 
X1245 = "X2X4X5 
X1345 = "X3X4X5 ' 
The partition (x^ + + x^) even or-odd among the values 
corresponds to the 4-factor interaction and we write 
X2345 = X2X3X4X5 ' 
This usage of the symbol ^*2345 is consistent with the previous usage of 
similar notations, as can be seen by regarding 2', 1', 3', 4' and 5' as 
aliases of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively, and confining ourselves to the 
frequencies for which Xj, = 0, because then 
X 2  +  X 3  +  X 4  +  X 5  =  X J ,  + X 3 ,  + X 4 ,  + X 5 ,  
- 
x3 1 + x4i + x^ 1 
so that -X3,X4,Xg, is the alias of X^X^X^X^ and must accordingly be 
denoted by 3 1  4 1  5 1  which is the alias of ^2345 * 
4  From our knowledge of the (2) factorial system it follows that the 
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(4 + 6 + 4 + 1) = 15 X's we have defined are mutually orthogonal contrasts 
that will together with the sum of the frequencies (which is unity) account 
for 16 degrees of freedom as required. 
In the case of 6 loci, there are (2)^ frequencies in (2)^ equivalued 
pairs. If C™ denotes the number of ways in which k distinct objects 
can be selected among m distinct objects, there must be contrasts 
of the type X„ and contrasts of the type X^.^ . This supplies 
( , ) + (-jryr ) = 5 x 6 = 30 of the required (2)^ -1 = 31 parameters. 
The additional parameter required is defined to be the remaining contrast 
which is orthogonal to all the foregoing and corresponds to partitioning 
the values y. according to whether (x- + x~ + x. + x, + x, ) 
' ox^x^x^xgx^ ° 2 3 4 5 b 
is even or odd. Denote it by ^^3456 ' ^ 7 Ox x x x x are ^^garded as 
2 3 4 5 6 
the respective yields of the t. c. 's (x^x^x^x^x^) of a 2^ factorial 
system with x^ denoting the level of factor X^, we find (ignoring 
conventional divisors) that 
X123456 = "X2X3X4X5X6* 
This procedure may be continued indefinitely. In the general case, 
given frequencies y we define X  1  •  •  •  X  l ù 5 n 
X . .  =  S u m  o f  f r e q u e n c i e s  f o r  w h i c h  ( x .  +  x . )  e v e n  i j  n  i  j  
- Sum of frequencies for which (x^ + x j )  odd 
Xijkp = Sum of frequencies for which (x^ + x. + x^ + x^) even 
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- Sum of frequencies for which (x. + x. + x, + x ) odd 
i J k p 
and so on. 
With x = 1 - x, the pairs of equivalued frequencies have the form 
2t _ 2t 
(y , y— — — ) and since 2 x = 2t - 2 x it follows 
X1X2 ' ' ' Xn X1 X2 ' ' ' Xn i=l Si i=l Si 
that equivalued frequencies always enter a contrast with the same sign. 
For any contrast X of those defined above there is a set of numbers 
n 
a .  a .  a ,  . . .  a  =  0 , 1  s u c h  t h a t  2  a .  =  2 t  ( a n  e v e n  n u m b e r )  a n d  t h a t  
1 L 5 n i=l 1 
n 
X = Sum of frequencies for which 2 a. x. even 
i=l 1 1 
n 
- Sum of frequencies for which 2 a. x. odd . 
i=l 1 1 
Let a , a , ..., a (s. < s_ < ... < s_ ) be the 2t values among 
S1 s2 S2t 
cij, a^t a^f..an which are not zero. Then the X corresponding to the 
given vector (a^, a^, ..., a^) is the one which is denoted by 
S 1 S 2 S 3 * "  s 2 t  
Consider the (2)n * pairs of equivalued frequencies 
C x i x , x , . . . x  ' y x , x , x , . . . ï ï  >  i n  w h i c h  x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x n = 0 , l .  
l c 5 n i. ù 5 n 
Select from each pair the member with leading subscript equal to zero, 
to represent the common value of the pair to which it belongs. We may, 
without loss of generality, regard these as being given by the left-hand 
members of pairs in the foregoing enumeration. This is equivalent to 
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restricting Xj to be zero in each pair, so that the pairs are uniquely 
given by (V0 x ' *1: ? ...x ' for V x3' • • • ' xn = °' 1 ' and 
2 3 n 2 3 n 
the values by y n for x_,x,, ...,x =0,1. But members of ux~x0 • • • x ut j n ù 5 n 
the same frequency-pair have been shown to enter any contrast with the 
same sign. The right-hand members of every pair may therefore be 
replaced by the corresponding left-hand members in the definition of X. 
This yields an equivalent definition of X in terms of values as follows: 
n 
X = 2(Sum of values for which 2 a. x. even) 
i=2 1 1 
n 
- 2(Sum of values for which 2 a. x. odd) . 
i=2 1 1 
In the immediate sequel it will be shown that this second definition 
relates the X's to the effects and interactions of a 2n * factorial 
system, and thus demonstrates that the X's are linearly independent and 
in fact orthogonal contrasts of the sums of equivalued pairs of 
frequencies. (The first definition shows the symmetry of our parame-
trization with respect to the various loci. ) The relationship to factorial 
systems is found explicitly by regarding the values 2yn as 
2X3X4 "• xn 
the yields of the corresponding t.c.'s (x^x^x^, ... ,x^) of a 2n_1 
factorial system in which x. denotes the level of factor 
(i = 2,3,4,..., n). The X are then recognized from the second definition 
as being related to the effects and interactions of this system in the 
following way: 
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X 
s 2t 
X 
s 2t 
if Sj = 1 
in which s^ < s^ < s^ < < s.,^, and in which we have taken account of 
the conventional divisors of effects and interactions. The condition on 
s j in this equation derives from the fact that the value of a^ does not 
affect the right-hand side of the second definition, since = 0 in every 
term; but the presence or absence of 1 as a subscript on the left-hand 
side of any of the second group of defining relations, provides the value 
of aj required to identify which of the first group of defining relations it 
corresponds to. The X's are characterized by the vectors 
(aoiy ..., »n), which have even numbers of unit elements, and their 
factorial aliases by the vectors (a^, a^,..., and there is no 
ambiguity because the number of unit elements for one of the latter 
vectors determines its correspondent among the former vectors, 
according to whether this number is even or odd. If it is even we augment 
the elements of the given vector with = 0, and if it is odd we augment 
its elements with = 1 . On the other hand, when (o^, a^, cy,..., a^) 
in which the expansion indicated for the formal product on the left-hand 
is given, we obtain the corresponding (a^, cy 9  • • •  9  »n) simply by deleting 
A given factorial alias may be represented as 
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side is one in which factors with exponent zero are to be neglected, and 
that indicated for the formal product on the right-hand side requires that 
in the resulting terms c2 c3 c^ ... c11 be replaced by the yield of the 
x2 X3 X4 Xn 
corresponding t. c. (x^, x^, x^,..., x^) for all x^, x^, x^, ...,x^ = 0, 1 . 
The conventional factorial definition thus gives 
n a. , n-2 a_x_+a_x,+. .. + a x n 
IT ( X . )  1  =  ( i )  2  (-1) 2233 nn c '  
i=2 x2X3* • • xn= 0, 1 i=2 i 
, n-2 o_x_+a_x,+. .. +a x 
=  ( i )  =  ( - D  2  2  3  3  n n  2 y 0 x  x  x  
X^x^... xn= 0, 1 2 3* * * n 
2 n-2 |— n 
= (-r-) 2(Sum of values with 2 a.x. even) 
^ I— i=2 1 1 
But 
n  
— —i 
- 2(Sum of values with 2 a.x. odd) 
i=2 11 -J 
n n n 
2 a,x. = S a. - 2 a.x. 
i=2 11 i=2 1 i=2 1 1 
n n 
so that 2 a.x. and 2 a.x. are simultaneously even or odd when 
i=2 11 i=2 1 1 
n n 
2 a. is even, and are alternatively even and odd when 2 o is odd 
i=2 1 i=2 1 
In order to establish the relationship between linkage parameters and 
their factorial aliases, which was provided earlier on, it remains only to 
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recall that if (aa^, a^» .. ., a^) and (a^, a^, ..., a^) are the 
characteristic vectors of a pair of correspondent aliases in the linkage 
n 
and factorial systems respectively, then 2 a. is even if and only if 
i=2 1 
aj = 0, and is odd if and only if = 1 . 
Our knowledge of factorial systems shows that the 2n * values 
chosen to represent the frequencies satisfy the relation 
x. 
2 w . . . *  •  + ( i ) s ( - u l l x  
2 3 n 2 ij 1 
x .  + x .  
+  ( i )  2  ( - 1 )  l l  2  X  X  
2  1  2  
X .  + x .  + x .  
1 11 12 13 
+  ( j )  2  ( - 1 )  2  3  X  X  X  
i l < i 2 < i 3  2  3  
+ . . . 
,  x  + x , + .  . . + x  
+  ( l ) ( . l ) 2  ^ x ^ . . . x ^  
identically in (x^» x^, ..., x^). The summation variables i^, ig, ... 
encountered on the right-hand side of this identity range through 
2, 3, 4, ..., n subject to the restrictions indicated. 
Let N be the largest positive integer which satisfies the inequality 
2N < n . Then we find with Xj = 0 that 
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Ox-,x 2 3 V ( * '  
n 
1  +  
x +x 
s 1  s 2  S  ( - 1 )  1  Z  X  
s l < s 2  
s 1 s 2  
x  + x  + x  + x  
+  2  ( - 1 )  S l  S z  8 3  8 4  X  
s l < s 2 < s 3 < s 4  
S1S2=3S4 
S 1 <  s 2 <  S 3 <  S 4 <  S 5 <  s 6  
X  + x  + x  + x  + x  + x  
(_d  "2  "3  =4  =5  %  
S1S2S3S4S5S6 
+ . . . 
+ 2 (-1) 1 
s ,  <  . . .  <  s  
X  +  .  .  .  +  X  
s, s 2N 
1  2N 
S1 ' ' * S2N 
identically in (x^, x^, x^, .. ., x^), in which the summation variables 
sl' S2' S3' ' * * ' S2N ran8e through 1,2,3,..., n subject to the 
restrictions indicated. This is so because a main effect or interaction 
involving an odd number of factors corresponds to the X which bears 
the same subscripts augmented by unity. The reversal of sign in going 
from such a main effect or interaction to its linkage alias is accounted 
xi  
for in the foregoing identity by multiplication with (-1) 
Now we observe that for all t 
(-1) 
2t 
2 x 
i = l  S i  
2t 
= ( -1 )  
2t 
2 x 
i = l  S i  
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= (-1) 
2t 
2  x  
i = l  S i  
identically in (x , x , x , ..., x ) . 
S1 S2 S3 2t 
We have thus shown that 
*1*2*3 '  
x  =  ( l >  
n 
n 
1  +  
x +x 
s 1  s 2  2  ( - 1 )  1  ^  X  
s l <  s 2  
= 1=2  
X  + x  + x  + x  
2  ( - 1 )  S l  S Z  8 3  8 4  X  
S1< s2< s3< s4 
S1S2S3S4 
x  f x  + x  + x  + x  + x  
( -1 ,  s l  s 2  8 3  s 4  8 5  x  
s l < s 2 < s 3 < s 4 < s 5 < s 6  
S1S2S3S4S5S6 
+ . . . 
X +  .  .  .  +  X 
( -1 )  *1  2"x  
S l <  " •  <  S 2 N  
s l *  *  *  S 2 N  
identically in (x^, x^, ..., x^) for x^ = 0 . This is in fact an identity in 
(xj, x^, Xg,..., xn), as can be seen by using the identity 
7 0 x - x - . . . x  ~  y l x - x _ . . . x  b j n u j 11 
in  <x2'x3 x„) t0  reP lace  *0x,x,...x with  *lx,x,...5 onthe  
ct j ix là «5 ix 
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2t _ 2t 
sx  sx  
4—1 S. •_ I S . 
left-hand side, and applying the identities (-1) = (-1 ) to 
recast the right-hand side in the desired form. 
To show that the number of parameters is one less than the number 
of equivalued frequency pairs consider first the case n = 2N (even), and 
the following 2 identities: 
(1  +  1 )™ = c 2 "  + c 2 *  + c 2 "  + . . .  +  c^_ i  + 
(1  _  d™ = -  c 2 "  + c 2 "  -  . . .  _ +  c 2 g  .  
Adding these identities we find 
(2)2N = 2 I + cr' + ... + C! [cf + f + ... •<£] 
But C2N = 1 so we have shown 
( 2 ) 2 N  ( | ) =  1  +  C 2 N  +  C 2 N  +  . . .  + C 2 £ J  
No. pairs = 1 + No. of parameters 
In the case n = 2N + 1 (odd) consider the identities 
(1 + 1)2N+1 = c2N+1 + c2N+1 + ... + c2™ + c2£+1 + c 
n n2N+l _ -2N+1 r2N+l . -,2N+1 , _,2N+1 r,2N+l 
( 1  
"  
1 ]  
~  
C 0  "  C 1  +  • • •  "  C 2 N - 1  + C 2 N  2 N + 1  
Add and divide by 2 to obtain 
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(2)2N+1 ) = 1 + C2N+1 + C4N+1 + ... + C^+1 
No. pairs = 1 + No. of parameters 
The order in which loci are enumerated is arbitrary, so that we have 
S1S2S3" * Sm 
shown that the parametric representation of y X  X  X  *  *  #  X  
S1 S2 S3 
involves all the X's that take their subscripts from the set 
| sj, s_,, Sg, ..., smj of loci. These enter the parametric expression 
1  m  
with coefficients + (^) > and the sign with which Xg g enters is 
Si j 
" + "  i f  ( x  +  x  )  i s  e v e n ,  a n d  i s  "  -  "  i f  i t  i s  o d d .  T h e  s i g n  f o r  
Si ®j 
X may be obtained by multiplication of the signs for the two 
VjVl 
members of any one of the pairs (X c » X ), (X , X_ _ ) or 
SiSj k J? SiSk SjSl 
(X , X ). The sign with which a X with more than four subscripts 
siS£ SjSk 
enters may be obtained by similar multiplication of the signs for any 
group of X's whose subscripts constitute a partition of those of the 
parameter under consideration. The parameters themselves are 
S l S 2 S 3 , e , S m  ,  ® l S 2 S 3 * * , S m  
as calculated by regarding r0X- x. ...x. + *lx_ x_ ...x^ 
m 
m - 1  
S 2  s 3  S m  s 2  S 3 ' " '  s  
the yields of the corresponding t. c. 's (x , x , ..., x ) of a 2 
S2 S3 Sm 
factorial system, in which x denotes the level of factor X . Main 
i i 
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effects and interactions are calculated according to convention, but 
without application of the conventional divisors. The linkage parameters 
are obtained by reversing the signs of main effects and interactions 
whose factorial names involve odd numbers of letters. Under our 
assumptions 
S 1 S 2 S 3 ' 1 1  S m  _  S 1 S 2 S 3 *  * •  S m  
y 0 x  x  . . . x  l x  x  .  . . x  
S2 S3 Sm S2 S3 Sm 
identically in (x , x , .. ., x ), so that the sums 
S2 S3 Sm 
s ,  s  s  . .  s  s .  s  s , . . . s  
y + y. of equivalued frequencies may O x  x  .  . . x  ' l x  x  . . . x  ^  ^  1  
S2 S3 Sm S2 S3 Sm 
S l S 2 S 3 - " S m  be replaced with 2yn „ „ in these calculations. U X  X  T  •  «  X  
When observed data are considered for the purpose of estimating 
these quantities, a novelty arises. Let AQ be regarded as dominant to 
A® for all s . Under the assumptions of this chapter, and with no 
n 
selection of genotypes, a multiple backcross of hétérozygotes J[~ A^A^ 
s = l  
n 
to double recessives IT A. A. gives rise to a population of genotypes 
s = l  
with the probability array 
n 
s A s 
y x , x , . . . x  TT A x  A1 •  
x 2 x 2 .  . . x n  =  0 ,  1  1 2 "  •  n  8 = 1  s  
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Let an arbitrary observed array be 
n s A s 
c TT A A* X . X - .  .  . X  I I ,  X  1  0 1  A*  •  «  »  IV 1  A  
l Ù ' V n S = 
in which c denotes the observed proportion of individuals with 
x I x _ • • • x  1 Z n 
-A- s s genotype J| A^ A^ (x^.x^, ..., x^ = 0, 1). Under our assumptions the 
s = l  s  
expectation of c is 
x i x * » • # x  id n 
E ^ C X , X _ . . . X  ^  ^ X , X  .  . . X  12 n 12 n 
identically in (x^, x^,..., x^). The (2)n observed proportions 
c (x,, X - ,  . . . ,  x  = 0 , 1 )  m a y  b e  p a r t i t i o n e d  i n t o  ( 2 ) n  *  p a i r s  
X i x— • # # X X ù IX 12 n 
(c , c— — — ) of equivalued expectation. The proportions 
X « X M • t • X X I  x _ • • v X 
X ù IX X ù* IX 
satisfy the relationship 
2  c  = 1  .  
0 1  A I  A - •  m • A  i ù n ' n 
So far the situation is similar to what has been considered before. The 
novel feature encountered here is that the proportion-pairs 
(°x x  . . .  x  '  x  x  x  t h o u g h  b e i n g  o f  e q u i v a l u e d  e x p e c t a t i o n ,  w i l l  
12 n 1 2 * * n 
not generally be equivalued in themselves. This is caused by errors of 
observation. It must therefore be possible to find (2)n - 1 degrees of 
freedom among the (2)n proportions. A full set of degrees of freedom 
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may be obtained by calculating 
ig = Sum of proportions with xg odd 
- Sum of proportions with xg even 
for each choice of s from the integers 1, 2, .. ., n, 
l = Sum of proportions with x + x even 
s 1 s 2  s 1  ®2 
- Sum of proportions with x + x odd 
s 1  s 2  
for each distinct pair (Sj, s^) among 1, 2,..., n, 
S. = Sum of proportions with x +x +x odd 
S1 2S3 S1 S2 S3 
- Sum of proportions with x +x +x even 
= 1 s2 3 
for each distinct triplet (s^, s^, s^) among 1, 2,..., n, 
I = Sum of proportions with x +x +x +x even 
S1S2S3S4 S1 S2 S3 S4 
- Sum of proportions with x +x +x +x odd 
S1 2 3 4 
for each distinct quadruplet (s^, s^, s^, s^) among 1, 2,..., n, and so 
on. To show that a full set of independent linear functions have been 
provided, let c be regarded as the yield of the t. c. X  1 X « X 0 •  • e X  l L 5 n 
(xi» x2» x3» • • • » xn) o£ a. 2n factorial system in which x^ denotes the 
level of factor . The I's are then recognized to be the main effects 
and interactions of this system as follows (ignoring conventional 
divisors) : 
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\ - xs 
\ s 2  =  x s l x s 2  
<S1S2S3 = XslXs2X=3 
Jf = X X X X 
S1 2s3s4 S1 S2 S3 S4 
and so on. For convenience the distinction between effects and inter­
actions and their estimates are ignored. 
Consider the following definitions: 
xs = E<V 
\ °2  =  E ( , » 1 »2 )  
x s l s 2 s 3  =  e ( i s l s 2 s 3 >  
X  =  E ( i  )  
S1S2S3S4 S1S2S3S4 
and so on. These definitions are consistent with previous definitions 
because the quantities E(i ), E(j? )» ... are obtained upon 
12 12 3 4 
replacing the proportions c in i , i , ... with 
1 2 *  *  *  n  1 2  1 2  3  4  
the corresponding probabilities y for all xv x_, ... , x = 0, 1 
• «x Le n 1 ù n 
The resulting quantities are recognized to be X , X »... 
S1S2 =1*2=3*4 
upon comparing the definitions of the 1 's to the first of the two 
equivalent methods of defining the X's . The new quantities 
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V  x  9  •  •  •  may be expressed in terms of y by the 
same procedure of replacing the observed proportions occurring in the 
definitions of 1,4 , ... with the corresponding probabilities. It 
s S1S2S3 
was previously shown that the members of any equivalued pair of 
frequencies (or probabilities) enter each of X , X , ... with S  I  S .  S I  ®  • >  ®  O  ®  > 1  
the same sign. With regard to the new quantities Xg, Xg g g , ... we 
find however, that the members of any pair of equivalued frequencies 
enter each of these contrasts with opposing signs. This is so because 
each X arises from a partition of the y's according to whether their 
subscripts render a sum of the form x +x + x + ... + x even or 
S1 2 3 sk 
odd. Now 
x  + x  + x  + . . . + X  =  k  -  ( x  + x  + x  + . . . + X  ) .  
S1 s2 S3 sk S1 S2 S3 Sk 
The sums x +x + ... +x and x +x +... +x are therefore 
S1 S2 Sk S1 S2 k 
both even or both odd when k is even, and are alternatively even and 
odd when k is odd. The members of an equivalued pair 
and enter different partitions when k is odd. For X's with even 
numbers of subscripts k is always even, and for X's with odd numbers 
of subscripts k is always odd. It follows that, under our assumptions, 
all X's with odd numbers of subscripts vanish. All i's with odd 
12 3 
) enter the same partition when k is even 
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numbers of subscripts are unbiased estimates of zero and the I's with 
even numbers of subscripts are unbiased estimates of the corresponding 
X ' s  .  
With a total number of N observations the quantities 
*s  "  <v 2  
SV3 =  " s l s 2 s 3'  
X2 = (i )2 
S1S2S3S4 S1S2S3S5 
and so on, are approximately distributed as independent chi-square 
variates, each of one degree of freedom. The quantities xf G » 
12  
2 2 Xfi = «, = , X« «! S S «5 S " * provide a means of testing for linkage 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6 
connections of the various loci. The quantities Xg (s = 1, 2,..., n ) 
provide a means of testing for inequality of the alleles at individual loci. 
The remaining quantities have no simple biological meaning but are 
necessary to complete the analysis, and could be used to detect 
disturbances in the data not accounted for by the other components. 
Analyses of this kind are discussed by Fisher (1954) in his book on 
"Statistical Methods for Research Workers". In fact, the results of 
this entire section arise from a direct application of ideas originated by 
Fisher. 
In conclusion, it will be observed that a second, and possibly 
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simpler, relationship of the linkage parameters to factorial systems has 
been established. This is obtained by regarding y as the yield X  I  X  N  •  I  •  X  1 Z n 
of the corresponding t. c. (xj, x^» ..., x.^ of a 2n factorial system, in 
which x^ denotes the level at which factor occurs. The conventional 
main effects and interactions are calculated without application of the 
conventional divisor (2)n * . Then we find 
X XX 
S1S2 S1 S2 
X = X X X X 
S1S2S3S4 S1 S2 S3 S4 
X = X X X X X X 
S1S2S3S4S5S6 S1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 
and so on. Main effects and all interactions involving odd numbers of 
factors vanish. 
B. Jones' Parametrization 
It was previously remarked that (2n * + 1) of the 2n frequencies 
y (x., x_, x_, ..., x = 0, 1) are redundant, and that any 
x 1  x _ x , . . .  x  1  2  3  n  1  12  3 n 
choice of (2n * - 1) linearly independent linear combinations of these 
frequencies, provides a complete set of independent linkage parameters 
for the set of loci { 1, 2, 3, ..., n J . Schnell (196 la) developed one 
method of supplying a full set of linear parameters. Earlier Jones (1961) 
proposed the use of (/g1,, +//,>. (/gOOO + 
. . .  a n d  s o  o n .  T h e s e  a r e  t h e  f r e q u e n c i e s  o f  g a m e t e s  w h i c h  a r e  o f  
non-recombinant type with regard to the subsets j i, j j , ^ i, j, k, i | ,
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|  i ,  j ,  k ,  l ,  m ,  n  j ,  . . .  a n d  s o  o n ,  o f  t h e  g i v e n  s e t  o f  l o c i .  T h e  s u b s e t s  
range over al l  subsets of  an even number of the n loci  11, 2,  3,  .  . . ,  n j  .  
Let Jones' parameters be denoted by 
S1S2S3' ' ' S2m sls2S3,,,S2m 
^ s . s _ s _ . . . s ,  ^ 0 0 0 . . . 0  ^ 1 1 1 . . . 1  1 2 3 2m 
identically in (s^, s^, s^, ..., s^^), in which m ranges over all positive 
integers which satisfy the inequality 2m < n . 
The parameters of Jones may be put into a one to one correspondence 
with those of Schnell, by relating the parameters in pairs which have the 
same subscripts, for example, (A- «=»""•«=« )» (\= = <=«=» = = <= )' 
1 2 1 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
. . .  a n d  s o  o n .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  J o n e s  h a s  p r o v i d e d  ( 2 n  *  -  1 )  l i n e a r  
functions, and there can be no redundancy of I T ' S , unless these do not 
provide a full set of parameters. The X's provide a full set of 
parameters. In order to show that the I T ' S  also provide a full set of 
parameters, it will suffice to show that any X can be expressed in terms 
of the I T ' S  .  
Let the converse of the foregoing problem be considered first, that is 
t o  s a y ,  c o n s i d e r  t h e  p r o b l e m  o f  e x p r e s s i n g  a n y  i r  i n  t e r m s  o f  X ' s  .  
Under the assumption that 
' X , X X  .  . . X  X .  X  X -  •  .  .  X  1 2 3  n  1 2  3  n  
identically in x^, x^, x^, ..., x = 0, 1, it follows that 
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= *1*2*3" "*2m 
S l S 2 S 3 * * * S 2 m  0 0 0 . . .  0  
and the right-hand side of the latter relation can be expressed in terms 
of X's by using the results of the previous section. This yields the 
following formula: 
i r  
S1S2S3* 2m 
2m-1 
1  + sx  
t l < t 2  W  
+ 2 ^s s s s 
+ • • • 
+ X 
*l*2*3'"*2m 
in which the summation variables tj, t^, t^, ... range from 1 through 
2m, subject to the restrictions t^< t^< t^< ... which have been 
indicated. A slightly modified form of Jones' parameter will be 
considered. This is obtained by defining 
"
s l s 2 s 3 ' - - s 2 m  "  < z l  
2m-1 
*1*2*3'"*2m 2m-1 
.D 
s l s 2 S 3 , , - S 2 m  
000 .  . . 0  
,  2m ,  2m 
<±> +  ( | )  
The ô's measure the proportional deviation of the frequencies of 
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non-recombinant gametes from the frequencies which would be expected 
in the event of no linkage. In the case of no linkage, all the ô's 
vanish, as do the X's . 
Let s^ = 1, s^ = 2, = 3, . . ., S2m = 2m for the sake of 
convenience. This does not impair the generality of the results. 
In order to show that the Ô's (and hence the it's) form a full set of 
parameters, it still remains to show that any X can be expressed in 
terms of ô's (and hence in terms of IT'S). It has been shown that 
5123...(2m) ^ \t 
c 1  r 2  1 6  
+  2  x  
t l < t , < t , < t 4  1 2 %  
+ ... 
+ X123...(2m) * 
It follows from the relation 
ô12 =  X12 '  
that 
X12 =  S 1 2  '  
and it follows from the foregoing relation, and the relation 
ô1234 = X12 + X13 + X14 + X23 + X24 + X34 + X1234 ' 
that 
X1234 = ô1234 " ô12 " ô13 ' ô14 " 523 " S24 " 534 ' 
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and so on. The general result, that any X can be expressed in terms of 
ô's, must follow by induction, since the formula for expressing any ô 
in terms of X's, is of the form 
^123 (2m) = ^ sum X's with less than 2m subscripts) 
+ X123. . . (2m) * 
Hayman (1962) has provided formulae for expressing any X in terms 
of IT'S, and for expressing any y in terms of it's . Schnell's 
parameters are mathematically more convenient than Jones' parameters. 
In most of this study Schnell's parameters will be used. 
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IV. PARTITIONING THE HEREDITARY VARIANCE 
Cockerham (1952, 1954) and Kempthorne (1954) developed methods 
of partitioning the hereditary variance of random mating equilibrium 
populations with epistacy. Kempthorne1 s method is more general than 
Cockerham's method, because the former method covers the case of 
multiple allelism, whereas the latter method is confined to di-allelic 
populations. The essence of biometrical genetics is that genotypes, 
alleles, and so on are unidentifiable. There is rarely any basis on 
which to infer the number of alleles at a locus, except for the special 
case in which the genetic origin of the material considered ensures that 
there will be only 2 alleles per locus. A general theory must therefore 
be directed toward dealing with an arbitrary number of alleles, and 
must be directed toward the discovery and investigation of biometrical 
relationships which are independent of the number of alleles at each 
locus. More specifically, the observables which are taken to 
characterize a quantitative genetics problem, are confined to possi­
bilities which are such that the only kind of biometrical relationships 
which can provide information in general, are those which remain 
invariant under the procedure of formally replacing any allele, A, of 
any locus, with a series of indistinquishable formal variants A1, A", 
A" ', ... and so on. One is of course limited by what one can achieve, 
and the mathematical nature of each problem will dictate which 
particular biometrical relationships are intrinsic to that problem, and 
which relationships can provide useful information under whatever set 
of circumstances have given rise to the problem. 
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The foregoing considerations lead to a preference for Kempthorne1 s 
method. It will be shown in this chapter, that his method can be 
adapted to deal with the case of linkage in a comparatively straight­
forward way. However, the argument which will be employed, is not 
directed toward accomplishing this as succinctly as possible. The 
reasons for forgoing a more direct approach, require some prelimi­
nary clarification. 
Kempthorne's method involves the use of a certain type of algebraic 
identity, which he termed a genotypic identity. He demonstrated how 
this so-called genotypic identity gives rise to a derived model for the 
genotypic value of an arbitrary individual. 
Let A8 denote the aS -th allele at locus s (aS = 0, 1, 2, ..., m - 1 
a 
and s = 1, 2, 3, ..., n). Let pSg denote the frequency of ASg . The 
a a 
genotypic identity for A*, A* . A^_ A^? ... An An is obtained by A , «L Ù . W IX I IX 
a b a b a b 
regarding the A-like symbols as algebraic variables. Following 
Kempthorne (op. cit. ) the formal definitions 
p s  =  S  p \  A \  
a a a 
and 
v \  =  A %  -  s  p \  A \  
a a sa a 
a 
may be made, and the relation 
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A11A11A22A22  . . .  AnnAnn  =  ( p l  +  v 1 1 ) { p 1  +  v 11)(p2+ v22)(p2  + v22)...  
a b a b a b a b a b 
. . . < p n + v n ) ( p n + v m  
a b 
may be regarded as an algebraic identity in the A-like variables. 
Kempthorne assumed no linkage. The relation which he termed the 
genotypic identity for A^A^A22A22 ... A^A^ may be obtained by 
a b a b a b 
formally expanding the right-hand side of the foregoing identity in terms 
of products of the p- like and v-like factors, such as 
1 1 2  2  n  n  
P P P P • • • P P 
I 12 2 n n 
v  2  p  p  p  . . .  p  p  
a 
II 2 2 n n 
v  . v  p  p  . . .  p  p  
a  b  
and so on, through terms of the type 
1 12 2 n n 
v  x p  v  2 p  . . .  p  p  
a a 
and terms of the type 
up to the term 
v 1  IP1 vZ  v 2  . .  .  p n p n  
a  a  b  
"VVVV" vV "n 
a b a b a b 
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Now let each of these terms be expanded by writing, for example, p 
as ( 2 pS As ) and vs as (AS - 2 pS AS ), and then multi-1 r s s s 1 s r s s 
sa a a a sa a 
cl  cL 
plying the entire expression out. This will render each term in the 
form of a linear combination of genotypic symbols. If every term in the 
genotypic identity for A*,A* 1 A2 A^? ... An An is expanded in this 
a  b  a  b  a  b n  
way, the result is not only an identity in the A-like variables, but is 
also an identity in the genotypic symbols, when each genotypic symbol 
as a whole is regarded as an algebraic variable. If genotypic values are 
inserted in place of genotypic symbols, each term of the genotypic 
identity gives rise to a single number, and the genotypic value of 
A *  ,  A *  .  A ^ - A ^ -  . . .  A n  A n  i s  t h e r e b y  d e c o m p o s e d  i n t o  a  s u m  o f  i . i  l  .  b  n  ,  n  
a b a b a b 
additive parts. 
In a subsequent paper, Kempthorne (1961 ) returned to these 
identities to consider them from a different point of view. He pointed 
out that such identities obtain additional utility when terms such as 
1 1 2  2  n  n  
P  P  P  P  . . .  P  P  
.1 12 2 n n A  l  p  p  p  . . .  p  p  
a 
A* a1 2 n n 
1 A  1  P  P  " •  P  P  
a b 
or 
«  1  1 * 2  2  n  n  A  -  p  A  p  . . .  p  p  
a a 
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and so on, are interpreted as the formal representations of corre­
sponding genotypic arrays. Under this interpretation each of these 
expressions must be expanded into a linear combination of genotypic 
symbols, by writing, for example, pS as (2 pSgASg), and then 
sa a 
a 
multiplying the entire expression out. Kempthorne (op. cit. ) introduced 
the notation R(G) to denote the array of genotypes which is engendered 
by the operation of mating each individual of a population G to a 
random member of the entire population. Let g denote the gametic 
array of G . Then 
n 
R(G) = g( ]T ps) 
s = l  
because the genotypic array of the entire population may be formally 
expressed as 
1 1 2  2  n  n  - r r -  ,  s . 2  
P P P P  . . .  p  p  =  H  ( P )  
S=1 
and its gametic array may be expressed as 
1 2  n  - r r  s  l c  TT p  p  . . .  p  =  p  
s = l  
Thus, for example, 
R  
n a 2 Try> 
s = l  
=  (  T T p s ) (  I f  p s )  
s = 1  s = 1  
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which is merely the Hardy - Weinberg law in an unusual form. Let 
g gg, Cy ..., g^ be the genotypic arrays of a series of populations, 
and let g^, g^, g y ..., be the corresponding gametic arrays. 
Suppose that p^, p^» Pg, ..., p^ be positive numbers, such that 
2 Pk = 1 • 
i = l  
Then 
G = S p. G. 
i = l  1  1  
is a genotypic array, and the gametic array of G is given by 
g = % p. g. 
i = l  1  1  
It follows that R( ) may be regarded as a linear operator in the 
following sense: 
n k k 
R (  2 p .  G . )  =  (  S p . g . ) (  J f  p s )  
i = l  i = l  s = l  
S i t  TT P s )  
s = 1  
= 2 p R(G ) . 
i = l  1  1  
Kempthorne (op. cit. ) further extended the utility of the random mating 
operator R( ), by showing that negative p's are also admissible in the 
foregoing relations. A valid interpretation of formulae which result in 
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such cases, exists in the sense that application of R( ), as a linear 
operator, to both sides of any identity in the genotypic symbols, yields 
another identity in the genotypic symbols. Thus, for example, if 
?  c l i G i  =  ?  c 2 i  ° i  1  x  
is an identity in the genotypic symbols, define 
and 
ct. = c,. for c.. > 0 l i  l i  l i  
= 0 for c,. < 0 li — 
c , .  =  c . .  f o r  c , .  <  0  li li li 
= 0 for c,. > 0 li — 
and define c^ and c^ similarly. Then 
S (c i i + c^i ) Gi = 2 tc2i + cli^Gi 
i  x  
is an identity in the genotypic symbols. Since (c^ + c^ ) and 
(c^i + cii^ are non-negative, it follows that the following relations are 
identities in the genotypic symbols: 
2(c|i + c-i)R(Gi) = Zlc+.+cJ.IRlG.) 
f(cU " = f(4-c2i)R<Gi» • 
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But 
and 
Therefore 
*cli " Cli* cli 
*C2i " °2i ^  °2i 
S c u  R ( G . )  =  2  c 2 i  R ( G .  )  
i i 
is an identity in the genotypic symbols. But 
R ( G . )  =  g .  (  Y  p S )  
s = l  
so that the foregoing identity in the genotypic symbols may be expressed 
in the form 
S c l i  8 t (  T P 8 )  =  S c 2 i  » i (  %  P S )  •  
1  S=1  1  S=1  
It has thus been shown that if Gj, G^, G^, ..., G^ are genotypic arrays 
(possibly individual genotypes), and 
S c . .  G .  =  S  c  G .  l i  i  .  2 i  i  i  i  
is an identity in the genotypic symbols, then 
n n 
( S c u  g . ) (  " f j "  p  )  =  ( S e  g  )  (  " f l "  p S )  
i 1 1 s=l i CX 1 3=1 
must be an identity in the genotypic symbols, in which g^ denotes the 
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gametic array of the population with genotypic array G^ (i = 1, 2, 3, .. ., k). 
k 
It follows that if (2 c. G.) is any linear combination of k genotypic 
i = l  1  1  
k 
arrays G., G , G_, .. ., G, , and ( 2 e.g.) is the same linear 1  f a  j  k  —  1  1  1  1 —  1  
combination of the corresponding gametic arrays g^, g^, gy ...» g^» the 
k 
random mating operator may be applied to ( 2 c. G. ) by treating it as a 
i = l  1  1  
k 
generalized population with gametic array ( 2 e.g.), without there 
i=l 1 1 
being any possibility for an inconsistency to arise. The definition of 
R( ) may thus be extended by formally writing 
R ( 2 c . G . )  =  ( 2  e . g . )  ("[J" pS) 
i is 
without risk of embarrassment. Note that this relation may be recast in 
the form 
R ( 2  c .  G . )  =  2 c .  R ( G . )  
. 1 1  i  v  v  i  i  
in which R( ) again enters as a linear operator. Thus, for example, 
R < y l l  P 1  ~fr P S P S  )  =  R t A 1 ! ? 1  " f f  p S p S )  - R (  I f  p s p s )  
a  s = 2  a  s = 2  s = 1  
T/]<irps) 
L- a s=2 —1 s = l 
-(  1f,p s i(  TT/S)  
s = 1  s =  1  
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ir psPs)• 
a s=2 
1 I n 
The same result may also be obtained by regarding (v jp ~|j~ p p ) 
a  s = 2  
as a generalized population with gametic array 
( i a 1 i + i p l )  T T p s  -  T T  p s  =  T T  p s )  •  
s = 2  s = l  a  s = 2  
1 1 n s s Now (v jp J|" p p ) is a term in the right-hand side of the genotypic 
a s=2 
identity for a\ A^. A^A^? ... An An , and the application of R( ) x . x w . u n , n 
a b a b a b 
to this term merely has the effect of multiplying it by a constant factor 
(^). It can be shown that each term in the right-hand side of the 
genotypic identity for A^ A^ A^ A2^ ... Ann Ann is similarly 
a b a b a b 
affected by the application of R( ), the result in each case being 
equivalent to a multiplication by a known constant. Let 
R 2 ( G )  =  R ( R ( G )  )  
R3 (G) = R(R(R(G) ) ) 
Jl^  
and so on. The symbol R ( ) denotes a repeated application of the 
random mating operator for an arbitrary, k, times. Then it can be 
shown that 
, n n 
,k, -rr s s. , -n- s s R * (  T P  P  )  =  (  T T P  P  )  
s = l  s = l  
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R . V V 1  T T PV >  =  i | > k < v i y  T T PV >  
a  s = 2  a  s = 2  
r k ( v  1 1 v  1 1  "TTp s p s )  =  ( ° ) k ( v  1 1 v  1 1  T T p s p s )  
a b s=2 a b s=2 
r k ( v i 1 p i v 2 2 p 2  f r P s P s )  =  ( | ) k ( i ) k ( v 1 1 p 1 v 2 2 p 2  t t p V )  
a a s=3 a a s=3 
7fp S p S )= ( | ) k  (0) k  (v^ p ' v ^ v ^  T T p V )  
a  a  b  s = 3  a  a  b  s = 3  
and so on. The form of the constant multiplier which affects a given 
term may be inferred in each case by inspecting the term itself. Every 
factor of the form (vs pS ) or (pS vs ) occurring in the term, 
aS bS 
1  k  
contributes a factor (-^) to the multiplier. Every factor of the form 
( v s  v s  )  c o n t r i b u t e s  ( 0 ) ^  t o  t h e  m u l t i p l i e r .  F a c t o r s  o f  t h e  f o r m  
aS bS 
( p S p S  )  c o n t r i b u t e  u n i t y .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  t h e  g e n o t y p e  o f  a  p a r t i c u l a r  
starting individual ... A^A^ may be represented by 
a b a b a b 
the formal expansion of 
( p l  +  v \ ) ( p l  +  v \ ) ( p 2  +  v 2 2 ) ( p 2 +  v 2 2 )  . . .  ( p n +  v nn)(pn + v n n )  
a b a b a b 
and a representation of the genotypic array, 
• • •  
a b n a ° „ > .  
a b a b a b 
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of its k-th degree offspring under random mating, may be obtained by 
applying R ( ) to each term of this expansion. These representations 
are known linear combinations of the same arrays which are used in the 
decomposition of genotypic values. The method of random mating 
operators thus leads directly to useful expressions for the mean 
genotypic values of the offspring in successive generations, of a 
particular individual or group of individuals. This in turn leads to 
variances and covariances of relatives. 
The present chapter is directed toward demonstrating that the 
breakdown of genotypic values, and the partitioning of the hereditary 
variance, which Cockerham (1952, 1954) and Kempthorne (1954) 
introduced, is directly applicable to populations with linkage. The 
present chapter is however also preparatory to chapter V, in which the 
random mating operator will be adapted to deal with problems with 
linkage. The latter objective requires the development of genotypic 
representations that characterize the allocation of genes to chromo­
somes. It will be shown in this chapter that this can be accomplished by 
imposing a suitable constraint upon the ordering of v-like and p-like 
factors in the terms of each genotypic identity. With regard to the 
immediate purpose of this chapter, some redundancy arises. 
A. Some Summation Operators 
1  1 2  2  Consider the expression ( v ^ p p p ). It may be put in the form 
a 
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<a\ ' 2, p' 1 a1! > < s, p\ a\ » < s, p22 a\ > i = p22 a22 » • 
a  l a  a  , 1 b  b  2 a  a  , 2 b  b  
a b a b 
Consider the possibility of expressing this as 
( 1  -  Z  P 1 , )  ( 2  p 1 , )  ( S  p 2  )  ( S  p 2  )  A 1  A 1  A 2  A 2  .  
1 a V1 b 2 a ,2 b a b a b 
a b a b 
This will be perfectly in order, providing that it be understood that the 
parenthesized expressions must be formally multiplied out, and in the 
resulting expression, which is 
(Z Z Z p\ P22 P22 - Z Z Z Z P1, p1! p2, p2 JA^A1 A2 A2 
^1 2 ,2 b a2 b2 1 ,1 2 ,2 a b a. b^ a b a^ b^ b a b a b a b 
1 1 2  2  the symbol AjA^A^A^ must be inserted as a factor of each one of 
a b a b 
the two summands. 
The formal expression 
(1  -  S  p 1 ,  )  (  Z  p 1 .  )  (  Z  P 2 2  )  (  Z  p 2  )  
1  a  , 1  b 2  a  , 2  b *  
a b a b 
may be regarded as an operator which may be applied to 
1 1 2  2  A , A , A _ A j as operand. In chapter III it was remarked that the 
a  b  a  b  
allocation of the genes of a diploid individual to its two chromosomes, 
can be characterized by a suitable ordering of the A-like symbols in an 
1 1 2  2  
expression of the type A , A , A - A - . It may thus be anticipated 
a b  a b  
that the use of operators, of the type which was indicated in the 
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foregoing argument, will be of value in problems with linkage. 
Let the symbols ES and ESg denote operators which are defined 
a a 
by the relations 
E S  X ( a S )  =  S  p S  X ( b S )  
b =  ^  
and 
I s  X ( a S )  =  X ( a S  )  -  S  p S  X ( b S )  
b »  b  
identically in the variables X(0), X(l), X(2), ... X(mg - 1) for any 
choice of s (s = 1, 2, 3,..., n). The symbol aS denotes a variable 
which ranges over the allelic subscripts of locus s . The summation 
variable bS has the same range as aS . The operand X(aS ) may be 
any array of genotypic symbols, or any array of allelic symbols, and it 
is to be regarded as a function of a® . If all the coefficients of an array 
vanish, it may be represented by 0 (zero). Thus, for example, 
2 A S  A s  -  ( A s  A S  +  A S  A s  )  =  0  .  
s s s s s s 
a a a a a a 
Note that if x is any real number, then the product xX(aS ) is always 
well-defined, and is an admissible operand. 
It will be assumed that for a given value of s, there are only a 
finite number of pairs of operators (ESg, ESg ), (ESg,ESg ), 
a 0  a 0  a l  a l  
(ESg , Esg ), ... in which a^, a®, a®, ... are independent variables 
a2 a2 
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which all range over the values (0, 1,2,..., mg - 1). It is possible to 
consider an infinite number of such pairs, but this does not appear to be 
of interest, when considered from the point of view of applications. 
S S  1  S 1 1  Notations of the type X(a , a , a ,...) will be employed in the 
sequel to denote operands which are to be regarded as functions of 
S s* S 11 
several independent variables a, a , a ,...» and the symbol X will 
occasionally be used as an abbreviated notation for any operand of this 
type. 
Let the symbol I be reserved to denote an identical operation which 
is defined by the relation 
IX * X 
identically in X, and let the symbol O be reserved to denote a null 
operation which is defined by the relation 
OX * 0 (zero) 
identically in X. 
S WR G 
Any operator of the type E g or E , as well as I or O, will be 
a a 
referred to as an elementary operator. There are a finite number of 
elementary operators. 
The application of any elementary operator, TSg , to an operand, 
a 
X(aS ), is defined by an identity of the form 
T S  X ( a S )  *  S  f S  ( a S ) X f b S )  .  
bS b 
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For E-like operators 
fss (**) = pss 
bS bS 
For E -like operators 
fs (as ) = 1 - ps for bS = aS 
bS bS 
« s , , s , s 
= 0 - p for b f a . 
b 
This formulation covers the operators I and O, when considered from 
a purely mathematical point of view. This follows by considering a 
dummy locus, 0, for which a^ can only take the value 0. Then 
p S  = 1  
and the sum 2 f^n (O)X(b^) has only one term for which b^ takes the 
b° b 
value 0. For the I operator 
f0<°> = p?' 
and for the O operator 
f0 (°> = 1 " Pq • 
The pair of operators (I, O) may thus be regarded as the pair of 
operators (E ^q  » ). It will be shown that this pair of operators has 
a a 
a variety of mathematical properties in common with all pairs of the 
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type (ESg, Esg). 
a a 
Any elementary operator, TSg, is a linear operator in the sense 
a 
that 
T S s  [ X j ( a s  )  +  X 2 ( a S  =  2  f %  ( a S  )  [ ^ ( b 8  )  +  X ^ ( b 8  F |  
a b 
= 2 fS (aS )X. (bS ) + 2 fS (aS)X (bS) 
^  b = ^  
=  t % x i ( a » )  +  t % x ; , ( a » ) .  
a a 
s s1 Let the symbol (T g T , ) as a whole denote a generalized operator 
a a 
defined by the relation 
(TSg TSgt )X = 2 2 fSs(aS)fS3, (aS')X 
a  a  .  s  . s »  b S  b S  b b 
identically in X, and let the symbol (T°g Tag! T!3gH ) as a whole 
a a a 
denote a generalized operator defined by the relation 
( Ts  t s ' (  TS g I I )X = 2  2  2  fS  ( a S ) f S g l ( a S ' ) f S g „ ( a S , , ) X  
a a a8 ^s ^s' ^s" bS bS b8 
identically in X, and so on. 
Now consider any two operators Bj and B^, which may be 
elementary or generalized. Consider the application of B^ to an 
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operand X. The result of this operation, B^X, may in turn be 
regarded as an operand to which B ^  may be applied. The quantity, 
B^ B^ X, which arises in this way, has a definite meaning under the 
definitions which have previously been introduced. The expression 
Bj B^X suggests the following definition of operator - multiplication: 
The product of two operators, Bj and B^, which may be elementary 
or generalized, will be denoted by (B ^  • B^ ), and will be defined by the 
relation 
<BI-B2)X =  B l B 2x 
identically in X . It follows from this definition that 
(TS • TS' , )X = TS TS' ,X 
S s1 s s1 EL â, cl ci 
TS 2 f" (a" )X 
a bs' b 
=  2  2  f S  ( a S ) f S ' ,  ( a S ' ) X  
b» b»' » » 
=  T S ; , ) X  
a a 
identically in X . An equivalence relation for operators may be 
supplied by defining 
c 1  =  c 2  
if and only if 
c j x  =  c 2 x  
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identically in X, in which and may be any elementary or 
generalized operators, or any products of such operators. It follows 
that, for example, 
< T V < . >  =  < T % T V  
a a a a 
in the sense of this definition. The definition equates two operators if 
and only if they affect all operands in the same way. It follows from 
the foregoing definitions that 
(T% • (T*g, T33„ ))X = Tsg (T8^, T'I'jX 
cL 3. cL EL cL cL 
=  T S  S  S  f S g l ( a S ' ) f S g „ ( a S " ) X  
a  b - '  b  =  "  b  b  
Z £Ss(aS) S S r_,(aa )rs„(a° )X 
b =  b  ^  b  
s  s  2  f B  ( a b ) f B  , ( a b  ) f  _ , , ( a  ) X  
b S  b S '  b S "  b  b  b  
a a a 
identically in X . Hence 
A similar argument can be used to show that 
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Therefore 
< T % T V *  < "  =  t T % T % .  T % . . ) .  
a a a a a a 
TV (<•<") = 
a a a a a a 
However 
and 
(T%, T%„) = (T g, - T%„) 
a a a a 
(T% ?%,) =(TB.-<,). 
a a a a 
Therefore 
TV (?%. * <'m)  =  ( T % -  T % , )  •  T - S ( t  ,  
cL cl cL ct 3. cL 
and either side of this equation may thus simply be denoted by 
T S  •  T S '  ,  •  T S " , ,  .  T h e  r e l a t i o n  
s s' s" 
a a a 
TV < - •  =  ( T S s  t S S .  T S S " )  
ei 3. a a. a, a 
has also been obtained as a byproduct of the foregoing argument. 
Note that the variables s, s' and s11 , which occur in the foregoing 
argument, need not necessarily be distinct. 
Consider any k elementary operators TT^» T^, ..., T^ . These 
need not be distinct. Let these operators be combined by multiplication, 
so as to give rise to some parenthesized form of the product 
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T j  •  •  . . .  •  .  A n y  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  i s  a l l o w a b l e ,  s o  l o n g  a s  i t  
does not alter the order of the factors T^, T^, T^, ..., . It will now 
be proved that all these parenthesized forms are equal under the law of 
equivalence of operators, and are in fact all equal to the generalized 
operator (Tj T^ T^ ... T^ ). 
The foregoing statement will be proved by induction. The inductive 
hypothesis, which will be used, is that the statement is true for any 
(k-1) elementary operators T!^, T^, T^ , ..., T^_ j . 
Multiplication is a binary operation, that is to say it combines two 
factors at a time. It follows that the multiplications which give rise to 
any parenthesized form of T^ • T^ • T^ • ... • T^, form a hierarchy. 
There is always one multiplication which antecedes all the others. This 
last multiplication must be of the form BQ • B ^  , in which BQ is a 
parenthesized form of the product of the first (k-1) or less factors in 
the given order, and B^ is a parenthesized form of the product of the 
remaining (k-1) or less factors in the given order. Under the inductive 
hypothesis BQ and B^ may be regarded as generalized operators. 
Consider any two parenthesized forms of Tj • T^ ' T^ • ... • T^, 
and let these be expressed as BQ • B ^  and BQ • B* by means of the 
foregoing method of reduction. The B* may be regarded as generalized j  
operators. In the event that 
b 0  •  B>0 
and 
b
°i = 
Bi 
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it would follow that 
b o  •  Bi = Bi • Bî • 
On the other hand, if BQ  and BQ  are distinct, one of them must 
embrace all the T-like symbols of the other, and more. Let BQ have 
more T-like symbols than B~ . Then it follows from the inductive 
hypothesis, that 
and 
b2 = Bi • B°î 
Bi - Boi • B°i 
in which BQ  j is the generalized operator which is made up of the 
T-like symbols that are common to BQ  and B j, in the given order of 
T-like symbols. 
BS 
BÔ B1 
Bo B! 
It follows, from the definition of multiplication of operators, that 
(BQ * B J )X = B%X. 
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Let B ^ X  be regarded as the operand of B Q  in B Q B ^X  . Then it 
follows from the relation 
b o  •  (bô- b 2 J > -
and from the definition of the equivalence relation for operators, that 
B X X  = (B<T dis­
cont i n ue to regard BjX as an operand, and apply the definition of 
multiplication to the right-hand side of the last identity. This yields 
bÔbÎx = BHiBïx-
Therefore 
K- B?>x • BXiBîx 
A similar argument can be used to show that 
< B J -  B } ) X  =  B J B ° } B J X .  
Therefore 
( B Q •  B ° ) X  =  ( B Q .  B } ) X  .  
Therefore 
as before. It follows that the equivalence of parenthesized forms of 
Tj • T^ " Tg « ... • T^ holds for k = K + 1 if it holds for k = K. 
But it holds for k = 3 . Therefore it holds true for any k. 
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It has now been proved that all parenthesized forms of 
Tj • T^, • • ... • are equal. It still remains to show that these 
f o r m s  a r e  a l l  e q u a l  t o  t h e  g e n e r a l i z e d  o p e r a t o r  ( T j  . . .  ) .  
Consider the particular form of • ... • which arises 
from the process 
t i  
t l *  t 2  
( T 1 *  T 2 > -  T 3  
( ( T J  •  T 2 )  •  T 3 )  •  T 4  
and so on. The inductive hypothesis may again be adopted. Then the 
product which is under consideration can be reduced to the form 
< T 1 T 2 T 3 -  T k - 1 >  '  T k  
under this hypothesis. It follows from the definition of multiplication 
that 
< < T l T 2 - " T k - l ' -  T k > X  =  < T 1 T 2 — T k - l ) T k X -
Let T = TS for s = 1, 2, 3, ,.., k . This will not impair the generality 
s  a 8  
of the argument, since each T continues to bear a distinct label, s . 
The following expressions are identically equal in X: 
< T l T 2 " - T k - l ) T k X  
( T , T  . . .  T  )  2  f \  ( a k ) X  
1 L k
'
L bk bk 
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2  2  . . .  2  f 1 1 ( a 1 ) f 2 j a 2 ) . . . f k v 1 1 ( a k " 1 ) 2 f k v ( a k ) x  
1  , 2  k - 1  b  b k  ,  k  b k  b b b b 
S  Z  . . .  2  f 1 1 ( a . 1 ) f 2 2 ( a 2 )  . . .  f ^ l a ^ X  
b1 b2 bk b 
( t j t 2 . . .  t k ) x .  
It follows that the relation 
T 1  '  T 2  '  X 3  '  - •  •  T k  =  < T 1 T 2 T 3 - "  T k ' -
if true for k = K, is true for k = K + 1. The relation is true for k = 2 
and k = 3. Therefore the relation is true. 
Let (ij, ig, ig, ..., i^) be any arrangement of the first k positive 
integers. Then the expressions 
< T i V - -  T k , x  
2  2  . . .  2  f ' . f a V ^ t a 2 )  . . .  f k . ( a k ) X  
b1 b2 bk b b b 
1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  x ,  1 ,  1 ,  
2  2  . . .  2  f  ( a  h  f  7  ( a * ) . . . f *  ( a  k ) X  
bV2 b^h1 -2 
and 
( T .  T .  . . .  T .  ) X  
x 1  1 2  \  
are identically equal in X. Therefore 
( t 1  t 2  . . .  t k )  =  ( t ^  t . ^  . . .  .  
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It follows that 
T .  •  T .  •  . . .  •  T .  =  T .  •  T .  •  . . .  •  T .  .  12 k ij i2 ^ 
It has now been shown that any generalized operator may be 
regarded as a product of elementary operators. It has also been shown 
that a given product is invariant with regard to the order in which the 
multiplications which gave rise to it were performed. It follows that the 
dots and parentheses in expressions such as, for example, 
( E \  •  Ë 2 2 )  •  Ë 3 3  ,  E 1 ^  ( Ë 2 2  •  E 3 3 ) ,  a n d  ( E 1 1 Ë 2 2 E 3 3 ) ,  
a a a a a a a a a 
are redundant. In the sequel, these expressions will simply be 
1  — 2  — 3  
expressed as E ^ E 2 E ^ . 
a a a 
In general, the operator (T^ ... T^) and all the forms of 
T j  •  T  •  •  . . .  •  w i l l  b e  d e n o t e d  b y  t h e  s y m b o l i s m  
T l T 2 V " T k  
in which the T's commute. This symbol may be interpreted as a 
generalized operator, or as the product of T^, T2, T^, ... , T^. 
Now observe that 
E S s E S g X ( a S )  =  E S s  S  P S s X ( b S )  
a a a ^s b 
=  [ = v x ( b S ' ] [ = * : = ]  -
b b 
and since 
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2 pss = 1, 
bS b 
it follows that 
Hence 
E s  E s  X ( a S )  =  S  p S  X ( b S  )  
s s , s 
a a , s b b 
=  E S g X ( a S )  
a 
ES ES = Es 
s s s 
a a a 
Furthermore, observe that 
E S  E s  X ( a S )  =  E s  X ( a ®  )  -  2  p S  X ( b ®  )  
s s 4 s , s 4 
a a a , s b b 
=  X ( a S )  -  S  p 8  X ( b S )  
bS b 
- S pss X(bs) - z pss X(bS) 
bs b bs b 
=  X ( a S )  -  S  p S s  X ( b s )  
bS b 
=  Ë S g X ( a S ) .  
a 
Hence 
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ES ES = ES . 
s s s 
a a a 
F inally 
II = I 
and 
0 0 = 0 .  
It follows that all elementary operators are idempotent, that is to say 
Ts TS = TS 
s s s 
a a a 
for any elementary operator TSg . 
a 
Let T be any elementary operator. Define 
2 T = T T 
and so on. Then 
T 3  =  T T T  
4 T = T T T T 
Tk = T 
k for any positive integer k . The notation T may be given a meaning 
for all non-negative integers k, by defining 
T° X = X 
for all operators T. It follows that 
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and in particular that 
O0 = I 
Now consider the product ESg ESg for any aS and s . It follows 
a a 
from the definitions of ESg and ESg, that 
a a 
E s  E s  X ( a S )  =  E S  T x ( a S )  -  S  p S  X ( b S ) " |  
a a a •— , s b® -J 
=  E s g  [ ~ X ( a S )  -  E s g  X ( a S  
and, since ESg is a linear operator, it follows that 
a 
E S g  E S g  X ( a S  )  =  E S g X ( a S )  - E S g E S g X ( a S )  
a a a a a 
But ESg is idempotent. Therefore 
E S g E S g X ( a S )  =  E S g X ( a S )  - E S g X ( a S )  
a a a a 
= 0 .  
Therefore 
E  g  E S g  =  O  ( n u l l )  
a a 
for all a8 and s. 
Let B be any operator or product of operators. Then 
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B I X  =  B X  
and 
B OX = BO 
= 0 . 
It follows that 
BI = IB = B 
and 
BO = OB = O . 
Consider the totality of all distinct products of elementary operators. 
In view of the fact that multiplication obeys the commutative law, it is 
not necessary to consider the possibility of any elementary operator 
occurring more than once as a factor in any product. This is so because 
elementary operators are idempotent. It follows that there are only a 
finite number of distinct products. This is so because, for each value 
of s, only a finite number of pairs (ESg , ESg ) for 
ak ak 
k  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 , . . . ,  m - 1 ,  n e e d  t o  b e  c o n s i d e r e d .  T h e  a ^  a r e  m  
ind e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s  w h i c h  a l l  r a n g e  o v e r  t h e  v a l u e s  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  m g  -  1 .  
Let 
M = 3nm , 
and let Bj, B^, B^, ..., B^ denote the 3nm products which arise 
when every possible way of taking one factor, and only one factor, 
from each of the nm triplets (I, ESg , ESg ), with 
ak ak 
k  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  m - 1  a n d  s  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . . . ,  n ,  i s  c o n s i d e r e d .  W h e n  e v e r y  
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triplet contributes I, the product which arises is 
r nm I . 
The factors I will vanish in any other product, because 
BI = IB = B 
for any B . It will now be shown that the products B j, B^, B^, ..., B^ 
exhaust the totality of all distinct non-null products of elementary 
operators. 
The (2 + 2nm) possible elementary factors of a product may be 
k  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  m - 1  a n d  s  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . . . ,  n  .  E v e r y  o n e  o f  t h e s e  ( 1  + n m )  
pairs has the property that the product of its two members is null. If 
any pair of elementary operators contributes both of its members to a 
product, the commutative law may be used to isolate the product of 
these members as a single factor which is null. Hence, every pair 
contributes at most one of its members to a non-null product. The nm 
pairs (ESg , ESg ) respectively contribute either no factor, or only 
allocated to (1 + nm) pairs, (I, O) and (ESg , ESg ) for 
ak ak 
ak ak 
, or only ESg , and these possibilities are accounted for when the 
nm triplets (I, ESg , ESg ) each contribute either I, or Es , or 
a. 
s 
k 
ESg . The remaining pair, (I, O), cannot contribute O to a non-null 
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product, and nothing new is obtained when it contributes I. 
The products B^, B^, B^,..., B^ , not only exhaust all the non-null 
products, but are also distinct. This is so because any given one of 
these products is uniquely characterized by nm unique contributions 
which are made to it by the nm triplets (I, ESg , ESg ). 
ak ak 
Let 
b 0  =  ° ,  
and let 
Bj = I . 
In what follows the symbol B will be reserved to denote the set of 
operators 
b = |  bq» bi» b2* • • • » bm } * 
The elements of this set will be referred to as the basic operators. 
This terminology has been chosen for a reason which will presently be 
evident. 
The set of all basic operators, B , together with the binary 
operation which was called "multiplication", constitutes a mathe­
matical system which satisfies the following requirements: 
(1) Closure Law 
The product B^B^ is a unique basic operator, 
whenever B^ and B. are basic operators. 
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(2) Associative Law 
I f  B . ,  B . ,  a n d  B ,  a r e  b a s i c  o p e r a t o r s ,  t h e n  
1 J *• 
BitB j Bk ) = (BiBj)Bk-
(3) Commutative Law 
If B. and B^ are basic operators, then 
B . B .  =  B . B .  .  
1 J J i 
(4) Existence of a Unit 
There exists a unique basic operator, I, which is 
such that 
B . I  =  I B .  =  B .  
i  i l  
whenever B.. is a basic operator. The operator 
I is called the identity operator for multiplication, 
of the unit operator. 
Such a system is conventionally known as a "commutative semi-group 
with unit". 
Any elementary operator, T, was previously shown to be a linear 
operator in the sense that 
t(xj + x2) = txj + tx2 
identically in Xj and Xg. It follows that, if Tj and T2 are 
elementary operators, 
t 1 t 2 < x 1  +  x 2 >  =  t 1 < t 2 x 1 + t 2 x 2 >  
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=  T l T 2 x 1  +  T l T 2 x 2 ,  
a property which obviously extends to any product of operators. Since 
any basic operator, B^, may be expressed in the form 
B i  =  T 1  T 2 T 3  *  * *  T k  *  
in which the T's are elementary, it follows that the basic operators 
are linear operators in the sense that 
B . ( X .  +  X -  +  X -  )  =  B .  X ,  +  B .  X ,  +  B .  X ,  .  V 1 2 3 l 1 l 2 i 3 
Note that 
B i B i  =  < T l V "  T k ' ( T l T 2 - "  V  
_ rr.2 rp2 rr.2 
" 
A1 lZ k 
=  t j  t 2  . . .  t k  
= B. . 
i  
Therefore, any basic operator is idempotent. Consider the notation 
B ?  =  B . B .  i  i l  
B ?  =  B .  B . B .  l  i l l  
and so on. With this notation, the relation 
B? = B. 
l  l  
holds for any positive integer, h, and so does the relation 
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b h  _  t h  t h  t h  t h  
l 12 3 k 
The latter relation may be regarded as a definition, in which event the 
symbol Bb acquires a meaningful interpretation for all non-negative 
integers, h . In particular 
r»° — 
Bi " T1 T2 T3 Tk 
=  i ' l ' i *  . . .  « i  
= I . 
It was previously remarked that if X is an admissible operand, and 
if x is any real number, then xX is an admissible operand. The 
operand X is a variable of the type X(aS ) which ranges over the 
values 
X(0), X(l), X(2), ..., X(mg - 1) , 
and the operand xX is a variable of the type xX(aS ) which ranges 
over the values 
xX(0), xX(l), xX(2), ..., xX(mg - 1) . 
If TSg is an arbitrary elementary operator, then 
a 
T S  ( x X )  =  2  f S  ( a 8 )  ( x X )  
bS b 
=  x  2  f 8  ( a 8  ) X  
b8 b 
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=  x ( T S s  X )  .  
a 
It follows that 
Tj T2 (xX) = T1(X(T2X)) 
=  X ( T 1 ( T 2 X ) )  
=  x ( t x  t 2 x )  
for any two elementary operators, Tj and . A similar argument 
yields the relation 
T J T 2 T 3 ( x X ) = x ( T 1 T 2 T 3 X )  
in which Tj, and are elementary operators. Since any basic 
operator, B^, may be expressed as a product of elementary operators, 
the foregoing argument leads to the result 
B . ( x X )  =  x ( B . X )  
identically in X, for any real number, x. The foregoing relations 
suggest the following method of defining the product of a real number 
and a basic operator: If B^ is any basic operator, and if x is any 
real number, then B^ may be multiplied by x, to obtain an operator 
xBj which is defined by the relation 
( x B . ) X  =  x ( B . X )  
identically in X . Either of the two sides of this identity may be denoted 
b y  x B j X ,  w h i c h  m a y  b e  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  ( x B . ) X  o r  a s  x ( B ^ X )  
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according to preference. 
It follows from the foregoing that 
x B ^ X  =  B .  ( x X )  .  
Consider the set of all basic operators, that is to say 
B  =  { B q ,  B r  B 2 ,  B 3 ,  . . . .  B m  J  .  
Let XQ , XJ , Xg, x^, ..., x^ be any (M + 1) real numbers, and let 
M  
X 0 B 0  +  X 1 B 1  +  x2B2 + • • * + xMBM = .fL xiBi 1—u 
denote an operator which is defined by the relation 
M M 
( 2  x . B .  ) X  =  2  x .  ( B . X )  
i=0 11 i=0 1 1 
identically in X . On the right-hand side of this identity, the symbol 
M 
2 denotes summation in the usual sense. On the left-hand side 
i=0 
M 
however, the symbol ( 2 x.B.), as a whole, denotes an operator. 
i=0 1 1 
M 
A means of interpreting ( 2 x. B. ) as a sum of operators, will 
i=0 1 1 
subsequently be provided. 
Let (x q , X j , x^»..., ) range over all the (M + 1)-dimensional 
vectors of real numbers. There corresponds to each vector, 
(xq, XJ , x ^ »  . . . »  X j ^  ) ,  a n  o p e r a t o r  w h i c h  i s  d e n o t e d  b y  
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x0 B0 + X1 B1 + x3 B3 + • • • + xMBM * 
The correspondence between the vectors and operators is a one-to-one 
correspondence, so that each vector characterizes the operator which 
corresponds to it. In what follows, the symbol P will be set aside to 
denote the totality of all operators of the foregoing type. An equivalence 
relation for operators in P, may be obtained by defining 
M M 
JoX'B' = iïc/— 
if and only if 
(x0* xl' x2' •••'XM) = ^y0' yl' y2* * ' * ' yM} ' 
The vector (x^, x^, x^, ..., x^ ) may be referred to as the character­
istic vector of 
X 0 B 0  +  X 1 B 1  + x 2 B 2  +  • ' *  + X M B M  '  
Let 
and 
(x0 '  xl* x2* " ' ' xm ) 
(y0' yv Y2.' • • • » yM ^ 
be the characteristic vectors of an arbitrary pair of operators in P. 
Then 
<*0 * V X1 +yl' x2 + y2 
must be the characteristic vector of an operator in P . This fact leads 
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one to define addition of operators in P as follows: The sum of two 
operators, 
M 
P = S x. B. 
x i=0 1 1 
and 
M 
p y  =  & y '  b i  '  
will be denoted by (P^ + P ), and will be defined as 
M 
P + P = 2 (x. + y. )B. . 
x y i=Q i yi i 
Addition of operators in P, obeys the commutative law, in the 
sense that 
M 
P x  +  P y  =  Z n ( x i  +  V i > B i  1 1=0 
M 
= 2 (y. + x ) B 
i=0 11 
= P + P . 
y  x  
Note that this is a direct consequence of the fact that addition of real 
numbers, x and y, obeys the commutative law, in the sense that 
x + y = y + x . 
Addition of operators in P, obeys the associative law, in the sense 
that 
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P  + ( P  +  P  )  =  ( P  + P )  +  P  
x % y z x y z 
whenever P , P and P are elements of P. This may be proved 
x y z 
by using the fact that addition of real numbers obeys the associative law. 
An important consequence of the associative law is the socailed 
"generalized associative law", which is said to hold when all ways of 
parenthesizing an ordered sum, 
PXJ +IW- +V 
to give it a value by calculating a succession of binary sums, yield the 
same value. This may be proved for P, by using the fact that addition 
of real numbers obeys the generalized associative law. An alternative 
proof may be obtained by using induction on k. The latter proof would 
be very similar to the one which was previously developed for products 
of the type Tj T^T^ ... T^. As a matter of fact, the generalized 
associative law always holds in a closed mathematical system in which 
the associative law holds. 
Let O1 denote the element of P which is characterized by the 
null-vector, (0, 0, 0, ..., 0). Then 
O »  =  0 B Q  +  0 B X  +  0 B 2  +  . . .  +  0 B m  .  
It follows that if 
Px = X0B0 + X1B1 + X2B2 + + XMBM 
is an arbitrary operator in P, then 
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M  
P + O' = S (x. + 0)B. 
X i=0 1 1 
M  
S x. B. 
i=0 1 1 
P . 
x 
Therefore 
P + O' = O' + P = P 
X  X X  
whenever P is an element of P . 
x 
Consider an arbitrary operator in P, say 
Px X0B0 + X1B1 + X2B2 + * * • + XMBM " 
There exists a unique operator 
( _ p  )  =  ( - x Q ) B 0  +  ( - x 1 ) B 1  +  ( - x 2 ) B 2 +  . . .  + ( - x m ) B m  
x 
in P, which is such that 
p  + ( - P  )  =  ( -  P  )  +  P  =  O 1  .  
X  X  X  X  
Since any basic operator, B^, is a linear operator, it follows that 
M  
p
x ( x i + x 2 )  =  (  2  x i b . ) ( x 1 + x 2 >  
1=0 
M  
=  2  x  ( B  ( X  + X  ) )  
i=0 1 1 ù 
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i=0 
M 
S  x .  ( B .  X .  +  B .  X .  )  i  i  1  i  2  
M M 
S x. (B. X, ) + S x. (B. X? ) 
i=0 1 1 i=0 11 i i 2 
identically in X^ and . Therefore any operator in P is a linear 
operator, in the sense that 
whenever P is an element of P . 
x 
In what follows, the word "operator" will be used to indicate that 
the object under discussion is an element of P. Any other usage of 
this word will be qualified by adjectives such as "elementary", "basic", 
and so on. 
The set of all operators, P, together with the binary operation 
which was called "addition", constitutes a mathematical system which 
satisfies the following requirements: 
( 1 )  Closure Law 
The sum P^ + P is a unique operator, whenever 
Px and Py are operators. 
(2) Associative Law 
If P , P , and P are operators, then 
P x < X l + X 2 >  *  P x X l + P x X 2  
* y Z 
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(3) Commutative Law 
If and Py are operators, then 
P + P = P + P . 
x y y x 
(4) Existence of a Zero 
There exists a unique operator, O1, which is 
such that 
P + 0 '  =  0 ' + P  =  P  
X  X X  
whenever P^ is an operator. The operator 
O' is called the identity operator for addition, 
or the zero operator. 
(5) Existence of Additive Inverses 
For any operator P^, the equation 
P + ( - P ) = O' 
x x 
has a unique solution in P . The solution, 
( - P ), is called the inverse of P under 
x x 
addition. 
Such a system is conventionally known as a "commutative group" . 
It was previously remarked that if x is any real number, and B ^ 
is any basic operator, an operator of the type xB, may be obtained by 
defining 
( x B . ) X  =  x ( B . X )  
identically in X . Now observe that 
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( x B . ) X  =  x ( B ^ X )  
=  0 ( B Q X )  +  0 ( B x X )  +  . . .  +  x ( B i X )  +  . . .  +  0 ( B M X )  
=  ( 0 B Q  +  O B j  +  . . .  + x B .  +  . . .  +  0 B m ) X  .  
The symbol xB. may therefore be regarded as an abbreviated 
notation for 
0 B - + 0 B .  +  . . .  +  x B .  +  . . .  +  0  B x .  0 1 i M 
which is an operator (in P ). This convention may be extended by 
regarding any symbol which may arise from 
X 0 B 0  +  X 1  B 1  +  X 2 B 2  +  + X M B M  
by neglecting terms of the type 0 B^, as an abbreviated notation. Now 
let 
X 0 B 0  +  X 1 B 1  +  X 2 B 2  +  "  +  x M B M  
o 
denote an arbitrary operator, in which the notation " + " emphasizes 
the fact that up to the present this expression has been regarded as a 
whole. It follows from the definition of addition of operators, and 
from the foregoing convention, that 
X 0 B 0  +  X 1  B 1  +  *  *  *  +  X M B M  =  ( x 0 B 0  +  0 B 1  +  '  ' e  +  0  B M  *  
+  ( 0 B 0  + x 1 B 1  +  . . .  +  0 B M )  
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+  ( ° B o  +  0 B 1  +  •  •  •  +  x M B M  ^  
=  x 0 B 0 + x 1 B 1  +  . . .  + X M B M  .  
The " + " symbols which were used in denoting the operators in P, 
may thus be identified with the binary operation of addition as defined 
on P. 
Let Bj6 denote an arbitrary basic operator, as opposed to B^ which 
d e n o t e s  a  p a r t i c u l a r  b a s i c  o p e r a t o r  w h e n  j  i s  f i x e d .  U n d e r  t h e  f o r e ­
going conventions, 
x i  B f  +  x 2  B *  +  x 3  B |  +  . . .  +  x k B *  
is a well-defined operator, when the B* 's are basic operators, the 
x's are real numbers, and k ranges over the positive integers. 
Now consider the following definition of multiplication for operators 
in P: The product of two operators, 
M 
P = 2 x. B. 
and 
x i=0 1 1 
M 
py " f=„y;V 
M M 
will be denoted by P P , or by ( Z x B )( E y.B.), and will be 
' i=0 j=0 J J 
defined as 
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M M MM 
(  2  x . B .  ) (  2  y . B . )  =  2 2  x . y . B . B .  .  
i=0 11 j=0 J J i=0 j=0 1 J 1 J 
Since x. y. is a real number, and B.B. is a basic operator, for 
i J 1 J 
M M 
i ,  j  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  M  ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  2  2  x . y . B . B .  i s  a  w e l l - d e f i n e d  
i=0 j=0 1 J 1 3 
operator. Thus P is closed under multiplication. 
Multiplication of operators is commutative in the sense that 
P P = P P , 
x y y x 
and associative in the sense that 
P (P P ) = (P P ) P , 
x y z v x y z 
in which P^, P^ and P^ are arbitrary operators. These results 
follow from considerations which are similar to those which were used 
to obtain the commutative and associative properties for addition of 
operators. The generalized associative law is also obtained for 
multiplication of operators. 
Consider the operator 
II = OB0 + IB1+OB2 + OB +... + OBM . 
It will be recalled that 
B J  =  I  .  
The result 
I ' P  =  P  I '  =  P  
X X  X  
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for any operator P , follows directly from the definition of multipli­
cation. 
The set of operators P, together with the multiplicative operation 
which has been defined on it, forms a mathematical system which is a 
commutative semi-group with a unit element. The unit is I' . 
Consider the operators 
O '  =  O B ,  +  0 B _  +  0 B ,  +  . . .  +  O B .  .  12 3 M 
i '  =  1 b 1  +  0 b 2  +  0 b 3  +  . . .  +  0 b m  
b ^  =  o b j  +  1 b 2  +  0 b 3  +  . . .  + 0 b m  
and so on, through 
B '  =  O B .  +  O B -  +  O B .  +  . . .  +  1 B X .  .  M 12 3 M 
The set of operators 
O ' ,  I ' ,  B Ï , ,  B ^ ,  . . . ,  B j ^  J  
is a subset of P, and un der the multiplicative operation which was 
defined on P, it forms a closed mathematical system which is a 
commutative semi-group with a unit element (I1 ). The set of basic 
operators, 
B -  |  o ,  i ,  B 2 ,  B 3 ,  . . . ,  B M  j  
may be mapped onto B' by setting up the one-to-one correspondence 
B ^  4 - ^  B !  f o r  i  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 , . . . ,  M  ,  
in which 
and 
The one-to-one correspondence BJ B^ is obviously an isomorphism, 
that is to say it preserves products in the sense that the basic operator 
which the product B^ B^ engenders in B , and the operator which the 
product B! Bj engenders in B1, are the images of each other under 
this correspondence. Such a situation is conventionally described by 
saying that B and B1, together with their respective multiplicative 
operations, form "isomorphic systems". Since B1 is a subset of P, 
the set B is said to be "imbedded in P " by the isomorphism 
B^ B|. When any pair of elements, B^ and BJ, are given, and 
are such that 
Bi « Bv 
then it can be shown that 
B . X  =  B !  X  
i  i  
identically in X . This follows directly from the definitions of B^X 
and BJ X . In what follows, the symbols B^ and BJ will be used 
i n t e r c h a n g e a b l y  f o r  i  =  0 ,  1 ,  2 , . . . ,  M  .  
Let the notation 
M 
P  =  2  w . B .  
w . n 11 
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Bi = °' 
B' = I' . 
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in which w may be replaced by various letters like x, y, and z, be 
used as before. Then 
M  M  
P (P + P ) = 2 2 x. (y. + z. )B. B. 
= y z i=o j=o 1 J J 1 J 
=  p  p  +  P  p  ,  
x y x z 
and 
(P + P )P = P P + P P , y z x y x z x 
in which the P's are arbitrary operators. Notice that these relations 
imply that 
( 2  x . B * )  ( 2  y . B * )  =  2  2  x . y . B * B *  
i  1  1  j  J  J  i  j  i 7 J  i  J  
in which the B* 's are used in the same sense as before. 
The set of operators P, together with the two binary operations 
which were called "addition" and "multiplication", constitutes a mathe­
matical system which satisfies the following requirements: 
( 1 )  Addition 
The set of operators, P, forms a commutative group 
under addition. 
(2) Multiplication 
The set of operators, P, forms a semi-group under 
multiplication. 
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(3) Distributive Laws 
Multiplication is distributive with regard to addition, 
in the sense that any three operators, P^, P^ = and 
P^, satisfy the left-distributive law, 
P ( P  +  P  )  =  P P  + P P  ,  
x y z x y x z 
as well as the right-distributive law, 
( P + P ) P  =  P P + P P .  
x y z x y x z x 
Such a system is conventionally known as a "ring" . More specifically, 
the system under consideration is known as a "commutative ring with 
unit", because its multiplicative semi-group is commutative, and 
because it posseses an identity element for multiplication. 
Let x be any real number, and let 
X 0 B 0  +  X 1 B 1  +  x 2 B 2  + ' "  +  X M B M  
be an arbitrary operator. The product 
x < x 0 b 0  +  x 1 b 1  +  x 2 b 2  +  '  "  +  x m b m ^  
will be called a scalar product, and will be defined by 
M M 
x  (  S  x . B . )  =  S  ( x x .  ) B .  .  
i=0 11 i=0 1 1 
The real number, x, is called a "scalar" in multiplieations of this 
type. 
The set of all operators P, together with the additive operation 
under which it was shown to be a commutative group, and the set of 
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real numbers, together with the binary operations of addition and 
multiplication of real numbers, and the operation of scalar multipli­
cation, all together form a mathematical system. It follows directly 
from the definition of scalar multiplication that this system has the 
following properties: 
( 1 )  Closure Law 
The scalar product x is an operator, whenever 
x is a scalar and P is an operator. y  
(2) Distributive Laws 
If w and x are arbitrary scalars, and P and P^ 
are arbitrary operators, then 
(w + x) P = wP + xP 
y  y  y  
and 
w (P + P ) = w P + w P . y z y z 
(3) Associative Law 
If x and y are arbitrary scalar s, and P^ is an 
arbitrary operator, then 
( x y  ) P z  =  x ( y P J  .  
(4) Multiplication by the Scalar Unit 
For any operator, P , 
1 P x  •  P x -
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Such a system is conventionally described by referring to P as 
"a vector space over the real numbers. " 
The set of operators, P, is both a ring and a vector space over the 
real numbers. Such a system is conventionally described by referring 
to P as a "linear algebra" over the real numbers. In particular, P 
is a "commutative algebra with unit" (over the real numbers), because 
P is a commutative ring with unit. 
Consider the operators 
s 
a 
and 
I - E s 
s ' 
a 
These operators are distinct elements of P, and yet 
ESg X(aS) 
a 
I X ( a S )  -  E s g  X ( a S )  
a 
( I  -  E S s ) X ( a S )  
a 
identically in X(aS ). In what follows, such operators will be said to be 
equivalent, and it will be denoted by 
o 
s U - E
S
s ) .  
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In general, two operators, P^. and P , are defined to be equivalent 
if and only if 
P X = P X 
x y 
identically in X, and this will be expressed by writing 
o P = P . 
x y 
It is clearly undesirable to regard equivalent operators as being 
distinct, since it will be convenient if operators with identical effects 
may be regarded as being identical. The problem of partitioning P 
into classes of equivalent operators will therefore be considered. 
Consider an arbitrary basic operator, . B^ can be expressed as 
a product of elementary operators. Suppose that E®s is a factor of 
a 
B. . Then B. can be expressed in the form 1 1  
B .  =  T l T z  T 3 . . .  T k E = s  
in which the T's are elementary operators. Let 
B .  =  T j T 2 T 3 . . .  T k .  
Then B^ is a basic operator, and 
Bi = Bj . 
Therefore 
B . X  =  B . I s  X  
J aS 
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=  B .  ( X  -  E S  X )  j  
=  B .  ( I  -  E S  ) X  .  
j  a  
It follows that 
B  Ë s  =  B  ( I - E S  ) .  
J aS J a 
It is obvious that this relationship extends to yield relationships such 
as, for example, 
e %  2  e s s u - < , ) d  - < „ ) •  
a a a a a a 
It also follows that if 
o 
B. = P 
i x 
and 
Bj 2 V 
and if Xj and x^ are real numbers, then 
( x ,  B .  +  x -  B .  )  X  =  x ,  B . X  +  x . B .  X  1 i 2 j 1 i 2 j 
Therefore 
x, P X + x, P X 1 x 2 y 
( x l P x  +  x 2 P y , X  
(x1bi  + x2bj) ° (xjpx + x2py). 
I l l  
This result can obviously be extended to show that if 
Then 
o 
B. = P for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., M , 
i 
M M 
( S y B ) = ( S y P ) . 
i=0 11 i=0 i 
Let Cj, C^» Cg,..., CN denote the 2nm products which arise when 
every possible way of taking one factor, and only one factor, from each 
of the nm pairs (I, ESg ), with k = 0, 1, 2, ..., m-1 and 
ak 
s  =  1 ,  2 ,  3 ,  . . . ,  n ,  i s  c o n s i d e r e d .  L e t  
c1 = I11"1 = I . 
The set of operators 
C - | i, c2, c3, ...,cN 
is a subset of the set, B, of all basic operators. Let S be the set of 
all operators of the form 
X 1  C 1  +  x 2  C 2  +  X 3  C 3  +  *  *  *  +  X N C N  *  
The remarks concerning equivalent operators, which were made in the 
foregoing, lead to the conclusion that if P^ is any arbitrary operator, 
there exists an operator in S, such that 
Moreover, if P^, P^,, P^,, , ... are all equivalent to S^, then they 
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are equivalent to each other. It follows that P may be partitioned into 
classes of equivalent operators, and all the operators of a particular 
class are equivalent to some operator in S. Since S is a subset of P, 
it also follows that every operator in S belongs to a non-empty class of 
equivalent operators in P. The operators of S thus characterize the 
equivalence classes of P. 
The set of operators C, is closed under multiplication. It is 
evident that C, which is a subset of B, forms a mathematical system 
under multiplication, which, like B, is also a commutative group with 
a unit element. 
Note further, that S is closed under multiplication and addition, 
thus forming a sub-algebra of the algebra which was defined on P. This 
sub-algebra on S is also a linear commutative algebra, over the real 
numbers with a unit element. 
The algebra on S differs from the algebra on P, in so far as the 
following result holds in the former system: If S^ and S^ are two 
operators in S, then 
S = S 
x y 
if an only if 
S X = S X 
x y 
identically in X. 
The algebra on S is the one which will be used in the applications 
which follow. It should ne noted however, that any operator can be 
regarded as an element of S, by introducing the convention of 
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interpreting the symbol ESg as an abbreviated notation for (I - ESg ). 
a a 
All the operators which have been considered in the foregoing, may thus 
be regarded as elements of S, and the symbols " = " may be replaced 
by " = " . 
It may be remarked that the algebra on S can be obtained by a 
method which is somewhat more direct than the method which has been 
employed in the foregoing. It is possible to proceed from the operators 
I and ES for k = 0, 1,2,..., m-1 and s = 1, 2, 3,..., n, to obtain 
ak 
the commutative semigroup with unit, C, from these operators, and 
then to define S directly on C. 
Let S , S and S be any operators, and let X., X and X, be 
x y z 12 3 
any operands. The application of any operator, S^, to any operand, 
X, may be regarded as a multiplication which yields a product S^X . 
This multiplication obeys a left-distributive law with respect to addition 
of operands, in the sense that 
S  ( X .  + X ,  + X J  =  S  X .  + S  X -  +  S  X , ,  
x 1 2 3' x 1 x 2 x 3 
and obeys a right-distributive law with respect to addition of operators, 
in the sense that 
( S  +  S  + S ) X  =  S  X + S  X + S  X .  
• x y z  x  y  z  
The left-distributive law was previously demonstrated, and the 
terminology "linear operator" was used in describing it. The right-
distributive law follows directly from the definitions, and will be used 
in applications of the algebra. When the right-distributive law is to be 
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used in what follows, it will occasionally be described by calling for a 
"right-distribution of the operand". 
The notation 
52 = S S 
x  x x  
53 = S S S 
x  x x x  
and so on, as well as 
S° = I 
x  
will be used. 
B. Some As sumptions 
This study is concerned with populations of diploid organisms. In 
the present section a number of assumptions will be considered. These 
assumptions will be made throughout this study, unless an explicit 
statement to the contrary is made. 
The symbol ASg will denote an arbitrary allele of locus s . The 
a 
symbol aS will be interpreted as a variable which ranges over the 
values 0, 1, 2,..., m - 1, and AS may be regarded as a function of 
s  a 8  
aS . The notation a8 , a® , a®,...,a^, and so on, will be used to 
d e n o t e  i n d e p e n d e n t  v a r i a b l e s  w h i c h  a l l  r a n g e  o v e r  0 ,  1 ,  2 , . . . ,  m g  -  1  .  
n s g 
The formal order-preserving expansion of ~[~J~ A A will 
s=l a^ a^ 
denote the genotype which posseses the chromosomes 
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A1, A2, A3, ... An and A1, A2, A3- ... An . i u j n i » j n 
a o  a 0  a 0  a 0  a l  a i  a i  a i  
The set of all genotypes which can be generated from a given 
n 
genotype, | | A A , by transposition of genes belonging to the same 
s=l a* a® 
locus, that is to say, the set of genotypes 
n s g 
A g A for all of Xj, x^, x^, ..., x^ = 0, 1 
s=l a a. 
xs Uxs 
n s s 
will be referred to as the Mendelian class which J J A A 
8 = 1  a 0  a l  
generates. Any two elements of this set will be said to be genotypes of 
the same Mendelian class. Genotypes of the same Mendelian class 
embrace the same assemblage of genes, and differ only with regard to 
the allocation of these genes to the two chromosomes. 
The assumption that genotypes of the same Mendelian class have the 
same genotypic value, will be referred to as the assumption of no 
position effects on genotypic values. This assumption will be made 
throughout this study, unless an explicit statement to the contrary is 
made. 
It will further be assumed that gametic ratios are independent of 
gene effects. This assumption was previously introduced in Chapter 
III, and will be made throughout this study unless an explicit statement 
to the contrary is made. 
Allowance will however be made for arbitrary linkage relationships 
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(including arbitrary interference), and for arbitrary genotypic values, 
in so far as these are possible within the foregoing confinement. 
Allowance will also be made for an arbitrary number of loci, each 
embracing an arbitrary number of alleles, and each allele may occur 
with arbitrary frequency. 
The populations to be considered in this study, will be assumed to be 
infinite, random mating, and at equilibrium, unless an explicit statement 
to the contrary is made. It will also be assumed that there is an 
absence of agencies which would occasion a change of gene frequencies. 
Such agencies include selection of gametes or genotypes, and 
mutation or migration. 
C. Expectation Operators 
Let pSg denote the frequency of the aS -th allele at locus s , 
a 
(aS = 0, 1, 2,..., mg - 1 and s = 1, 2, 3,..., n). Then the gametic array 
of the population may be obtained by formal expansion of the product 
n 
S 
m -1 
I 
which may also be expressed in the form 
n ,s 
' S V ' S * . ' -
The genotypic array of the population may be obtained by formal 
expansion of the product 
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n 
h 
m -1 m -1 
s z p\ p\ A\ A% 
b q = 0  a 8 = 0  a 0  a l  a 0  a l  
which may also be expressed in the form 
n 
s=l  a0 a. 
n 
TTA% A% 
s=l  aQ a. 
Consider the expression 2 pS X (aS ). The variable aS is said 
s a 
a 
to be a "dummy variable" in this expression, and 
ESg X(aS) = Z pSg X(aS) 
a sa 
a 
= Z pSg X(bS) 
= ES X(bS ) . 
bS 
Dummy variables are distinguished from variables such as aS and bS 
in X(aS ) and X(bS ), in so far as 
X(aS ) 4 X(bS ) 
in general* Note that a8 is not a variable in ESf 
It follows that 
n 
7TE SE% 
s=l  aQ a, 
n 
T[ a % <  
3 = 1  a 0 a l  
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is identical to 
n 
T T e s  e s  M s s 
s-1 a 
n 
TTA% A% 
s= 1 a a— 
for ail Xp x^» x^, ..., = 0, 1 when xg = 1 - xg . Both these 
expressions are equal to 
( i '  
n 
x  i  x _ x _ .  .  . x  =  0 ,  1  i c i  n  
n 
= Es 
s = 1  
x 
s l —  
x  
t t " a s s  a %  
s = l  a  a _  
However, 
n % = %  E %  
s = l  a  
n 
= TT e s  e s  
s = 1  a 0  a î  
identically in xx^, x-y ...,x r = 0, 1, because multiplication of 
operators is commutative. It follows that 
n 
T e V ss 
5=1 a0 al 
n 
% A % A %  
S=1 a0 al 
n 
8 = 1  a 0  a l  
n 
M % A % A %  
8=1 a0 al 
in which the operand on the right-hand side is 
n M ( T|>VS 
l 0  a l  s'='l a! a
S 
1  n  n  
=  < è >  2  n i  =  a %  
x.x-x-...x =0,1 s=1 a a— 12 3 n xx 
s s 
This provides explicit expression of the fact that genotypes of the same 
Mendelian class occur with the same frequency in a random mating 
population at equilibrium. 
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The symbol AS may be regarded as a random variable, with 
a 
Probability (ASg = A8 ) = p® 
a 
for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., mg - 1. In the genotypic array 
7 T e % e %  
8 = 1  a 0  a l  
the symbols A1 ^  , A1 ^  , A2^ , ..., Ann, Ann may be regarded as 
a 0  a l  a 0  a i  a o  a l  
2n mutually independent random variables of this type, and if 
«( "n;A'.A'.) 
\  5 = 1  a 0  a l  /  
is the genotypic value of the randomly chosen genotype 
T T a W  
s = l  a 0  a j  
( n s \ 
then g { IT A A 1 is a real-valued function of these random V 4 a! j 
variables. It is clear that the application of an operator to a real-
valued operand has a well-defined meaning, and that 
ire % e s s  <  ttass< ) 
s=l a0 aj y s=l a0 a, y 
is the expected genotypic value of a random genotype of the population. 
7TA\ A=s 
s = l  a 0  a j  
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n 
In an expression of this type, the symbol ~j~|~ E E denotes the 
3 = 1  a 0  a l  
operation of taking expectation in the usual sense. This obviously 
extends to such expressions as 
E\ ~n~ E% E% «( irA%A 
al 3=2 ao al \ 3=1 a0 al 
which is the expected genotypic value of genotypes which possess the 
a* -th allele at locus 1, and 
i t E % E %  4 T f A V ' s  
s=2 aQ a^ \ s=l aQ a^ 
which is the expected genotypic value of genotypes which possess the 
&Q -th and a j -th alleles at locus 1, and so on. In general, any 
product of the E's may be regarded as an expectation (or conditional 
expectation) when it is applied to a genotypic value. 
n 
The notation g | J]~ ASg ASg J is redundant, and in what follows 
3=1 a 0  a x  
the genotype and genotypic value of an individual will be denoted by the 
same symbol. Which one of these alternative interpretations is to be 
made, will be clear from the context in which the symbol is being used. 
D. Genotypic Identities and Random Mating Operators 
Consider any pair, (ES , Es ), of elementary operators. Since 
aS aS 
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ES = I - ES , 
s s 
a a 
it follows that 
E S  + E S  =  I  .  
s s 
a a 
Therefore 
i  =  T T  [ E \ + B % ] [  e S s + e % ]  
8 = 1  a 0  a 0  a l  a l  
is an operator-algebraic identity in the variables a^ , a j  , a2 , a 
. . . ,  a ^ , a " .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  
TTa% a% • TT [eVB\][eVb \ ]  7 t a s s a  
s = l  a Q  a x  s = l  < -  a Q  a ^ L -  ^  a j _ l  s = i  a Q  
n 
is an identity in the ordered genotypic symbols. Let JJ A 
s= 1 a 
x 
s 
n t 
an arbitrary member of the Mendelian class which ~|~J~ A A' 
s = l  a 0  i  
generates. Then 
is an identity in the ordered genotypic symbols. However, 
y 
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ES + ES 
s s 
- a  a  — 1  
~| = F ES + Es ~| T ES + Es ~| j  l  ^  a s _ l  a b  s j  E
S + ES 
s  s  
— a— et- - â A 
x  x  x x  " 0  0  " 1  " 1  
s s s s 
identically in xg , in which we recall that the algebra of operators is 
commutative. Hence 
1TA% A% = it [EVÊ%][EVE%] TT 
s =  1  a  a —  s = l  a n  a A  — 1  * —  a ,  a ,  — 1  s  =  l  
x x  0  0  1 1  
A5 As 
• , "S, " -U U I I % % 
is an identity in the ordered genotypic symbols. 
It follows that there corresponds to any arbitrary genotype, 
j l  g  s  
TT A A , an operator-algebraic identity of the form 
5 = 1  a 0  a l  
-  f r [ E S s + E % ] [ E V E \ ]  
s=l •— a„ a„ —1 "—a, a, —1 0 0 "1 "1 
or 
I = "TT r E S  E S  +  E S  E s  + E S  E S  +  E S  E S  "1 I I .  s  s  s  s  s  s  s  s  
! = l l  a 0  a i  a o  a i  a o  a i  a o  a i  
n 
If | | A A , or any genotype of the Mendelian class which it 
s = l  a *  a °  
generates, is inserted as an operand on both sides of this identity, the 
result is an identity in the genotypic symbols. 
It is frequently of interest to multiply the product 
I T  E S  E s  + Ë S  E S  + E S  Ë s  + Ë S  I s  ~ |  Ui s s s s s s s s 
s-1 a0 aj a0 a2 aQ a} aQ a^ 
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out, and to consider this operator in the following expanded form: 
t t = \  
8 a0 al 
+  z  E %  t t  E s  =  l  E s = 1  
'0 al 
s  s  .  ,  s  
s  a _  a .  s ' f s  a .  
+  2 e s s e s s  t t  e s l ,  
'0 al 
s  s  .  /  c  
s  a _  a ,  s ' y s  a .  
+ S Es ES TT ES1,ES1, 
l 0  a l  
s s , , s 
s a a. s'# s a, 
•  S  Ê \ E  =  < , E S ' ,  t t  E'" •" s Es 
, , s s  s *  s '  , s" s" 
s< s aQ a^ aQ a^ s''ifs, s aQ a^ 
+  s  E s s E % E s s , E s s ,  t t  
s < s aQ a1 aQ a^ s 'ifs, s aQ a^ 
+  . . .  
+ TTe s s e s s  .  
s aQ aj 
Whenever this form of the operator is under consideration, it may 
simply be referred to as the expanded form of 
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IT TE8 ES +Es E.s +Es Es +Es Es ~] . 1 1 L s s s s s s s si 
s aQ aj aQ a^ aQ a, aQ a} 
This convention is useful not only because repetition of a cumbersome 
expression is thereby avoided, but also because applications of the 
algebra of operators frequently give rise to operators which differ from 
the foregoing operator only in so far as each one of the operators 
ES ES , Es Es , ES Is and Es Es is modified by a real-
s s ' s s  s s  s  s  '  
a0 al a0 al a0 al a0 al 
valued multiplier (scalar). Thus, for example, if R( ) is Kempthorne's 
random mating operator, then 
4 ^ a S s a %  V  ^ [ l A V l A S J  I T e % A %  
Xs a0 al / 8 a0 al s a a 
in the case of no linkage. Therefore 
*i n a% a*s 
s a0 a 
s V . j  /  s  a  a Q  a  a a a ^  
and since aS is a dummy variable, it follows that 
r ( t t a s s a %  ) .  7 î [ | e s s a s s a s s 4 e s s a % a s s ]  
s a0 ai / s - &1 aQ ax aQ aQ a^ 
1 e s  AS AS + 2  s s s 
al a o  a i  
1 e s  +  j e s  1  2  s 2  s J 
al a o  
1 t a % a %  ,  
s aQ aj 
in which we recall the right-distributive property of operands with 
respect to addition of operators. Now 
) 
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T T  [ïEVïE\] °r T T  [ïE S s + i E % ]  
s  a l  a o  s  a o  a i  
r  i  s  i  is a well-defined operator in S. The operator | | — E g + E 
s  a 0  a  
will be referred to as "a random mating operator". Since R( ) is 
linear operator, it follows that 
R z (  I T  a %  a %  \  =  I T  C l e s s + i E % ]  R ( - n -  a % a s s  
V s  a 0  a i  /  s  a o  a i  V s  a o  a i  
I T  [  i  E V I  E \ ]  2  T T  A s s  A s g  
s a0 s a0 a^ 
k (  I T  < <  )  =  T r [ î E S s + 2 E % ] k  " T T  a % a  
In general 
R s „ s 
s  a 0  a i  /  s  -  a 0  a x -  s  a 0  a ®  
for every non-negative integer k, in which we define 
r
° ( tt ass ass \ = TT ass ass 
s a0  ai / S a0 ax 
and recall that 
T T  [ Ï e V i e S s ] °  •  7 T  I D  
s <- aQ ax s 
i  .  
Now write ESg = E^, for the sake of brevity, and note that 
x 
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i x E o + i E i >  •  V i + i " - E o ) E i + i E o ( i - E i '  
=  
e 0 e 1 + i e 0 e 1 + i e 0 e 1  
Therefore 
< l E o + I V  =  | ( E 0 E l + l O E l 4 E 0 E l '  
+  5 ( e 0 e i 4 e 0 e i + ï e 0 ° »  
= 
e0e1 + (if e0e1 + (î' e0e1 • 
In general 
< ï E 0 + i E / =  E 0 E 1  +  ' ï ' k  E 0 E 1  +  t | ) k E o E i  +  ( ° > k  E o E i  
for every non-negative integer k, because (0)^ - 1 . It follows that the 
operators 
TT [iE% 4E\] ° = If [E% E% + (i>°ESs E% 
s  a o  a i  s  l  a o  a i  a o  a i  
+  ( i ' ° E % E %  +  ( ° ' ° E % E % l '  
a0 al a0 al 
+ (%) E3Se s , + ( 0 )  e % e s s ]  ,  
a 0  a l  a o  a i  
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TT [ j  £ s s +  i e%T =  " t t [ e s s e % +  (I , 2 e% e  
s 
a 0  a l ~  s  a 0  a l  a o  a l  
+ ( i^E \E% +  ^ E % E % ] -
a0 al a0 al 
and so on, may all be expanded into forms which bear a simple relation­
ship to the expanded form of 
t t [ E V e % ] [  e V e s s ]  *  T T D  E S s E S s  +  E S g E S g  
s  ^  a o  a o "  a i  a l  —  s  ~  a 0  a l  a o  a i  
+  e s s e s 3 + e s s e %  
a 0  a l  a o  a i  
]• 
The random mating operators 
0  
-  
1  
- 1  _ s  .  1  -  2  
7  [ ï  *  T  = : T] • w[K;«K;]' T r | y •  
and so on, belong to a wide variety of related operators in S. These 
operators will be investigated in more detail in Chapter V. 
E. The Breakdown of Genotypic Value 
Consider the relation 
T T  A %  A %  -  T r [ E \ + E \ ] [  e % + e % ]  T T  a %  a %  
a0 1 S a0 a0 al al s a0 al 
which is an identity in the ordered genotypic symbols. An expansion of 
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[EVE SS][ EVE%] ' t t l  e % + e  
s a0 a0 al al 
in the form of a sum of basic operators, was exhibited in section D. Let 
this expanded form be inserted in the expression 
-rr- A%a % , 
s «- aQ aQ aj aj s aQ a, 
and let the operand, *[]" ASg AS , be distributed from the right. If 
s aQ a8 
genotypic values are inserted for genotypic symbols, the genotypic value 
of "TT" As AS is decomposed into a sum of additive parts which 
a 0  a l  
will be referred to as the genotypic expression for "TT ASg ASg . 
s aQ ax 
Under the assumption of no position effects on genotypic value, the 
Mendelian class, 
ASg ASg for Xj, x2, x3,...,xn = 0, 1 
s a a— 
= s  
which is generated by "|y AS ASg , consists of genotypes which all 
s ag ax 
have the same genotypic expression. In other words, when genotypic 
values are inserted for genotypic symbols, the identities 
T T  A \ A V =  " H "  [  ]  [  E %  +  E s 8 ]  t t  
c 9 o o I— a n —J L— a o C A
8s ASg 
s ax a- s - aQ aQ - - ^ ^ - s a8 al 
s s s s 
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for x^, x^, x^, ..., xn = 0, 1 , all give rise to the same decomposition, so 
that the ordering of the A-like symbols in 11 ASg ASg may be 
s aQ ax 
ignored when the genotypic expression for the random genotype, 
As AS , is under consideration. This expression includes terms 
S  a 0  a l  
such as 
I* = TT E% E  S TT A s A-s 
s a0 aj s a0 a, 
= The expected genotypic value of a random 
genotype from the whole population, 
< "  >  s  •  E  %  E  s  TT E%, E - s ,  IT A %  A %  
a 0  a 0  a l  s * s  a 0 .  a l .  s  a 0  a l  
* \j - E% ] E% TT TT 
L ao al a *s a0. al 8 a0 al 
e %  t t  e = ; , e s ; ,  i t  a %  -  m  
a j  s ' f s  a Q  s  a Q  a ^  
The expected genotypic value of a random genotype 
from all of those genotypes in the population, which 
possess the a^ -th allele of locus s 
-  p -  »  
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l»s> s s - $ s s e %  T T  e % , e s s ,  T T  a % a %  
a 0 a l  a 0  a l  S  * s  a 0  a l  8  a 0  a l  
= TT e * ; , e » ' ,  TT a % a s s  
L -  a Q  a x  a Q  a ^ - J  s ' * s  a Q  ^  s  a Q  a ^  
= The expected genotypic value of a random genotype from 
all of those genotypes in the population, which possess 
the a^ -th and a® -th alleles at locus 
- (as) s - (as) G " V- » 
a 0  a i  
and so on. Since the decomposition is accomplished by means of the 
expanded form of the operator 
t t  r ~ e s  e s  + ë s  e s  + e s  e s  +  e s  e s  " 1  ,  Il s s s s s s s s 
s a0 al a0 al a0 al a0 al 
the nature of a general term of the genotypic expression for 
| | ASg ASg may be inferred by noting that each term arises from a 
a 0  a l  
basic operator which takes one and only one factor from each one of the 
n quadruplets 
e s  e s  ,  Ës e s  ,  e s  Es , Is Is S s s s s s ' s s 
0 al a0 al a0 al a0 al 
for s = 1,2, 3,..., n. There are 2^n terms, and a general term may 
be denoted by a symbol of the type 
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S 1  S r , S r + l  . S r + t  
" ' =1 =r =r+l =r+l »r+t =r+t 
a x . ' , , a x  a 0  a l  " " a 0  a l  1 r 
with XjjX^, ...,xr = 0 or 1. The denotation of a term includes a symbol 
aS in parenthesis and a subscript a^ when the basic operator which 
engenders it receives ES ESg from the s-th quadruplet. The 
a0 al 
symbol a® and the subscript a® is similarly associated with the factor 
E S g  E S g  ,  a n d  t h e  s y m b o l  6 s  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  s u b s c r i p t s  a ®  a n d  a ®  
a0 al 
is associated with ESg ESg . 
a o  a i  
The following terminology has become conventional: 
(x = The population mean , 
(aS) g = The additive effect of the a^ -th allele of 
a 0  
locus s, 
(ôS) = The dominance deviation associated with the 1 s s 
aoai s g 
a^ -th and a^ -th alleles of locus s , 
(ci ci ) , = The additive by additive deviation associated 
aoao. s 
with the aQ -th allele of locus s and the 
a.Q -th allele of locus s' , 
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(a ô ) s s» s• = The additive by dominance deviation associated 
3-q a~ a. g g i 
with the aQ -th allele of locus s and the a^ -th 
S * 
and aj -th alleles of locus s', 
and so on. 
Now observe that in 
.• .• a>sa 
a0a0 al a0 al a0 al 3 a0 al s a0 al 
the variables aj, a J, a^, a2, a^, a^, . a^, a" are all dummy variables 
with the exception of a^, a^ and a8 . A similar remark applied to any 
other term of the genotypic expression for "JJ* ASg ASg . Each term 
s aQ ax 
is a function of the a-like variables which form its subscripts, but is 
constant with regard to the remaining a-like variables. 
It was previously remarked that if "JJ" ASg ASg is a randomly 
s aQ a® 
chosen genotype from the population, then ASg is a random variable 
ax 
defined by 
Probability F ASg = A® ~j * p® , 
L ax J 
and A^j , A* j , A^ » t A?^, A^g,..*, A11^, Ann are mutually 
a0 al a0 al a0 al a0 al 
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1 1 2 2 3 3 independent. One may alternatively regard a^ , a^ , a^ ,  a ^  ,  a ^  ,  a ^  ,  . .  
. . . ,  a y  ,  a ^  a s  2 2 n  m u t u a l l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e s  w i t h  
Probability (a® = k) = p® . 
A function of random variables is a random variable. Thus, for 
s s1 
example, (a a ) , is a random variable with 
aoao 
Probability l~ (a® aS ) g s. = (aS aS ~j = p® p. 
L  ao a i .  
s s' 
k p h  '  
It has been shown in the foregoing that the genotypic value of a 
random genotype, A®g A®g , may be decomposed into the sum of a 
s aQ aj 
constant (|x ) and 2^n - 1 random variables. The 22n - 1 random 
variables are not mutually independent. For example, (a®) and 
ao 
(a®) are independent, but these two variables are not independent of 
al 
( 6 ® )  .  N e v e r t h e l e s s ,  i t  w i l l  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  t h e s e  2 ^ n  -  1  v a r i a b l e s  
s s 
a o a i  
are uncorrelated. 
Note that if 11 A A® denotes a particular genotype, with 
s k® h® 
k*, h\ k2, h2,..., kn, h11 being particular constants, its genotypic value 
may be expressed as the sum of |x and 2^n - 1 particular (constant) 
values which may be assumed by the 2^n - 1 random variables which 
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have been described in the foregoing. 
F. The Components of Genotypic Variance 
It has been shown that if TT A s A s is the genotypic value of 
s a0 ai 
random genotype from the population, then 
IT ASg ASs = ii + 2 (aS) s 
s aQ ai s aQ 
+ S (aS) 
s  4  
+  
= ( < S )  s  s  
s a0 al 
+  2  ( a  a  )  ,  
s  <  s
'  
aoao. 
+  * X sS' .> s =•  =•  
_ 
s < s  a 0 a 0. a l .  
+  . . .  
( ô ô ô  . . .  ô  )  1  1  2  2  3  3  
a 0 a l  a o a i  a 0 a l  "  a 0 a l  
Now observe that 
E' s ( a s ,  s  =  E %  [ e % e %  j  e s ; ,  e ° ; , ]  T T  a = 8 a  
ao ao ao ao a i  s  * s  ao a i  8  ao 
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•  
0 E% J  <•=%• TT < A = a  
a 1  s ' f s  a Q  a ^  s  a Q  a ^  
= O  Tf A S S A S S  
s a0 a: 
=  0  .  
This obviously extends to the general result that any one of the (2^n - 1) 
random variables which occur on the right-hand side of the foregoing 
relation, has the property that it has zero expectation with regard to any 
one of its subscripts. 
Now observe that 
e% e% [ (°s) s s s] • e% [y> s e %  . . ]  
a o  a i  L  a 0  a 0 a l  a 0  a 0  a l  a 0 a l  
[(aS) s x °] = E% 
a o ^  a 0  
=  0  .  
Since no two of the (22n - 1) random variables under consideration 
have precisely the same a-like subscripts, it follows that the relation 
E \  E %  [ ( - ' J  »  ( « ' I  . . ]  =  0  
a 0  a l  a 0  a 0 a l  
extends to the general result that the (22n - 1) random variables under 
consideration are uncorrelated. 
Define 
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°a » 2E% 'a=>\ 
s  a 0  a 0  
= The additive variance due to locus s , 
=  < e S , ( « S ) 2 s  S  
s  a 0  a l  a 0 a l  
= The dominance variance due to locus s , 
° a  a  ,  *  2 2 E S s < , ( * S a S ' >  .  
s  s  a 0  a 0  a 0  0  
= The additive by additive variance due to loci s 
a n d  s 1 ,  
and so on. 
The variance in genotypic value, of the whole population, is given by 
'G = TT E% E% [lT a% a% - T E% E% If < A%] 
o ra o n e a ^ c o o 1 s a0 ai s aQ ax s aQ  s aQ a^ 
which is called the "genetic variance" or "hereditary variance" of the 
population. 
2  It follows from the results of this section that Oç may be 
decomposed as follows: 
• s -  k 
* K 
u ç 7 T 
.  P'-^PVP 
2 
- d  +  
•VP, '« >S  + 
,«_% .=  >«  
s  +  
•  V B  . S  > S  
s  +  
m  
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V. APPLICATIONS OF THE RANDOM MATING OPERATORS 
An algebra of operators was introduced in Chapter IV. It was shown 
that this system includes a class of operators which were called 
"random mating operators, " and these were shown to be related to 
Kempthorne's operator, R( ). The latter operator is of course defined 
in a different sense, and is not an element of the algebra which was 
developed. 
The purpose of the present chapter is to consider the use which can 
be made of the random mating operators. 
The notation and assumptions of the present chapter coincides with 
Chapter III and Chapter IV. 
A. Random Mating Operators for Populations with Linkage 
Let ~[T ASg ASg be an arbitrary genotype from the population. 
s aQ aj 
The gametic output of an individual with this genotype has the array 
x  t  i l  s  
n s a 
x 
s 
This array may be obtained by formally expanding the product 
and replacing 
t  
x 
n 
n 
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with 
y 
n 
for x j ,  x ^ , . . . ,  x n  =  0 ,  1  . The t  's are real variables, and, in what 
follows, any expression involving the T 's must be understood tacitly to 
be a generative expression which must be multiplied out and expressed 
in terms of y's by means of the foregoing substitution. 
The operator R( ) may be applied to populations with linkage, under 
a suitable interpretation of the definitions which were made in the 
introductory part of Chapter IV. This is accomplished by interpreting 
the G-like arrays of that discussion in terms of ordered genotypic 
symbols. Thus, for example, it follows that 
expanded with preservation of order. 
Let mj denote the mean genotypic value of the population which is 
in which the products which are indicated by ~fp , are to be 
s 
Then m^ is given by 
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m i  "  t t [ ^ e s s + t = e s s ]  
_ "h" a\ a\ • 
a, a_ s art a. l1 "0 0 1 
Now recall that 
v  n  + "Y i  -  y  XIX, • • » X 1 0 XIX- • •  •  X 1 * X I X — •  •  E X i 1  2  n - l  i  Z  n - 1  l  L  n - 1  
It follows that we may use 
« • • • C 1 ,  < T Ô + T Î >  •  < < - < '  1  1  n - l  i  L 2  n - l  
or 
The condition 
t 0  +  t 1  =  1  •  
t 0  +  t 1  =  1  
may be imposed on the r's for any superscript s. 
In what follows, the notation 
< = 
and 
ES = E 
s x 
a 
x 
for x = 0, 1, will occasionally be used for the sake of brevity. 
Note that 
t 0 e 1 + t 1 e 0  =  ( t 0 + t 1 ) e 0 e 1 + t 0 ( i - e 0 , e 1 * t 1 e 0 ( i - e 1 )  
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=  
e 0 e 1  + t 0 e 0 e 1  + t 1  e o e i  •  
Therefore 
- n - [ E S s E % + T = E = s E a s + T = E S s E s s ]  T T  A %  A %  
s a0 al a0 al a0 al s ao ai 
It has been shown that R I ™]J AS AS lis given by s s 
s aQ a-j 
^ [ < e % a % a % + t » e ^ a % a % ]  .  
al al ao ao ao ai 
This expression may be expanded into the form 
2  0  .  TF Tx EL IT ASS ASS , 
x . x . . . . x  =  0 ,  1  s  s x  s  a  a _  12 n s xx 
s s 
from which R2 [ ~[j* ASg ASg J may be obtained by replacing 
s aQ aj 
ASg ASg with R | ""[j"™ ASg ASg j. An expression for 
= 
ax ^x \ * ax a* 
s s x s s 
R | TT ASg ASg j can be obtained by replacing a^ with aS and 
s aXg ^ J 
a^ with aZ in RI "Tf ASg Asg I. It follows that 
Xs \ s aQ a1 
R" [ ~]T ASg ASg J has the form 
s aQ ax 
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2  
„  .  T T  T= Ess -n- [T=E% A=s A% tT=E"s A% A%] 
x .  x . . .  x  = 0 ,  I s  s  a —  s  • —  a _  a —  a  a  a  a —  1 2  n  x  x x x  x x x  
and the mean genotypic value of this population is given by 
s —s 
m  =  2  .  .  T T  T x  E  s  T T L T  
x^x^... xn=0» 1 s s a_ s *— 
r1E% +^e%]tt « 
*x ax S a0 al 
s s 
= TT 
s 
t*es  
— a 1 
E S  + rf E S  0 s \ 0 s Is 
+  T i E %  
a0 a0 al 
7f 
s 
as  as  
s s 
a0 al 
Now 
t0e1 ^ t0e1 + t1 e0> + t1 e0 ^ t0e0 + t1 
= ^0 + Tl)TlE0El + T0T0El + TlT0E0 
(r i + T0T0 + titq)eoei +to to (i " E0)E1 +TiToEo^1 " Ei ^  
( t  1 + ^ to + t1^ t0 ^ eoei + t0 t0e0e1 + t1 t0 e0e1 
E 0 E 1  +  T o T o  E o  E i  +  T i T o  E o  E i  *  
Therefore m^ is given by 
t [ E % E V T 0 t 0 E % E %  + T = T = E % Ë = a ] i r  A s  A s  .  
S a0 a, a0 a, a„ a,-1 s a0 a, 
In general, for any positive integer k, the mean genotypic value of 
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R k  (  I T  a S s  a S s  )  i s  g i v e n  b y  
a0 al 
ir |]eSseSs  + To(To,k I  ESSeSS + Tî (To)k"1 eSSE\] IT A%A=s 
s a0 al a0 al a0 al S a0 al 
This result will be established in the immediate sequel. 
The notation 
A = AS 
x 
x 
for x = 0, 1 , will be used for the sake of brevity. Consider the 
inductive hypothesis 
r ( tt aq a1 ^ = it (pkal a0 + ^ka0al  ^  
s s 
in which and are operators. It has been shown that 
p1 = t0 ei 
and 
q1 = t1 e0 '  
k+1 Under the inductive hypothesis R ( "jt a0a1 ^ g^en by 
s 
x„ x 
1 S 
~ 
A A * - E A A_ ). 
: iX2.=Xn=o.i T ^  S(v 5  Y lT«V%VT> 
This is obvious when the derivation of R2 ( "JT Ao A1 ^  *rom 
s 
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R( -JT" Ay A^) is considered. It follows that 
s 
R k + 1 (  J T  A  A j )  =  - ] T  F ( Q k T o E l  + P k T l  E 1 , A 1 A 0  
S S 
tpk T0 E0 + Qk T1 E0^A0A J * 
It follows that if the inductive hypothesis is true for k = K, it is true 
for k = K + 1, and since it is true for k = 1, it is true. 
It follows that 
mk = If (Pk + Qk) TT a0A1 . 
S S 
It also follows that 
and 
Pk+1 ~ PkTl E1 + QkT0 E1 
Qk+1 = Pk T0 E0 + Qk T1 E0 ' 
The formulae for and which were obtained previously, can be 
put in the form 
and 
p1 = t0 e0 e1 + t0 e0 e1 
q 1  •  t 1  e 0 e 1 + t 1  e 0 e 1  
in which of course 
t0 + t1 = 1  
Therefore 
and 
in which 
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p2 ( t0 t1 + t1 t0^e0e1 + t0 t1 e0e1 
°2 ~ * t0 t0 + t1 t1^e0e1 + t1 t1 e0e1 
t T 0 T l + T l T 0 ,  +  t T 0 T 0 + T l T l )  =  < T o + T i > 2  
= 1 .  
One is lead to the conjecture 
Pk = '2 ' ^'T0 + T l '  +  ^ '  < T 0 - T 1 > ]  E 0 E 1  +  T o ' T l '  E 0 E 1  
° k =  < ï >  [ ( T o  + T i , k  -  I - 1 ' 1 " 1  ( T o  -  T i , k ]  E 0 E 1  + T 1  •  
and these relations can be proven correct by induction on k. It follows 
that 
™ k =  y  [ E 0 E l + T 0 < T l , k " l E 0 E l + r l < T l ' k " l E 0 E l ] " n -  A g A , .  
In the expansion of the operator which occurs in this expression, the 
k-1 quantities (Tj) give rise to coefficients of the form 
k-1 _ k-1 
_ f ysls2s3-- l sml 
L  7 o  0  0  . . . 0  J  
k-1 
= [  to'rox:3...^] 
k - 1  
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Therefore 
- » k =  - n - [ E o E i + T o ( T o ) k " l Ê o E i + T i ( T o > k " l E o Ê i ]  I T  A o A i -
s s 
It follows that the mean genotypic value of the offspring of 
-jj- As As (a random individual) in successive generations, under 
s a® a® 
random mating, may be found by application of the operators 
t t [ e s s e s s + t = e = s e s s + t = e %  e % ]  ,  
s  a0 al a0 al a  0 al 
t [ e % e s s + t = ^ ë s s e s s + t = t = e = s ë = s ]  ,  
s  a0 al a0 al a0 al 
"ft [  e% e% + »2  e% e% + »2  e% e%] '  
s  a0 al a0 al a0 al 
and so on, to the genotypic value of this random individual. The 
quantities which are obtained are respectively 
mj = Mean genotypic value of the offspring of 
TT aSs aSs • 
s a0 at 
m^ = Mean genotypic value of the grandoffspring of 
tt a% a% • 
s a0 ai 
m^ = Mean genotypic value of the great-grandoffspring of 
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s a0 aj 
and so on. 
The operators 
ir [  E%E% + To<To'kl  E%E% + Tî<To >kl  E\ E%] 
s a0 aj a0 a^ aQ a^ 
for k = 1,2,3,... will be referred to as "random mating operators, " 
since they are generalized forms of the random mating operators which 
were developed in Chapter IV. In the case of no linkage 
s . s _ . . . s  i  m  
rxV x m  - ( |)  
X1 2"e m L 
so that one may put 
to • <i» • T! 
identically in s . Note however that the random mating operators in 
general give rise to the mean genotypic values of certain populations of 
offspring, and, with the exception of the case of no linkage, do not give 
rise to the genotypic arrays of these populations. 
The random mating operators may be compared to the operator 
it [e% e%+e%e%+e%e%+e%e» 1 . 
s aQ a.1 aQ a^ aQ a^ aQ a^-J 
The latter operator possesses an expanded form which was exhibited in 
Chapter IV, and it was shown that the genotypic value of the random 
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genotype, -jp AS ASg , could be decomposed into a sum of uncorre-
s aj| a: 
lated random variables by means of this expanded form. It is clear that 
the random mating operators possess similar expanded forms which can 
be used to decompose m^, m^, . .. into linear combinations of the 
same random variables. The decomposition of m^ follows directly 
from a comparison of the foregoing operator to 
t r [ e s s b %  +  ^ ( t = ) k  1 5 s s e % + t = ( t  =  ) k  ' e ' . ê ' j  ,  
s a0 at a0 a^ aQ a^ 
and is given by 
M Z (To )k_1 |j>8> S +TÎ("S> s] 
s  • -  a 0  a , - 1  
.s ""I 
+  <  ( T 0 T 0  '  [ T 0 T 0  ' a  °  '  s  s '  +  T 1  T 0  ' °  °  '  =  „  
s < s  a 0 a 0  a l a 0  
t T Ô T î  s  s '  +  T ° T °  ( a a a °  )  s  
a 0 a i  a l a l  
+ . . . 
that is to say by 
* +  ( i )  2  [_ (qs )  s + (qs )  s] 
s aQ a2 
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+ J , (Voo')k 1 C^ôô s s' + rlô <<*°> s s' 
s < s  a 0  a 0  a l a 0  
C W >  s  . .  + r ï ï ' s  . G  
a O a l  a l a l  
In general the random variable 
S1 S2 S3 Sm 
'  =1 =2 =3 
a a a • • • a 
X1 x2 x3 xm 
occurs in m^ with coefficient 
s l  S 2 S 3  • • •  S m ~ | k  r  S 1 S 2 S 3  • • •  s m ~ l  
L  y 0  0  0  . . .  0  J  L  x i x 2  x 3  • • •  x m  — I  
S S. S. i i a S 
Note that y m is the probability that TT A A 
X 1 X 2 X 3 ' "  X m  s  a g  a ®  
transmits a gamete which possesses the chromosome tract 
si s, s, s r s. s S- ... S  k-1 
A  s  A  s  A  s  • • •  A  ? ' and Ly0 0 0 ... 0 J i s  ^  12 3 m 
ax ax ax ax X1 2 3 m 
conditional probability that this tract, having been transmitted, is 
thereafter transmitted by each of (k-1) descendent individuals, so as 
to occur intact in the k-th generation. 
The expected value of m^ is 
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,S t-,S 
e(m ) = if e,e', mk 
s a0 at 
= ir[E S ,E ' .+ TS<TS ) k" l 0 E*.+ T î<TS»k" l E".0]-rr A ' .A" s 
ao al al ao s ao ai 
i t  e s s e s s  i t  a s s  a %  
a0 al s  ao ai 
= p. 
for every positive integer k. 
B. Variances and Covariances of Relatives 
It follows from the foregoing results, that the covariance of a 
random individual and a random member of its k-th generation 
offspring under random mating is given by 
3 k-1 ! 2 
C(F, Ofc) = S (T0 ) (2><r% 
It follows that the covariance of parent and offspring is given by 
c(p, oj) = 2 (1) 
s s 
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+x ^  V, 
1 ^ 2  
+  S  ^ 2 *  ° a  a  a  
s <  s ' <  s "  s  s '  s "  
• • • , 
and it may be noted that this covariance is not affected by linkage. 
Cockerham (1956) concluded from this that all covariance s between 
relatives of which one is an ancestor of the other are not affected by 
linkage. This conclusion is however erroneous, as can be seen from 
the expression for C(P, O^) which has been given in the foregoing. 
The formula for C(P, O^) may be expressed in terms of the linkage 
parameters as follows: 
c(p,ok>= (£> 2 °ls  
,  2 k  k - 1  7  
+  ( î '  s l  ( 1 + x - ' >  s v  
,  3 k  k - 1  ?  
+  ( 2 '  < 5 i <  „ ( 1 + X s s ' + X s s " + X s ' s " )  r a  a  ,  a  s < s < s 
Here 
C(P, Oj) = Covariance of parent and offspring, 
C(P, Og) = Covariance of grandparent and grand offspring, 
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C(P, Og) = Covariance of great grandparent and great grand offspring, 
and so on. 
The covariance of the -th and k^ -th generation offspring means, 
from random mating a random individual, is given by 
a  l ^ ) v 1 < ' ô ) k r l [ ( ^ m i r = ) 2 ]  ° l s  
+ = [  < to to' >2  +  ( tt < >2  
S< s' 
lî^a a, 
s s' 
+ ... 
which can be expressed in the form 
°( mk0-mk1  ) = ^ t to» ° 1  ^ 
+  J  , < ' ^ k 0 + V 2 O î > 2 ' a  a ,  
s < s ' s s1 
s <  s ' <  s "  
. . .  i  
in which 
a s a s '  
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< U . . . s  •  f r  f (  v ) 2  +  U 1 )  1 2 3"' m i=l 
[ r ; V V 3 . . . > ] 2  
Xjx^x^.. «xm= 0, 1 12 3 m 
[" /l'iV-'m] 
x , x  x  . . . x  = 0 , 1  L  X 1 X 2 X 3 "  "  "  X m  12 3 m 
The (j)^^ 's are of recurrent interest in this study. Consider 
*1234 t = 2 y\ 
.  •  t  x i x 2 . . . x  = 0 ,  1  1  Z  3 "  *  *  t  *  
One can easily express this in terms of X's by considering the 
relationship of the X- parametrization to that conventionally used in the 
2n factorial system. A correct procedure is to regard ^Vqx x x 
as the yield of t. c. (x^XyX-J in a 2* * factorial system. Then the 
X's are the usual contrasts with signs reversed and before application 
of the conventional divisors. Therefore 
55 ( 2y0x2x3...xt ) = (Divisor) 5S(Total and X's) 
in which 
l 
Total = 1 and Divisor = 
2 t_1  
Therefore 
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<2>ZSS( >'0x2x3...xt ) = (fl^SSO and X's). 
Therefore 
< 2 > S S  (  y 0 x 2 x 3 . . . x t  ) -  SS(1  and X 's ) .  
But yn (x-x-. • ,x. = 0, 1) represent the common values of the 
'Ox^Xj...x^ 2 3 t ' c 
2* * equivalued pairs among yx x x x (x^x^. • .x^. = 0,1). Therefore 
(2) ss^ ^0x2x3...x t  ) " ss( yxxx2. . .x t  ) 
It follows that 
• (|) 
+ i z  - t | i 2  l 1 + x u >  
^123 = '2' + x12 + x13 + x23* 
*^1234 = '2' ' '  + x12 + x13 + x14 + x23 + x24 + x34 + x1234* 
and so on. 
Consider the pedigree 
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X 1  
X 
in which the arrows connect parent to offspring, and in which X1, A, 
Y1, and Z1 are random members of the population. The covariance of 
the half-uncle and half-nephew, X and Z, is given by C(nij» m^), that 
is to say by 
<1>3 2 °a 
s s 
+  < è > 6  z  
s< s' s s' 
s <  s ' <  s "  s  s '  s "  
• t I . 
Note that the variance of k-th generation family means is given by 
vtmk) = c(mk, mk) 
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+ «w: 1 
s
-
s
'-
s
"'
2(k
"
11  *?»... (i>3  2  
s s ' s "  v  2  a  a  . a  , ,  
s s' s" 
Consider the pedigree 
in which X1, A, and Y' are random members of the population. The 
covariance of the half-sibs, X and Y, is given by 
c(m1,m1)= v(m^) 
- Z <t>i0)  (I) /  
s  x 2 '  v a  
s s 
+ s<s^<s" ^s's" (2> Xas'as" 
Therefore the covariance of half-sibs is 
^ \ 
+ (}) Z (1 +xf .)<r2  
s< s' 88 asas-
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+  ^ \ < ? < S "  ( i + ^ . + ^ . . + x s . s . . » v s , a s „  
It is interesting to observe that the difference 
C(Grandparent, Grand Offspring) - C(Half-sibs) 
yields the quantity 
( i }  S X s s *  ( 1  "  X s s ' ) o r a  a  ,  
s s s' 
+  ^  <  . ^ s s 1 ' 1  ™ X s s , ) + X s s " t 1  - X s s , | ) + X s , s " ^ 1  " X s ' s " i ]  ° a  a  , a  , ,  
s< s L —• s s' s 
"t" • • * » 
Each of the quantities X corresponds to a recombination value p, and 
X = 1 - 2p . 
With independent segregation of two loci, p takes the value and 
X = 0 . 
With "complete linkage," p approaches 0 and X is in the neighbor­
hood of 
X = 1 . 
The function X(1 - X) vanishes when X approaches the extreme values 
of 0 and 1, and is symmetric around 
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1 2 
at which point the function attains its maximum value of (-j) . The 
2 2 foregoing expression in cr , cr , and so on is therefore 
W asVas" 
weighted in favor of the components which are associated with inter­
mediate recombination values, such as 
1 p = 4 '  
and the coefficients of components which are associated with extreme 
values approaching 
p = 0 
or 
1 
P = 2 
tend to vanish. 
The foregoing results provide formulae for 
C(mj,m^) = Covariance of half-sibs, 
C(m^, m^) - Covariance of half-uncle and half-nephew, 
C(m^, m^) = Covariance of half-granduncle and half - g r andnephe w, 
and so oh, and formulae for 
C(m^, m^) = Covariance of single first half-cousins, 
C{rn^t m^) = Covariance of single first half-cousins once 
removed, 
Cfm^, m^) = Covariance of single first half-cousins twice 
removed, 
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and so on, and formulae for 
C^m^j m^) = Covariance of single second half-cousins, 
C(m^, m^) * Covariance of single second half-cousins once 
removed, 
and so on. 
In view of the fact that 
X1X2X3X4 
in general, the validity of any calculation which involves the simul­
taneous representations 
yx2x = Tx Tx » 
* 1 2  1  2  
r- = 
Tl tx '  
3 4 3 4 
and 
r1234  , r1  r2  t3  r4  , 
X1X2X3X4 X1 x2 x3 X4 
may be questioned. As a matter of fact, a representation of the type 
I H K ~ L  
'  \  " s -  - s -[jo 
To' <] Q Txs T^, was interPreted to* 
r~ «s'!"!1"1 I— ss's" ~~I 
foregoing, as [j000 J yx x not as, for 
example, [r^O'"J ' [ Cog"] [ ^ Cx'] • 
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Strictly speaking, such interpretations should have been justified. 
The foregoing ambiguities can be removed by attaching an additional 
label to each T- like quantity, so as to be able to differentiate between 
T- like quantities which arise from different gametic arrays. Thus, for 
example, one may associate 
QTQ and QTJ with the gametic array of ~[j~ ASg ASg , 
s aQ aj 
and JTJ with the gametic array of RI ~jy ASg ASg I , 
s a® a® 
2 / g g 
and with the gametic array of R I "Jf A g A g 
\ s a8 a2 
and so on. Then the mean genotypic value of R^ J ~|J" As AS 
\ s a® a® 
may be obtained by application of the random mating operator 
"TT" [E0E1 + oTo ( JT iTo ) 10E1 + oTi ( "TT iTo ) EoEJ 
to the genotypic value of "f[~ ASg ASg . The coefficient of 
s aQ aj 
s1 8  2 s3 ®m 
a  a  a  . . .  a  s  s  s  s  i n  »  i s  t h e n  
given by 
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K ; " i  •  x c. j m 1* i 
whereas the (heuristic) method which was used in the foregoing, renders 
this coefficient in the form 
[ txj t*3 • • • tx™ j  [ t01t02t03  • • • « • 
It is, however, obvious that these considerations do not have any-
material effect on the calculations which were made in the foregoing. 
The results which were obtained are correct, and this will subsequently 
be verified by a different method. Note that in the particular appli­
cations which were made in this chapter the i in ,TS is redundant 
1 xs 
for i= 1,2,3,... . Only the 0 in _7"S is necessary. One may 
U xs 
therefore express m^ as 
* T [EoEi + oVi/"1 ¥i + oTi'To,k"1 EoÈil IT < A". • 
s «— —' s aQ a j 
and the coefficient of 
is 
[el; 0 tx' 0^3 — o£] [  t 0 1 t 0 2 t 0 3  —  «  •  
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VI. THE COVARIANCE OF RELATIVES 
The purpose of this chapter is to derive formulae which provide the 
covariance of any pair of non-inbred relatives in the population which 
was considered in Chapter IV and Chapter V. A partial solution has 
been obtained in Chapter V, but the method which was employed in that 
chapter, does not lend itself to obtaining a general solution. 
The assumptions of Chapter III, Chapter IV, and Chapter V will 
again be made in the present chapter. 
Consider, in the entire population, all those pairs of individuals who 
bear a particular relationship to each other. Let (X, Y) be a randomly 
drawn pair from this population of pairs. 
The following assumption will be made throughout this chapter : 
Assumption (1): X and Y are not inbred. 
Let the ordered genotype of X be denoted by ~fj" ASg ASg , and 
s x0 xx 
the ordered genotype of Y by ~n~ ASg ASg . Since relatives are 
s  ?0 ?1 
assumed to have been obtained without selection from the population, it 
follows that X is a random individual from a population with genotypic 
array 
IT eSseSS "TT aSs ASs ' 
s x0 Xj s x0 Xj 
A similar remark applies to Y when it is considered by itself. Each 
one of the two individuals, when considered by itself, is a random 
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member of the entire population. 
If X and Y were unrelated, then their genetic covariance would be 
C ° v ( X , Y ) .  7 r  E % E S S  T T  E s s E %  f - n -  A s s A %  A % A % ]  
s x0 X1 3 ?o Ï1 L ' x0 X1 s Vo yl 
2 
= n x |i - p, 
= 0 ,  
,  .  . . .  1 1 2  2  n  n  ,  because, in this case, x^ ,x^ , x^ , x^ , .. • , x^ , x^ and 
y j ,  y j  »  y Q  »  Y\ » • • • » Yq » y° are 2n independent random variables. 
If X and Y are related, a different situation arises. It is possible, 
for example, that ASg and ASg are both copies of a gene which is 
x0 ?0 
possessed by some common ancestor of X and Y. In this event, x^ 
and y^ are aliases of the same random variable, and one may write 
s s xo = y0 
to indicate the occurrence of this event. The genes AS and As are 
xo yso 
then said to be "identical by descent." 
The random variables XQ and y8 always have the same probability 
distribution, either one of these assuming the values 0, 1, 2, • . ., mg - 1 
with probabilities PQ, p^, p^, • • •» pS respectively. One may write 
s 
s s 
xo ~ y0 
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to indicate this fact, and the random variables may be said to be 
"equivalent. " The equivalent random variables, XQ and y8 , may 
possibly assume the same value, in which case the genes ASg and ASg 
xo vo 
are said to be "identical in state. " 
It is clear that Assumption (1) implies that 
Probability (x^ = x8 ) = 0, 
and 
Probability (y^ = y 8 ) = 0, 
for all s . In other words, the events 
s s 
x0 ~ x1 
and 
s s 
?0 = vl 
are impossible for any s . It follows that the four random variables 
(XQ , X8, YQ , y 8 ) cannot be identical, and it is also impossible for three 
of these random variables to be identical. The possible events are 
s s , . s s xo = y0 and/°r xi = Y\ 
or 
s s , s s x0 = Yi and/or = yQ 
or none of these, for any s . 
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A. Set-Theoretic Concepts 
It is convenient to express some of the results of this chapter in 
terms of the notation and concepts of set theory. 
The word "set" refers to a collection of distinct items (loci in the 
present case), and the symbol N will be reserved to denote the set of 
n integers, J 1, 2, 3, ..., n } , which are the labels of all loci. 
The notation S £ N will be used to indicate that S is a subset of N, 
that is to say, S contains no items ("elements") that are not also 
contained in N. 
The notation x e S will be used to indicate that x - is an element of 
S, that is to say, x is contained in S . 
The symbols O or { } will be used to denote the set which 
contains no elements, and this set will be called "the empty set, " or 
"the null set. " 
The notation 2 will be used to indicate summation over all the 
S c T  
subsets of a given set T. Thus, for example, 
s . i u i  < s  =  £  1  I  + f h l  t f U I  •  
Note that O (the null set) is a subset of any set. 
The set-theoretic sum, (S + T), of two sets, S and T, is defined 
to be the set which is made up of all the distinct items which belong 
either to S, or to T, or to both S and T. 
The set-theoretic product (or intersection) of two sets, S and T, is 
defined to be the set which is made up of all the distinct items which 
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belong to both S and T, and is denoted by S • T. 
If two sets have no elements in common, then their intersection is 
empty (the null set). Such sets will be said to be "disjoint." The 
notation 2^ will be used to indicate summation over all disjoint 
S , R  c  N  
subsets S and R of N (a given set). Thus, for example, 
s , a f u , z i  * S R  =  ' ' 1 1 1  +  +  ' H i l l  
+  f t  l u t  +  f U M  I  
+  f { l h 2 l  +  
+  £ l  h 1 . 2 1  +  f u , 2 l h  •  
Consider a given set, S, and let (S^, S^, S^, ..., S^^) be a k-tuple 
of subsets of S, which are disjoint from each other, and which are such 
that their set-theoretic sum is S. Such a k-tuple of sets will be called 
an "ordered partition" of S into k disjoint subsets. 
The notation 2^ will be used to indicate 
S 0 » S v - » S k _ 1  £  S  
summation over all partitions of S into k disjoint subsets. Thus, for 
example, 
SQ, Sj ç )l, zi S0S1 I H 1,2 | IU12! 
+  £ 1 2 H  H  *  f  1 1 . 2 1 1  t  •  
The distinction between summation over partitions, and summation over 
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disjoint subsets, is evident upon comparing the foregoing example to the 
equation for 
2 d ,  ,  f S R  =  2 d  f  g  »  
S , R c  { 1 , 2 }  S R  S Q , S 1  ç  { 1 , 2 }  V l  
which was given earlier on. 
The symbol n(R) will be used to denote the number of elements 
(loci) which are contained in R. 
B. The Case of Collaterals which Satisfy Malecot's Condition 
Let (X, Y) be chosen at random from the population of all those 
pairs of relatives which bear a particular relationship to each other. 
In this section the relationship of X and Y will be assumed to 
satisfy the following condition. 
As sumption (2): Either parent of X can be related to only 
one parent of Y, and vice versa. 
The parents of X, and of Y, may then be labelled (XQ, X^), and 
(YQ, YJ) respectively, such that XQ and YQ may be related, and Xj 
and Yj may be related, but that no other relationships between the 
parents are possible. Note that XQ and YQ need not be distinct 
individuals, and X^ and Y^ need not be distinct individuals. 
The situation may be envisaged as follows: 
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X,  
v 
-> X = s T A A s s s 
x0 x1 
y  
= ir ass a% 
s  ?o yi 
The double-headed arrows indicate the possible relationships, and 
single-headed arrows connect parent to offspring. One may identify 
a 1 1 A \ A \  
xo xo x0 
A \  A \ A \  
A n as the chromosome transmitted by XQ to X, 
x0 
Ann as the chromosome transmitted by YQ to Y, 
yo yo yo yo 
and so on. 
Since terms of different nature in the genotypic expressions for X 
and Y have zero covariance, the non-vanishing components of the 
covariance of X and Y, Cov(X, Y), arise exclusively from terms of 
the same nature. Consider, for example, terms of the nature 
.  s  s '  , s "  i  
ta a 5 ) s s' s" s" 
a a a b 
= The additive x additive x dominance 
term associated with the a -th allele 
at the s-th locus, the a -th allele 
g I I 
at the s'-th locus, and the a -th 
s" 
and b -th alleles at the s" -th 
locus. 
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The genotypic expressions for X and Y each contain four terms of 
s s1  s1  1 this nature, and (a a 6 ) , glI ,, may be regarded as a 
x0x0 x0 x1 
typical one of the four terms which occur in the expression for X. Of 
the four terms 
, a s -a .  
(A ° 6 S S1 S" S" 
yo yo yo yi 
t s s Xs \ 
a 5 * s s' s" s" 
yi y0 yo yi 
(aS aS ôs ^ s s' s" s" 
y0 yl y0 yi 
/ o » c=> \ 
(a a 6 ) s s1 s" s" 
yl yl y0 yl 
which occur in the expression for Y, only the first can have non-
s s1 s1 ' 
vanishing covariance with (a a 6  ) g g, g,, g,, . This is so 
xo xo xo xi 
because non-zero covariance arises from the foregoing four terms 
respectively, if and only if 
,  s  s 1  s "  s " .  .  . .  ,  .  s  s '  s "  s "  .  (x0 » x0 » x0 >xi ) 1S an alias of (yQ , yQ , yQ » Yj ) , 
,  s  s '  s "  s " .  .  . .  ,  .  s  s '  s "  s "  .  
(XQ » XO ' XO ' XL > 18 3X1 ALIAS OF (Y% » Y0 » Y0 > YI ) » 
I  s  s '  s "  s " .  .  ,  ,  s  s '  s "  s " .  (x0 ' x0 ' X0 ,X1 ) is an alias of (y0 » Vi 'Y q  ^ )» 
/S s '  s "  s " ,  .  . .  ,  s  s '  s "  s " .  ( x 0 , x 0 » x 0  »  x i  )  i s  a n  a l i a s  o f  'YL ' Yq *Y\ ) • 
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These contingencies occur when the x-like and y-like variables 
identify genes of X and Y that are identical by descent. But of the 
events 
x. 
s , , s s 
= yQ and/or x^ = y^ 
or 
s s , . s s 
co = yi and/or xi =  y0  
which are possible at (an arbitrary) locus s, under Assumption (1), the 
latter alternatives (x® = y® and/or x® = y®) are rendered impossible 
by Assumption (2). Hence only the first of the foregoing four con­
tingencies is possible. Let 
111 " 
Prob. x. s s s 
i g i xo = yc 
yo ; xo = yo ; ,11 c i i 
'1 
s ' 
yl 
denote the probability of this contingency occurring. The term which it 
gives rise to is 
E  E  E  E  V  a s ' ô s " ) 2 s  „  
s  s '  s " ,  s "  a  a  a  b  
a a a b 
, 1 x2  2 
'
2
'  ' s v d . » '  
and since arguments which are similar to the foregoing may also be 
applied to the remaining three terms of the nature 
S S  '  s  1 1  (cl a  ô  )  s  ,  g M  g , ,  i n  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  X ,  t h e s e  b e i n g  
a a a b 
, s s' .8" . 
(a s s' s" s" ' 
x1 x0 x0 x1 
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(* * * ) s s' s" s" ' 
x0 xl xo xl 
s  s ' s  i 1 
(a a 6 ) S s' s" s" ' 
x1 x1 x0 x1 
it can be seen that this component (co-) variance of Cov(X, Y), will arise 
with coefficient 
Prob. x0 = yo ;  xo = yo ;  
s" s" 
x0 = y0 
:1 = yl -I 
+ Prob. X1 = yl ; x0 = y0 ; 
=  Y t  
s" s ' ' 
:1 =yl -I 
+ Prob. 
x0 =y0 
x0 = y0 ;xl = yl ;  
x 
s" s" 
1  = y l  -
+ Prob. s s s' s' X1 = yl ; X1 = yl ; 
s" s " 
x0 =y0 
xi = yi -j 
Now any simple or compound event referring only to chromosomes 
of the 0 - set, is independent of any simple or compound event 
referring only to chromosomes of the 1 - set, because of Assumption 
(2). The foregoing probabilities factor accordingly, and the coef-
1 2 2 ficient of (rr ) <r , may be expressed in the form 
>Z a
s s ' s '1 
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— S s 
xo =yo 
s' s' 
x0 =y0 
.11 ,11 
l  x0 y0 J 
c ' '  c i i p(xx =y1 ) + p 
r s s' -, r s s ~i xo =yo X1 = yl 
• p 
s " s" 
=. to 
o
 
II o
 
X —
J 
L xi = yi J 
r S 
X
 
co
 
co
 1 r s' s' ~1 xo =yo X 1  = y l  
• p 
s" s" co
 
co
 
-
XO =yo J —
1 i-h ii i—4 X i 
q ii q ii + p<xo =v„ ) 
x1 =vl 
S -i 
X ,  
S' 
1 
s 
l "1 
= 
yl 
s 
rl 
il g î i 
xi = y î 
Now consider for the moment what happens with independent segre­
gation. In this case events at different loci are independent and hence 
the probabilities of compound events may be factored to obtain an 
expression in terms of P(x^ = y^) and P(x^ = y^) which are the same 
for all loci. We may, following Malecot (1948), denote these 
probabilities by ({) and <j>* respectively and write the foregoing 
expression in the form 
c<t»)3 (4)') + (cf»2 (<b2 + (<t»2 (<b2 + «I» (4»3 
= <b [ (4>)2 + 2(4» (4)') + (4>')2J 
= (4> 4>*) (4> + 4>*)2. 
Now this coefficient does not depend on which particular loci s, s' and 
s" refer to and is thus common to all components of the form 
1 2 2 (•r-) o- , . It is therefore possible to factor out the common 
&  s  s ' s "  
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coefficient and integrate all terms of the type <r to get 
s s' s" 
+ 2 cr* a d =(i)2 (#')(4) + 4>')2(r22 j. 
s, s', s" distinct s s' s" A D 
in the notation of Kempthorne (1954). 
12 2 In the case of linkage however, the coefficient of (y ) cr , 
L s s s1 ' 
depends on the linkage relationships between the loci (s, s1, s" ) and 
will differ from triplet to triplet. The different terms will therefore not 
readily integrate into a single component c, . 
ad 
The form of the coefficient obtained in the foregoing leads one to a 
generalized definition of "coefficient of parentage." The coefficient of 
parentage of two individuals with regard to a set of loci S is now defined 
to be the probability that a random gamete of the one and a random 
gamete of the other bear genes that are identical by descent at each 
locus of the set S. The usual definition arises as a special case of this 
when the reference set S contains only one locus. The reference set 
becomes irrelevant in this case since a coefficient of parentage with 
regard to a single locus is the same constant for all loci. 
Let <j)g and (j)£, denote the coefficients of parentage of (X^, Y^) and 
(XJ,YJ) respectively, with regard to the set S of loci. Then 
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r- S 
xo 
s 
?0 
= y r 
,11 
l  x0 
= y 
o j  
= ks's" 
s 
x1 
s 
yl 
s" s' 
- yl *yl 
1  * 2  2  
and so on. 
The coefficient of (t)*" o*4" •. in Cov(XY) can then be 
^ asas' s" 
expressed as 
s' s" " ^s" + ^s's" ' ^ s s" + ^s s" * ^s's" + ^s" ' *; s' s" 
Notice that s" is a subscript of every factor of every term, but the set 
{ s, s1 j is partitioned into two disjoint subsets in four possible ways 
as follows 
{ s ,  s 1  }  a n d  j  }  
j s' | and { s j 
{ s } and j s1 j 
| | and | s, s11 
with the elements of the first set assigned to <j)g as subscripts and 
those of the second set assigned to <|)^ as subscripts in the respective 
terms. The significance of this will presently be evident. 
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Two terms in the genotypic expressions for X and Y respectively 
can give rise to non-zero covariance only if they be of the same nature 
i n  t h a t  b o t h  i n v o l v e  a d d i t i v e  e f f e c t s  a t  a  s e t  R  =  j  r ^ ,  r ^ ,  T y  .  • . ,  r  }  
of loci and dominance deviations at another set S = { s^, s^» s^,..., s J 
of loci. The component they may possibly give rise to is 
(4)n^^ <r2 j j j j and the abr eviated v  2  a  a  a  . . . a  d d d  . . .  d  
rl r2 r3 rp S1 S2 S3 q 
notation (4)n^ o*2 , will be used for this quantity. The component 
r 2 aRaS 
arises only when the two terms are of the same origin in that one gene of 
X and one of Y are identical by descent at each of the loci of set R 
while two genes of X are identical by descent to those of Y with 
regard to every locus of set S . It is known from previous reasoning, 
that the possible events at any locus, k, are exhausted by 
k k , , k k 
x0 = y0 and/or  xi = ?i 
under Assumptions^!) and (2). Therefore, the coefficient of 
(1 )n(R) ^2 in Cov(XY) is given by 
ù aRÛS 
Prob. 
Either x* = y* Both x® = y® 
for each r e R; for each s cS 
. r r , s s 
or else Xj = y^ and x^ = y^ 
Consider now a partition of R into two disjoint subsets RQ and R^ and 
r r t t 
suppose that XQ = for all reRQ and x^ = y^ for all teR^. If one 
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lets (RQ» RJ) range over all possible partitions of R into an ordered 
pair disjoint subsets, this will exhaust the possible circumstances which 
give rise to the event to which reference is made in the foregoing 
probability. At the same time it is also true that any two partitions 
(RQ, R^) and (R^, Rj), which are distince in the given order, give rise 
to mutually exclusive events. So the probability can be expressed in the 
form 
2P Prob. 
v r 1  - r  
r r , D s s 
xo = yo ior reR0 x0 = y0 
; for s e S 
t t S S 
-
xi = yi for  t e ri xi = vi 
Assumption (2) implies that the terms of this sum can be factored, and 
the expression can be put in the form 
S** Prob. [XQ s YQ for r e RQ + S J Prob. Qc* = y* for teRj+sJ , 
which is 
rQrJ cr 
It has therefore been shown that 
?P _ + S fe, + S * 
n(R) Z 
R"S Vd, • 
this being the general formula derived by Schnell (1961b). In the first 
summation the sets R and S range over all disjoint subsets of the 
fundamental reference set N, but do not necessarily constitute a 
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partition of N. Since the null-s et O is a subset of N, either of R or 
S may be the null-set, in which event the restriction R • S = O is 
trivially satisfied. In these cases an undefined quantity (|)Q arises in 
the formula. It can be seen by reviewing the argument with regard to 
components of the type or2 and o-jz , that <J)n relates to a trivial 
aR °S 
factorization of probabilities, and that the results will be correct if one 
formally defines <j>Q = 1 . In the event of both S and R being empty, 
O • O = O satisfies the restriction R • S = 0, and there arises a term 
(1 x l)o"2 ^ which may not immediately be recognized. There is 
however no cause for embarrassment since closer inspection reveals 
that by definition 
2  . 2  
°a _ 
ao o 
d = e(ti - [i) 
which vanishes. The logic of the argument had been such that it also 
took account of this trivial term. 
The covariance of half - sibs Consider the following pedigree: 
x0 <x1 • yl> ,y0 
\ / \ 
One cannot have xq = Yq » and so can certainly not have 
X0 = y0 
lxi = y i. 
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at any locus. The set S on which the events 
x0 = ?0 
x1 =?1 
take place 
is therefore O (the empty set). This reduces the formula to 
L0*f£R VO (* ,n(R'4 
But RQ is the set on which the events XQ = take place, and since 
these events do not occur, it follows that RQ is also O (empty), and of 
the partitions (RQ, R^) of R only (O, R) is relevant. Therefore 
Cov(Half-Sibs) = 2 [ <J>n <|>R] (j)n(R) <r* 
r c n l v "j c  r 
1 xn(R) 2 
—
1 0" 
in which we recall that (|)Q = 1 . Now (j^ is the coefficient of parentage 
of the common parent (X^ = Yj) with itself with regard to a set of loci 
R . This will be denoted by in the sequel. 
Consider an arbitrary non-inbred individual with ordered genotype 
n 
"|7 A® A® . Let T denote the set of loci T = { 1, 2, 3, ..., t j £  N  .  
s = l  
The probability that a random gamete of the foregoing individual bears 
12 3 t the genes A A A ... A on set T is 
X1 x2 x3 xt 
xt+l xt+2 * * * Xn = °» 1 7xl X2 X3 e e e Xn ^lx2x3'"xt 
The probability that two random gametes are simultaneously of the 
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specified type on set T is 
( r*l x2 ' ' ' Xt ) X ( yx1x2... xt ) ~ 7x1 x2 X3 ' ' ' Xt 
This is true for any choice of (xj x^x^ ... x^) and one must sum over all 
possible choices to get the probability that two random gametes are 
identical by descent with regard to the loci of T . Therefore 
(k(0) = s y2 
1 2 3 4 . . .  t  X i x 2 . . .  x t  =  0 1  X 1 X 2 X 3  "  '  X t  
In Chapter V it was proven that 
4T = ' 
*12 " 
4»% -
^1234 = ^2 ^ ^ + X12+ X13 + X14+ X23 + X24+ X34+ X1234^ 
and so on. 
It may be remarked here that the generalized coefficient of 
parentage of two individuals with regard to a set of loci T may be 
considered a generalized measure of inbreeding for their progeny with 
regard to the set T. Schnell (1961a) termed this quantity a "function 
of inbreeding." In the event that T contains only a single locus it 
reduces to Wright's F. It has therefore been shown that the "function 
of inbreeding" of a selfling from non-inbred parentage with regard to a 
set T of loci is 
V 
b2 ( l + x ^ >  
è> 3  ( l  +  x f 2 + ^ 3  + X23 
i> 4  ( 1  +  l 2 +  j 3    
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(f)^ = ( jr S S ( 1 and all X' s with subscripts in T). 
in which "SS ( )" is shorthand for "the sum of squares of." As far as 
the problem under consideration is concerned it has been shown that 
Gov (Half-Sib s ) = (4)2 2(r2 + (4)^ 2 (1 +\?. )tr2 
Z i ai Z ij a. a. 
+  ( I ) 8  i < : j < f k < £  ( 1 + X i j + X i k  +  X y + X j k  +  X j I  + X k e + X i j k i ) ( r a . a . a k a 1  
+ ... 
This formula is due to Schnell (1961b). 
The covariance of full-sib s Consider the following pedigree: 
<xo = Yo' 
v 
X 
(X, = Yt) 
y 
Y 
In this problem (j)^, = (f)^, = so that the formulae for <j)^, which 
were developed in Chapter V, can again be applied. One finds that 
covlxy,=  h£n(^,n(R,xas 
• (| )s  [2(t )!0,]v 
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+ (t 
+ ( 
î' ,5 [ >•$" <f] v, 
i>'[^!,o,* !*r •r] ,vJ 
,ï, [ <] ' v, 
Now one can use the formulae for (j)^, and one finds after some 
calculation that 
Cov(Full-Sibs) = (-|) 2 <r2 
i i 
+ (j)'  ^  4 
i i 
+ (|)' 
1 < J  1  J 
+ (I '3 (1+x i i 'Vd. 
+ (ï )4  <1+xij '2 <a. 
+  ( | ' 3 i < f < k ( 1 4 4 4 4 4 ^ ' < a . a k  
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+ 
'è'4 .J. (1 + I Xij + Xik + Xfk + i XikXj2k'"a.a.d, i < j  J  J  i  j  k  
k^i, j 
+  ( 2 )  ( 1  +  X i j  +  X i k  +  2 X j k + X i j X j k + X i k X j k + X j k ) o a . d . d  
J ^ K 1 J K 
#j»k 
+  ( 2 *  . < ^ < l r  t l  +  X i j  +  X i k + X j k )  œ d . d . < L  i<j<k j  i jtc 
+ ... 
This result agrees with the formula given by Schnell (1961b). In what 
follows, some formulae which are believed to be new, will be developed. 
The covariance of single first cousins Consider the following 
pedigree: 
u v 
x, 
It is clear that S = O and = O. Therefore 
Cov(Single First Cousins) = S °a 
R c N R 
in which (j)^ is the generalized coefficient of parentage of XQ and YQ 
with regard to the set of loci R. Let the genotypes of U and V be 
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n n 
given by ~[]~ A A and ~[J" A A respectively. Consider the 
5=1 uo ui s = l  V „  V j  
terms which arise in the foregoing covariance formula when R is the 
set { 1,2, 3,4, 5 } . Then the expression ^12345 *s Probability of 
a class of events of which a typical instance may be understood by 
considering the following representation: 
x, 
1 2 3 4 5 
uououououo 
1 2 3 4 5 
u1u1u1u1u1 
1 2 3 4 5 
u0uiu0u u 
1 2 3 4 5 
V  V  V  V q V J  
1 2 3 4 5 
uouiuovovi 
1 2 3 4 5 
X1X1X1X1X1 
1 2 3 4 5 
v0v0v0v0v0 
1 2 3 4 5 
V1V1V1V1V1 
1 2 3 4 5 
uouiuou u  
1 2 3 4 5 
V  V  V  V q V J  
1 2 3 4 5 
u0u1u0v0v1 
1 2 3 4 5 
vlvl^l 
in which rQ is taken to be {1,2,3} and r^ is taken to be {4,5} 
Then (RQ» RJ) constitutes an ordered partition of 
R =  ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5  |  .  
There are (2) such partitions, and these provide a basis upon which 
the class of events under consideration may be partitioned into (2)"* 
mutually exclusive sub-classes of events. The probability that the 
particular event which was envisaged in the foregoing representation, 
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takes place, is 
[(rjf0)2 O2] (y 12345 .2 00011 ' ' 
The probability that any one of the events of the subclass which is 
associated with the partition 
r 0  =  ( 1 , 2 , 3 )  
r j  =  { 1 , 2  |  ,  
takes place, is 
1,x2,x3,x4.x5-0> l [ (  ^1=2=3 ) ( yx4x5 ^  ^ '  
12345.2 
r00011' 
-- [ ^ x ^ , . , i (  Y V 2 X 3 ) 2 x 4 - x = = 0 i l ( r « 5 ) 2 ] ^ , 2  
= ^ ' y(0) ro(1) r i  • 
Here, and in the sequel, the symbol y... ... denotes the probability 
RQ Rj 
that "JT A® A® produces a gamete which bears A® for all s e RQ , 
and A® for all s e R^ . 
In order to obtain the probability that any one of the entire class of 
events under consideration takes place, one must sum the probabilities 
for all possible partitions. Therefore 
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^ = r0,"'ç r  C C y(°'r0 '  
This formula holds for any R (a subset of N). In order to show this is 
true, observe that 
<j)^ = The probability that the two gametes which XQ 
(|)^ = The probability that the two gametes which XQ 
and YQ respectively received from V, are 
identical by descent with regard to all the loci 
in Rj , 
= The probability that the genes which XQ 
rQ rj 
received from U and V on R^ and R^ 
respectively, are all picked up by recom­
bination, and transmitted to X 
= The probability that the genes which YQ 
received from U and V on R^ and R^ 
respectively, are all picked up by recom­
bination and transmitted to Y . 
These probabilities are associated with four independent events, so that 
the probability that all these events take place, is 
and YQ respectively received from U, are 
identical by descent with regard to all the loci 
i n  R Q ,  
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(k(0) (k(0) 
r0 r1 (ur (°)r (^r 
The sum of such expressions, over all ordered partitions, (R^, R^), of 
R, yields the probability that X and Y possess genes which are 
identical by descent at all the loci in R . This is true because if X and 
Y possess two genes which are identical by descent, then these two 
genes must either be identical by descent with genes of U, or be 
identical by descent with genes of V. It remains only to observe that 
(J)j^ is the probability that X and Y possess genes which are identical 
by descent at all the loci in R, whence it follows that 
^  =  r ^ k ' c r  C C r(°>r0 • 
The <j)^ 's and y 's may now be expressed in terms of X's by 
means of the formulae of Chapters V and III. After some calculation the 
Gov (Single First Cousins) can be expressed in the form 
(K 2 / 
i i 
+  ( i ) 6  Z  ( 1  +  X 2  )  +  ( i ) \ f  ( 1  + \  ) 2  
c j ij £ ij ij i j 
+ (4)9 2 (1 + x?. + x?, + x2 ) 
i <  j < k  3  J  
+ (t1 +  )2 +  +  ^ jk)2 ) 
+  ( l ) ^ ( ( l + ^ ) 2  +  ( x . . + x . k ) 2 )  
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+  ( | ) a ^ k ( ( l + a . k ) 2  +  ( a . . + a i k > 2 )  
C. Some Additional Covariance Formulae 
Notice that the quantity d>i°^ y?m m which arose in the 
""o 1 v ;rq k ,r1 
calculation of Gov (Single First Cousins), compares to the quantity 
<j)^ + g + g which arose in calculating Cov(Full-Sibs), in so far 
as S becomes O (empty) in the present case, and the additional factor 
y?_. m is contributed by the passage of two gametes from the 
o 1 r1 
full-sibs to the cousins. It will subsequently be shown that the 
Cov(Uncle, Nephew) may (predictably) be obtained by replacing 
vfn\ m with y/n. /n in Gov (Single First Cousins). Similar 
iwp » 'n • 'r » 'r 
r0 1 0 1 
relationships exist between Cov(Half-Sibs), Gov (Half-Uncle, Half-
Nephew), and Gov (Single First Half-Cousins), all of which take the 
form 
ks£n X • 
In the case of half-sibs, 
ta * C • 
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In the case of half-uncle and half-nephew, 
= y(0)R * 
In the case of single first half-cousins, 
«t»R • «hi01 r(0,R • 
Upon consideration of such relationships, a series of variations of the 
foregoing formulae become evident. Consider, for example, the 
pedigree 
X' A Y' 
Z W 
Here X and W are grand half-uncle and grand half-nephew. Cov(X, W) 
is obtained with 
= (i )r0)  r(0) r  '  
and is identical to Cov(Single First Half-Cousins). Another example is 
provided by the pedigree 
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U U' 
W V V' W' 
Here Z and Z1 are single second cousins, and Cov(Z, Z1) is obtained 
with 
^ ^ R0,^çR C C ^ V'R^ y<°)R 1 
In the same pedigree X and Z1 are single first cousins once removed, 
and Cov(X, Z') is obtained with 
^ = [ R„,r'çR C C y(°)R0(1'R1 ^  y'0)R • 
Let U1 be deleted from the foregoing pedigree, then the two relation­
ships which have just been considered change from that of cousins, to 
that of half-cousins, and the formulae 
*R = C >>)R ' 
and 
*r - <0) y\0)K • 
in this order, replace the foregoing two formulae. 
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Some of the formulae which have been obtained in the foregoing, and 
in Chapter V may be related by considering the following pedigree 
(in which missing individuals are different random members of the 
population): 
3 
2 
2 
'3 
/ ,4 
•1. 1 
1 i 
zi, 1, i  1; 
 
'2 
3 
t 
,3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
2 
f5 
Here 
C o v ( X , Y j )  2  < | >  ( ^ ) n ( R )  /  
J  R ç N  R  2  R  
in which (j)R is given by the entry in the j -th row of the i-th column 
of Table 1. In Table 1, 
(j)j^ = SS(1 and X with subscripts in R) 
and 
(0)R - >2 =  ( - r )  ^  ^  S ( 1  a n d  X  w i t h  s u b s c r i p t s  i n  R )  
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in which "SS( )" is shorthand for "sum of squares, " and "S( )" is 
shorthand for "sum." 
Table 1. The probabilities that a pair of relatives which are descended 
from a single ancestor, through various lines of descent, 
receive genes that are identical by descent, on a set of loci 
denoted by R. 
Generations in 
relation to X 
Ancestral 
line 
Half-
brother 
First half-
cousin 
Second half-
cousin 
Own • <%>R 
Father's 1 <\o,R y(0)R <°%>R 
Grandfather's 
Y
'°1R 
oi°%,R <%,R <%>R 
Great-grandfather1 s y(°)R «,R <' *lo>R 
In the foregoing scheme the pair of relatives 
(Y*,X) are parent and offspring, 
( Y j , X )  a r e  h a l f - s i b s ,  
(Yg , X) are grandparent and grand-offspring, 
(Yg , X) are half-uncle and half-nephew, 
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3 (Y j , X) are single first half-cousins, 
( Y * , X )  a r e  g r e a t - g r a n d p a r e n t  a n d  g r e a t - g r a n d - o f f s p r i n g ,  
( Y 2  » X )  a r e  g r a n d  h a l f - u n c l e  a n d  g r a n d  h a l f - n e p h e w ,  
3 (Yg , X) are single first half-cousins once removed, 
4 ( Y j , X )  a r e  s i n g l e  s e c o n d  h a l f - c o u s i n s ,  
and so on. 
D. The General Case of any Non-inbred Relatives 
The particular line of reasoning which was used to derive Schnell's 
formula, also leads to a more general formula if Assumption (2) is 
dropped. 
In what follows, Assumption (1) will be retained, that is to say it will 
be assumed that X and Y are not inbred. The possibilities 
s 
:0 x„ = yQ and/or Xj = y^ 
or 
s s ,, s s 
xo = yi and/or xi = y0 
may obtain for any locus, s . 
Let R and S be any disjoint subsets of N. Consider a simultane­
ous partition of R into an ordered quadruplet of disjoint sets, 
(Rqq, RjQ, Rqj, Rjj), and of S into an ordered pair of disjoint sets, 
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^s11 '  s10 ^  such tha t  
, s s . c00 
= Yn and x^ = y^ for s e Sn , 
,01 
s 
0 
= 
01 
o
 
s s 
0 yl 
s s 
0 y0 
s s 
1 y0 
s s 
0 yi 
s s 
1 yi 
for s e Rqo , 
for s t R J J  . 
,00 „01 
Let 1|/tRoo ,R10 ,R01 , R l l , S l l  ,S10 ^  be the probability of this 
compound event. Then Cov(X, Y) is given by the formula 
,d c, , 1 »n(R) 2 Z \lf(R,S)({)n{K><r< d , 
S c N  r  R S  R ,    
in which "[jf (R, S) is shorthand for 
R o o ' R i o ' R o r R n £ R  « e s  ^ ' R ° 0 '  R i o '  R o i *  R i  l '  
The covariance of uncle and nephew Consider the following 
pedigree: 
X0 *1 
1X1 
x y0 y1 
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The events XQ = and x® = y® are impossible for any s, and 
S  S x  / s s 
x0 = yl \ / xo = yo 
consequently the events [ j and ] are also 
s s I \ s s 
xl = y0 / X xl = yl 
impossible for any s. It follows that RQ J # ®io ' and are all 
O (empty). Therefore 
Cov(Uncle, Nephew) = 2 2^ "||/ (Rn,R, ) (?) 
R c N  L  R Q . R J Ç  R  I  - I  
in which Ijf (rQ, r^) is the probability that 
x0 = yo for a11 S 6 R0 
and 
1 xn(R) 2 
X 
s s x, = j = YQ for all s e Rj . 
Let "fT ASg ASg be the genotype of , and let "|j ASg ASg 
8  u0 u1 s  v0 v1 
be the genotype of X. . The component ais engendered 
1 al 2 3 4 5 6a7 
in Cov(Uncle, Nephew) by a class of events of which a typical instance 
may be understood by considering the following representation: 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
u0u0 0u0u0u0u0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ululululululul 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
uouiuiuiu u  u  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
v v  V V VQVJVQ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
v1v1v1v1v1v1v1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
uO u. i u. iu iu u u 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
V  V  V  V  V q V j V Q  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
U0U1U1U1V0V1V0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The probability that the events which are indicated in the foregoing 
representation take place, is 
.  1234,2 .  567.2 1234567 
ly0111 '  {y0l0' f0000111 • 
Here R Q  = j 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  )  ,  
R X  =  j 5 , 6 , 7  j , 
and (RQ ,  RJ) is a partition of 
R = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 \  .  
Therefore, (rQ, r^) is given by 
Z  x l 2  2  f rl6l x  1  
XJ, X^, X^, = 0, 1 I— 1 2 3 4-1 XG, X^, X^ = 0, 1 L 5 6 7-1 
2 1234567 
'0000111 
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m • 
Since 
(bi^ = The probability that the two gametes which X and 
0 
YQ respectively received from XQ, are identical 
by descent with regard to all the loci in RQ, 
(Dp ' = The probability that the two gametes which X and 
1 
YQ respectively received from Xj, are identical 
b y  d e s c e n t  w i t h  r e g a r d  t o  a l l  t h e  l o c i  i n  R j ,  
and since 
y . _ .  .  =  T h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  t h a t  a l l  t h e  g e n e s  w h i c h  Y ~  r e c e i v e d  
^ ' r ^ ' r J  
from XQ on R^, and received from X^ on Rj, are 
picked up by recombination, and transmitted to Y, 
and since these are the probabilities of three independent events, it 
follows that the formula 
ipo-v • <' r (0, ro  (1, r i  
must hold generally for any R with regard to an arbitrary partitioning, 
(rq,ri). 
The expression Yhw t\ \ compares with 
k0 k1 lu ,rq k )r1 
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+ g (j)^ ^  g which arose in connection with Cov(Full-Sibs), in so 
far as S becomes O (empty), and the additional passage of a gamete to 
t h e  n e p h e w  c o n t r i b u t e s  y / n i  m  
( )V Ri 
The <j)^'s and y 1 s may again be expressed in terms of X's by 
means of the formulae of Chapters V and III respectively. After some 
calculation, Cov(Uncle, Nephew) can be expressed in the form 
i i 
+ (|)4 s 
i < j  [ i + x 5 t , + v ] r v j  
ak 
+ <i>2  x?kd + v+ ( i ) 2  4 ( 1  +  V+ ( i ) Z  xu ( 1  +  V 
+ ^2 ) Xijke^ + Xij + Xik + Xii + Xjk + Xjf + Xk£ + XijkP 
+ (j ) + xy - Xik ' Xii " Xjk " Xj£ +Xk£+ Xijk£* 
+ ^2 * XikXjl^ " Xij + Xik " Xii ' Xjk + Xji " Xk£ + XijkÉ^ 
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+ ( 2 ) Xjk(l " Xij ' Xik+ Xii+ Xjk " Xji " Xk£ + Xijki}J ua.a.aka£ 4a.: i J 
h" • • • » 
Note that 
{l + Xij + Xik+Xi£+Xjk+Xjl+Xk£+ Xijki) = *2 * y0000 
(1 + Xij " Xik" Xii " Xjk'Xjje+Xki+Xijki) = ^ ^ y0011 
^1" Xij + Xik' Xii" Xjk+Xji' Xk£ + Xijk£) = ^ ^ ^0101 
(1 " Xij " Xik+Xie+Xjk" Xji "Xke + Xijk£) = y0110 
and these quantities are non-negative. The minus signs in the foregoing 
2 formula do not indicate the possibility of the coefficient of <r „ „ 
aiajakai 
1 8 being smaller than the value (-^ ) which arises in the case of no linkage. 
Note that Gov (Half-Sib s ) and Cov(Uncle, Nephew) do not generally 
agree, although they do agree in the case of no linkage. 
E. Further Covariance Formulae 
When the foregoing calculations are compared to those of the 
previous section, it becomes evident that the argument which was 
presented in section C of this chapter, may be developed further. 
Consider, for example, the pedigree 
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Ï X Î  
? I1 
I2 I2 
? r 
Here, and in the sequel, the individuals which have been omitted, are 
random outside individuals. For the foregoing pedigree, Cov(X^, Y^) is 
given by 
whenever (i + j)>2, in which IjJ(RQ, R^), for i > j, is given by the 
entry in the i-th row of the j-th column of Table 2. In the foregoing 
scheme the pair of relatives 
(YJ,XJ) are full sibs, 
( Y j ,  X ^ )  a r e  u n c l e  a n d  n e p h e w ,  
( Y ^ f X ^ )  a r e  s i n g l e  f i r s t  c o u s i n s ,  
(Y^, Xg) are granduncle and grandnephew, 
( Y 2 » X j )  a r e  s i n g l e  f i r s t  c o u s i n s  o n c e  r e m o v e d ,  
(Yg, Xg) are single second cousins, 
and so on. 
Table 2. The values of a typical term in the coefficient of cr^ , for pairs of relatives, 
& aR 
(X., Yj ; i_> j), which are descended through single lines from a pair of full-sib s 
Generation of 
Y. in relation Brother First cousin Second cousin 
J to X. l 
°
wn 
' 
Father's ^^(O^CO^O^ 
Grandfather ^ ^R^R^Wr^Dr^Ir 
grandfather's Îrq^lViO)RU)R^0)R C^r'^O^^UR^WR C^R^IOIR^DR^WR 
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The foregoing scheme covers only a part of a much more extensive 
family of relationships of similar type. Consider, for example, the 
pedigrees 
Q 
X 
I 
V 
I 
w 
I 
I 
W' 
I 
in which the pedigree on the left belongs to the foregoing scheme, so that 
Cov(X,Y) = CovtX^ Y4) . 
The Cov(X', Y1) may be found by modifying the argument which was used 
to find Cov(Xj, Y^). This involves the identification of a number of inde­
pendent events which may be envisaged as follows in the two related pedi­
grees, in terms of series of independent events and their probabilities: 
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4> 
(0) 
R, 
<> 
(0,r0(1,r1 
r(o) R 
r(0) R 
7(0)r 
7(0) R, 
r(o) R 
Both Cov(X, Y) and Cov(X', Y') are obtained from the formula 
r Z n  [  ¥ ( r ° ' r ' ' ]  & n(R) ^2 R 
with suitably chosen "]jj (Rq* Rj) • For X and Y, put 
W(R0'R1> = [ C' C y«"R (DR ] y 
o l 
(0)r • 
For X1 and Y1, put 
^ i R 0 ' R l ]  =  L^RQ y(o)R y(o)R (1)R 3 y(0)R 
1 ivo vi 
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Consider, by way of another example, the related pedigrees: 
Q 
v 
W 
U 
v 
X 
v 
Z 
r 
Y 
in which the pedigree on the left belongs to the scheme which has been 
considered. Both Cov(X, Y) and Cov(X',Y') may be found by identi­
fying a number of independent events in each of the two related pedigrees, 
and calculating the probabilities of their individual and simultaneous 
occurrance. For Cov(X, Y), one finds that 
f ^ 4Ro(uR] (0) R 
For Cov(X'tY'), one finds that 
A|/(Ro' ri> - §{rq y(0)R ^ y(0)R y(0)R (1)R 
The calculations may be envisaged as follows: 
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(h#) 
r<0,roii,ri r<0>rori 
r(0) R "(0) R 
k(0) R, 
(0)ro(1,r1 
(0), 
ri0W% 
X' 
One may continue in this way, and obtain formulae which cover a 
variety of circumstances. These will presently be considered in an 
orderly fashion. For the moment, it is convenient to turn to the con­
sideration of a somewhat different class of relationships. 
Consider the following pedigree: 
In this case Cov(X, Y) includes terms of the type (4 o-  ^ , with 
& aR S 
S non-empty, and with non-vanishing coefficients. Here Cov(X, Y) does 
not belong to the class of formulae which have so far been considered in 
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this section, but is instead a modified form of Cov (Full-Sibs). The 
formula 
n(R) 2 
• Vs 
is appropriate in the present problem, just as in the case of full-sibs. 
For Cov(Full-Sibs), put 
\ + s = Cg + s 
i , t s  •  4 ^ + 8  •  
For Cov(X, Y) with regard to the foregoing pedigree, put 
\ + s = "^o + s y(°)R0 + S 
^i + s = ^r'+s r(0)r • 
1 
The foregoing pedigree belongs to a class of pedigrees which may be 
envisaged as follows: 
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îxî 
Q 
Q 
iX! 
w 
X X 
u V 
X 
w 
Here the omission of a parent of any individual, indicates that it is a 
random outside individual. These pedigrees may be classified by 
considering for each pedigree 
( The relationship of X and Y when Q is ignored, 
The relationship of X and Y when P is ignored). 
Thus, for example, such a classification would include 
(Half-Sib, Half-Sib), 
(Half-Sib, Half-Uncle and Half-Nephew), 
(Half-Sib, Single First Half-Cousins), 
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(Half-Sib, Grand Half-Uncle and Grand Half-Nephew), 
(Half-Sib, Single First Half-Cousins once removed), 
(Half-Sib, Single Second Half-Cousins), 
and so on, as well as 
(Half-Uncle and Half-Nephew, Half-Uncle and Half-Nephew), 
(Half-Uncle and Half-Nephew, Single First Half-Cousin), 
and so on. Each pedigree is associated with one unique pair of relation­
ships, but a pair of relationships does not always specify a unique 
pedigree. Thus, for example, the pair of relationships 
(Half-Uncle and Half-Nephew, Half-Uncle and Half-Nephew) 
covers the two pedigrees 
ivi 
l A i  
X Y 
It will presently be evident that ambiguities of this type may be ignored 
in the calculation of Cov(X, Y). 
Consider any arbitrary choice from the class of pedigrees which are 
under consideration. This pedigree, 
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Q 
u, 
u. 
i 
t 
u. 
i' 
V. 
r 
V. 
i' 
w. 
J 
l 
w. 
i' 
w. 
I 
u, 
in which kQ, kj, hQ, h1 = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... , must be such that X and Y 
are the only two individuals which are common to the two chains of 
relationship 
X «-U, U, 
and 
WT w j  < — q — >  z j  
ll 
Y, 
because otherwise X and Y would be inbred. For the foregoing 
pedigree 
c
°
v,x
'
y> = r.fcn E r0,^r V* V J (^n(R) V 
in which 
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and 
Thus, for example, the covariance of double first half-cousins is given 
by 
R.SÇ N^R0JJ£ R^O +S Y(2°'R0+S ^  +S Y2°>R1 +J Vs 
which can be expressed in terms of X's by means of the formulae for 
*g and y 's which have been used before. 
Note that the <J)-like quantities are contributed by the first of the two 
chains of relationship which were given in the foregoing, and the (j)' -like 
quantities are contributed by the second of these chains. This clarifies 
an earlier remark concerning an ambiguity in the classification of pedi­
grees, which can be ignored. As a matter of fact, since a given value of 
(kg + k^) may arise from various values of kg and k^ , some pedigrees 
which are distinct in the given classification, may give rise to the same 
Cov(X, Y). Thus, for example, Cov(X, Y) is the same for 
(Sincle First Half-Cousins, ) 
and 
(Grand Half-Uncle and Grand Half-Nephew, ) 
when the right-hand members of the pairs correspond, or give the same 
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value of (hg + h^). 
Now consider the pedigree 
Q 
? 
U. 
I' 
I1 
? 
P 
w. 
r 
i 
u, 
X. 1 
I 
Y. 
J 
Here Cov(X,., Y^), for (i + j) > 2, is given by 
rcn [R,RT- VtR0'R1'] 'i' 
— u 1 — 
n(R) 2 
ffa R 
in which \jf (RQ» R J)» for i > j , is 
(k0+kx) (hq+hj) 
(0) R, (0) R, 
x (The entry in the i-th row of the j-th 
c o l u m n  o f  T a b l e  2 ) .  
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It is obvious that a continuation of the foregoing line of reasoning 
may be sustained almost indefinitely, and an endless variety of formulae 
may be developed. It would be foolish to attempt an exhaustive survey of 
all the possible results. 
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VII. METRIC TRAITS AND MARKER GENES 
Sometimes one may be interested in continuous variation with regard 
to a population which is such that the genes which are segregating at a 
given locus, a so-called "marker11 locus, give rise to phenotypes which 
fall into a number of distinct identifiable categories. The purpose of the 
present chapter, is to develop statistics which may provide useful 
information in this kind of situation. 
The formulae which will be developed in this chapter, apply to a 
population of diploid organisms with linkage. The assumptions of 
Chapters III, IV, V, and VI will again be made in this chapter. 
It will be assumed that the population is at equilibrium under random 
mating. 
Consideration will be given to an arbitrary number of loci, each with 
an arbitrary number of alleles which occur with arbitrary frequencies. 
Any agencies which may cause a change in gene frequencies, will be 
assumed to be absent. 
It will be assumed that there are no position effects on genotypic 
values, but these values will be allowed to be arbitrary in all other 
respects. 
The notation of the previous chapters will be retained, and the 
gametic output of an individual which has the genotype ™|j" A8 AS , 
s a I a* 
will be assumed to have the array 
s 
xn = 0, 1 
.. An 
a 
x 
n 
n 
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whatever the values of a^, a j, a^, a^, ... » aQ» may be. This 
assumption has a dual implication as follows: 
( 1 )  T h e  a s s u m p t i o n  i m p l i e s  t h a t  g a m e t i c  r a t i o s  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  
of gene effects. 
( 2 )  T h e  a s s u m p t i o n  a l s o  i m p l i e s  t h a t  
yx1 x2 ... xn ~ y(l-x1)(l-x2). . . (l-xn) 
identically in x^, x^, • • • » xn = 0, 1 . 
Implication (2) follows from the fact that the distinction between 
-jy- AS AS and -jj- As AS is purely formal, and that these 
s a0 al s al a0 
genotypes must therefore give rise to the same gametic array. 
Implication (2) imposes a natural restriction on the frequencies of 
complementary meiotic products. 
Allowance will be made for arbitrary linkage relationships 
(including arbitrary interference), in so far as this is possible within the 
foregoing confinement. 
The foregoing assumptions are consistent with those of Chapters III 
through VI. 
The notation of the present chapter, although consistent with the 
notation of the previous chapters, will include a few novel features, one 
of which seems worth recording at the outset. The definition 
X = Sum(y for which x +x +...+x even) 
S 1  2  3 "  2 k  X 1  2 , , , X n  S 1  s 2  s 2 k  
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- Sum(y for which x +x + . . . + X  odd) 
X 1 X 2 ' ' * X n  S 1  S 2  S 2 k  
in which s^, s^,..., s^  = 1, 2, 3, .. ., n, will be used, as it was used in 
Chapter III, but in the present chapter it will not be required that 
Sp s^, Sg,..., s^ be distinct. The consequences of this generalized 
definition will presently be evident. 
A. The Covariances of Homogametic Half-Sibs and 
Heterogametic Half-Sibs 
In Chapters V and VI the expressions "relatives" and "relation­
ship" were employed to indicate that the individuals under consideration 
had descended from common ancestry, that is to say, these expressions 
were employed in the usual biological sense. Upon reconsideration of 
the arguments of Chapters V and VI, it is evident however, that the 
only relevance of these concepts to the problems under consideration, 
derives from the fact that "relationship" results in the possibility of 
genes of an individual X being identical by descent to genes of an 
individual Y. The mathematician therefore has a perfect right to apply 
the methods of Chapters V and IV to a wider class of circumstances in 
which "relationship" may be interpreted to embrace any additional 
information about (X, Y), which may influence the values of (j)g , ^ss'1 
^ss's" ' * * * an<* other probabilities of this type. The only restriction 
which such calculations need to satisfy, is that the genotype of X must 
be a random genotype of the population, when considered by itself, and 
the genotype of Y must be a random genotype of the population, when 
considered by itself. 
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It may be thought undesirable to change the meaning of the word 
"relationship. " This objection will be avoided by a restatement of the 
foregoing argument. 
The genotypic array of the entire population which is under consider­
ation, is given by 
IT E %  IT A s s A * s  ,  
s aQ ax s aQ a^ 
and the hereditary variance of this population may be decomposed into 
the sum 
2d o-f , 
R , S c N  R  S  
2 in which the terms, cr , (R,Se N), are all positive. 
aR S 
Let (Xj, Y^), (X^, Yg), (Xg, Y^), ... be a population of pairs of 
individuals with genotypes which occur in the foregoing genotypic array. 
Let (X, Y) be a random pair from the foregoing population of pairs. 
L e t  t h e  g e n o t y p e  o f  X  b e  d e n o t e d  b y  y f  A S g  A S g  ,  a n d  l e t  t h e  
s xQ 
genotype of Y be denoted by *yj- ASg ASg . 
s yo yi 
Now consider the following condition: 
Regularity Condition. The genotypic array of X above is 
IT T  A S g A S s  ,  
s xQ Xl s xQ „ Xl 
and the genotypic array of Y above is 
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IT E% eSs IT ASS A% 
s y0 yi s yo yi 
Whenever this condition is satisfied, (X, Y) may be referred to as a 
regular pair of relatives, and Cov(X, Y) may then be expressed in the 
form 
Sd •#R.S) (|)n(R) <r* , 
R, S c N R S 
that is to say, Cov(X, Y) is a linear combination of the components 
o-^ j (R, S_c N). That this is so, may be seen by observing that the 
aR S 
foregoing regularity condition has a dual implication as follows: 
( 1 )  T h e  c o n d i t i o n  i m p l i e s  t h a t  x 8  a n d  x 8  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  
random variables, and therefore 
P(x8 = x8) = 0, 
which implies that X is not inbred. It follows in a similar 
way, that Y is not inbred. 
( 2 )  T h e  c o n d i t i o n  i m p l i e s  t h a t  " J J "  A 8  A S g  i s  a  r a n d o m  g e n o t y p e  
s X8 XJ 
of the entire population, and the genotypic value of X may 
therefore be broken down into a sum of uncorrelated random 
variables by means of the methods of Chapter IV. A similar 
remark may be made about Y. 
It follows from the foregoing remarks that the general formula for the 
covariance of any two non-inbred relatives, which was given in 
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Chapter VI, may be applied to obtain Cov(X, Y) for the present case. 
For given R and S, '!jjjf(R, S) must take the form 
*oo.*k>-c*n^ smcs ?roo-ri"'ro..*n-m> 
1 1  1 0 -
in which the llf ( ) -like probabilities are determined by the joint array ¥ 
of the pair of genotypes ASg ASg , "J|~ ASg ASg , which is 
s xo xi s vo yi 
the array of the population of pairs, (Xj,Y^)f (X^, Y^), (X^Y^)» ... . 
Consider, for example, a random member of the entire population. 
Let A^j A*j denote its genotype with regard to locus 1. Let this 
a0 al 
individual be mated to random members of the population, and let the 
resulting half-sib ship be partitioned into two groups of genotype A^p 
a0 
and A^jp* respectively, (in which p * denotes a random gene at locus 
al 
1 ) .  H a l f - s i b  s  w h i c h  b e l o n g  t o  t h e  s a m e  g r o u p  m a y  b e  s a i d  t o  b e  o f  
homogametic origin at locus 1 (with regard to their common parent), and 
half-sib s which belong to different groups may be said to be of hetero-
gametic origin at locus 1. 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of homogametic half-sibs. Their relationship 
is given by the qualified pedigree 
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in which z = 0 or 1, and the other symbolism is used in the same way 
as in Chapter VI. Let X receive the gametes ~jj" AS and "jy AS 
x. 
"0 s x1 
from XQ = Yq and X^ respectively, and let Y receive the gametes 
-|j- ASg and "Tp ASg from xQ = yQ and y^ respectively. Then 
s yso "s y\ 
p(xj = yj) = i. 
Note that the genotype of X, when considered by itself, is a random 
genotype of the population. The same is true of Y. 
Define 
s s ' s "  
= P(x8 = y8), 
=  
p < x o =  yso * xo =yo)' 
= 
p(xo = Vo' xo=yo'' xS' = yo" 
and so on. 
The covariance of homogametic half-sib s can then be expressed in 
the form 
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2  i  ( è > " a  +  2  ,  i s . ( | ) 2 ^  a  ,  
s s s< s1 s s' 
Let and g^ be gametes which a random individual from the 
population, produces on two separate occasions. Define 
(j)(s | 1) * The conditional probability that g^ and g^ are 
identical by descent with regard to locus s, given 
that they are identical by descent with regard to 
locus 1, 
(})(s, s' | 1 ) * The conditional probability that g^ and g^ are 
identical by descent with regard to loci s and s1, 
given that they are identical by descent with regard 
to locus 1, 
and so on. Then it follows that 
(f>s * (j)(s | 1) for all s 4 1» 
(j)sgi * (j)(s, s1 | 1) for all s, s'jtl, 
^ s s ' s "  *  s ' ,  s "  |  1 )  f o r  a l l  s ,  s ' ,  s "  *  1  ,  
and so on, because is a random individual from the entire 
population. It also follows that 
ti * l> 
tl. = +(b|1). 
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4 > i s s '  =  ( t ) ( s ' s ' l  X ) »  
ana so on. 
The covariance of homogametic half-sib s can therefore be expressed 
in the form 
S < j > ( s |  l ) ( ± ) < r f  +  2  4 > ( S , S - |  D ( i ) 2  < r f  a  
s s< s1 s s' 
+  2  < | ) ( s , s ' , s " |  l ) ( i ) 3  0 {  
s <  s ' <  s "  s  s '  s "  
+ ... 
+ s Hl)<!>2 -L 
1 s 1 s 
+  2  < | ) ( s , s ' |  l ) ( i ) 3  <rZ 
s< s1 1 s s' 
+ ... 
in which the summation variables, s, s', s",.,. , range from 2 through 
n, subject to the restrictions s < s' , s<s'<s",..., and so on, as 
indicated. 
Now observe that 
<f>(2, 3, 4, ...,r| 1) = P(XQ = YQ for s = 2, 3, 4,..., r | xj = yj ) 
when P(e j j e^) denotes the conditional probability that a certain event, 
e^ , takes place, given that another event, e^, has taken place. It 
follows that if Tf ASg ASg denotes the genotype of XQ * YQ , then 
s aQ a} 
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(j)(2, 3, 4, . . ., r | 1) may be expressed in the form 
(•|) Qp(x® = YQ for s = 2,3, 4,...,r x* * aj and yj = a* ) 
+ P (XQ - y ^  for s  =  2 , 3 , 4 , . . . ,  r  x *  = a| and y j  = a| 7 j  s s 
< I > I  
u2* u3® • • • * ur = 0, 1 
+ 2 
l2® u3' u7» • • • » ur = ^ 
0u2U3 
—I 2 
—i 2 
= 2 
,  u ,  u _ u _  .  .  . u  
u l V u 2 ,  u 3 ,  . . . , u r  =  0 ,  1  1 2 3  r  
= 2 (f,101 1 2 3 4 . . . r  *  
In general 
8 1) 2 C' 
<!>(-, «'id • zfi. 
<|>(s,s',s"| D = 2 ' 
and so on. 
It follows from the foregoing, that the covariance of homogametic 
half-sib s is given by 
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+ <î> 2  = < 1 + XL ) t ra 
S s 
+ (|)3 s 
s is 
+ <è>4 J i1**-l. + xîs<+xï.<)\*B, 
+ (|>5 J , <1+XL+XL'+Xss'><V a , 
s< s 1 s s' 
+ (|)6 „ = „ <! + XL + XL + Xîs" + Xss' + Xss" + Xs's" 
s <  s ' <  s "  
,  x 2  . 2  
1  s  s 1  s 1  '  ( r a g a s , a g l l  
"j" • • • • 
Now consider the generalized X's which were defined by 
X = Sum(y  for which x +x +... + xa even) 
S 1 S 2 S 3 *  *  *  S 2 k  x l x 2 , e , x n  S 1  S 2  2 k  
- Sum(y  for which x +x +... + xa odd). 
xlx2"*Xn 1 2 2k 
Since (x, + x, + x. + x. + .. . ) and (x. + x. + ... ) are simultane-1 I I J I J 
ously even and odd, it follows directly from this definition, that 
X, , , is an alias of X , , l l s s '  s s  
^ l l s s ' s " s " '  i s  a n  a l i a s  o f  ^ s s . s n s i . i  *  
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and so on. It also follows that 
= 1 (since + x^ is always even), 
which is appropriate for the linkage value of a locus with itself. 
The covariance of homogametic half-sibs may thus be expressed in 
the form 
(A) 2  sdtxfX 
S S  
+  ( i ) 4  J  ,  < 1 + X L + X L + X s s ' > * a  a  ,  
s< s1 s s' 
+  ( i ) 6  S  ( 1  +  ) l 2  + X ;  ,  + X j  , ,  
S <  s ' <  s "  
+  X s s '  +  X s s "  +  X s ' s "  +  X l s s ' s "  ) o a  a  , a  , ,  
s s s " 
+ ... 
= Covariance (Half-sibs in general) + B 
in which B is given by 
B 
• <7>2 = XL 
s S 
+ (i)4 x t4+xl.)-aa, 
s< s1 s s' 
+  ( î ) 6  = „ ( X î s+ X !s .+ XL"+ XL, .s . ->°-!a  .a  
s ^  s ^ s 
"j" . . . , 
and s, s', s",... range from 1 through n. 
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Gov (Half -Sib s ), the covariance of half-sibs in general, must be 
given by 
(^ ) ( Gov (Homogametic Half-Sib s ) + Cov(Heterogametic Half-Sib s ) ) . 
It follows that the covariance of heterogametic half-sibs is given by 
Covariance (Half-Sibs) - B . 
Therefore 
B = (-£•) (Cov(Homogametic Half-Sibs ) 
- Cov(Heterogametic Half-Sibs ) ) . 
This result may be verified by observing that if the quantities 
l, i ,i i i \ t3z s s s' s' s" s" i 1 1 . ( | ) ( s , s ' , s " , . . . |  l )  =  P ( x 0  =  y 0 ,  x Q  = y Q  ,  x Q  =  y Q  , . . .  |  x Q  =  y Q  )  
for s, s', s",... ^ 1, are augmented by quantities 
( | ) ( s , s ' , s " , . . . |  7 ) = P(xq =  Yq '  * 0 * * 0 '  xo" =  yo"" e-  I x0*y0} 
for s, s1, s", ... 4 1, then the covariance of heterogametic half-sibs 
(with non-inbred common parents) may be obtained by putting 
<|)g = (J)(s | 1 ) for all s 4 1 » 
<|)gs, = <|)(s, s' | 1 ) for all s, s1 4 1 , 
^ s s ' s "  =  s ' ,  s "  |  1 )  f o r  a l l  s , s ' , s " ^ l ,  
and so on, and by putting 
= o* 
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<h. = °-
"has' = ?' 
and so on, in the formula 
s ( I V t > v +  _ î „  " L ' i l * 2  < a „ ,  
s s< s1 s s1 
+  S < s ^ < s "  ^s' 8 "' 2 '  \ a s ' a ."  +  
s . s If 7T A g A s is the genotype of XQ = YQ, then 
s aQ ax 
( j )(2, 3, 4, ... , r I  1 ) may be expressed in the form 
) [p(x0S = Yq for s = 2, 3, 4, ..., r | xj = aj and y J = a j 
+ P(xQ = yQ for s = 2,3,4,..., r | -0 "1 1 1 , 1 1  xn = a, and yQ = aQ 
(%) 
u2, u3,...,ur = 0, 1 
y 0 u 2 u 3 . . . u r  y l u 2 u 3 . . . u  
( 1 / 2 ) 2  
yiu2u3'"ur y°u2u3"-ui 
u2, u3, .. ., ur = 0, 1 (1 /2 ) '  
u2, u3, ..., ur = 0, 1 
(v + v, ) 
2u3 • • • ur u2U3 " ' ur 
-  ( y 2  +  y 2  
" 0 u 2 u 3 . . . u .  7 1 u2u3 
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= 2 2 y2 
u2, iiy ..., ur = 0, 1 U2U3 * " Ur 
1 2 y2 
UJ, u2, UY . . u r  =  0 ,  1  U 1 U 2 U 3  •  •  •  u r  
=  
2 4 > » . . . r  -  2 ( K ° 2 3 . . . r  '  
In general 
<M7> =2 <f,i0) -2 C-
< | > < s , . - | T )  =  2  ^  -  2  .  
< t > ( s , s ' , s "  | T ) =  2  -  2  4 ^ ' s "  '  
and so on. It follows that 
(•^) (Gov(Homogametic Half-Sibs) + Cov(Heterogametic Half-Sibs) ) 
= s <°> (i)n(r).2 
R c N ù R 
= Cov(Half-Sibs) , 
which confirms the results which were given earlier on. 
B. The Covariance s of Homogametic Full-Sibs and 
Heterogametic Full-Sibs 
Consider a random full-sib ship of the population. Let the genotypes 
of the two parents (of this full-sibship) be ~|J" As ASg and 
s a® a1 
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~]J~ ASg ASg respectively. I ° IS 
s b0 bj 
The full-sib ship can be partitioned into four groups which are of the 
type a'J A^ , A^A^, A^A^, and a'J A^ respectively. 
a0 b0 a0 bl al b0 al bl 
These four types of sibs occur in equal proportions. 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of individuals which belong to the full-sib ship 
which is under consideration. Let "JJ" ASg ASg be the genotype of X, 
S X Q X X  
and -jj" ASg ASg be the genotype of Y. Let ""jy ASg and ASg 
s y0 Yi s x0 s y0 
be the gametes which "J]- AS ASg contributed to X and Y 
s a® ax 
respectively, and let ~jj ASg and "JT ^s be t^ie gametes which 
s xx s Yl 
~[j~ ASg ASg contributed to X and Y respectively. 
s b0 bl 
There are three kinds of sib-pair s as follows: 
The sib-pair, (X, Y), may be of homogametic origin with regard to 
both parents. This case occurs when ( (XQ , xj), (YQ * Y j ) ) is an alias of 
( (a0 »bo ^ (a0 ' b0 ^  ' 
o r  o f  ( ( a j , b j  ) ,  ( a j , b j  ) )  ,  
or of ( (a j » bp ), (a},bj)) , 
o r  o f  ( ( a |  , b *  ) ,  ( a j . b j ) ) .  
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The word "alias" here means that if, for example, the random 
variables XQ , xj , , y j , a* , and b* satisfy the conditions 
Prob(x* = aj) = 1, 
Prob(x| = b^ ) = 1 , 
prob(yq = aj ) = 1 , 
Prob(y| = b^) = 1 , 
then ((XQ.XJ) ,  ( y Q , y j ) )  i s  a n  a l i a s  o f  ( ( a j . b j ) ,  ( a J ,  b *  )  ) .  
The sib-pair, (X, Y), may be of homogametic origin with regard to 
one parent, and of heterogametic origin with regard to the other parent. 
This case occurs when ( (xj!j , x j ), (y* , y* ) ) is an alias of 
<<*o 
•
b i  9 (a( • b i >  / 9 
or of <<aj 
-
b i  9 (a ' b0< ) 9 
or of << ao 
•
b l  » (a( •  bÔ» ) 9 
or of ((aj 
•
b i  9 (a ,b } )  ) 9 
or of ((»} 
'
b0 9 (a( -bo' / 9 
or of ((a J 
• b5 9 (a ,b } )  } 9 
or 
or 
of 
of 
t (a} 
((a} 
•
b l  
•
b i  
9 
9 
(a( 
(a 
,b { )  
•
bÔ» 
) 9 
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The sib-pair, (X, Y), may be of heterogametic origin with regard to 
both parents. This case occurs when ( (XQ , x j ), (YQ > Yj )) is an alias of 
( ( a j . b j ) ,  ( a j , b } ) )  ,  
or of ((a*,bj ), (aj ,b* ) ) , 
or of ((aj,bg), (a*,bj)), 
or of ( (a| ,bj ), (a* ,b* ) ) . 
It follows that ( (XQ , xj ), (YQ , yj ) ) may take any one of 16 differ-
1  4  
ent aliases. The 16 aliases occur in equal proportions of (-^ ) each, 
and if a randomly chosen pair of sib s be regarded, the chances that it 
belongs to one of the foregoing three types in the given order, is (-^ )2, 
1  1 2  (j), and (^ ) respectively. 
In what follows, the coefficients of inbreeding of the two parents will 
be denoted by 
§ =  p ( a o  =  a l  )  
and (j)1 - P(bg = b® ) 
respectively. 
Let N* denote the set of all loci except locus 1, and let 
S = |s, s!, s",. . . | be any subset of N* . Then define 
X/c I ,. r,# s s s' s' s" s" | 1 1 1 1. <P(S| l) = P(x0 = y0, x0 =y0, x0 =y0 ,... | x0 = a0, y0 = a0) 
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= P(xg s = y0' s xo 
s' 
= yo 
8" 
> xo = 
s" 
y0 1 xo 
= a 1 
• 
yl 
4>(s| T) = p(xo = yo* 
s' 
xo 
s' 
= y0 
s" 
,  XQ 
s" y 0  » • • •  1 xo 
= a. 1 
'  
yo 
= 
p(xo 
= y0' 
s 
x0 
s' 
= y0 - xo" = 
s" 
y0 '  1 x0 
= a 1 
• 
yo 
4>'(s 11) = P(xi s =  Y l ,  s X1 
s' 
= yl 
s" 
» x1  
s" 
y2 » • • • 1 xî 
= b 1 
• 
yl 
= P(x* s =  Y l .  s' X1 
s 
= yl > x!"= 
s" 
y i > • • • l xi 
= b 1 
» yl 
<t>'(s |  I) = P(x* s 
= yl '  
s' 
X1 
s1 
=  yl 
s" 
• 
X1 = s" y i » • • • l xi 
= b. 1 
• 
yl 
s s s' s' s" s" 
= P(x1 = Y1, x2 = y1 , Xj = yl , x^ = b 
1 
L0 
1  , 1  .  
'  Y i  =  b n >  
Let Cov( (a^, b^ ), (a^ ,b* ) ) for u, v, w, z = 0, 1. denote the 
covariance of X and Y when it is given that ((XG.XJ), (YQ » yj ) ) is 
alias of ((a^,b*), (a^,b*)). 
The covariance of full-sib s which are homogametic with regard to 
both parents, is given by 
| Cov( (aj, bj ), (aj.bj)) 
+  C o v ( ( a J , b J  ) ,  ( a j , b j ) )  
+  ^  C o v ( ( a j , b Q  ) ,  ( a j , b j ) )  
+ | cov ( (a j ,b j ) ,  (a  j  ,  b  j  )  )  
which is equal to 
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Cov( (aj,bj ), (&Q ' bQ ) ) . 
The component <r (R, S c N*) enters this covariance with 
the coefficient 
2P <|>(Rn + S | 1) <f) ' (R + S | 1) , 
R 0 , R I £ R  
because the identie s XQ = y g and x^ = y^ were forced to hold, and (for 
. z1 xn(R) 2 the component (^ ) <r ^ enters with the same coefficient, 
the same reason) the coefficient of ( ^-) Kn(R)+l 2 
R + { 1 J dS 
will take 
twice the value given above. 
When the parents of the full-sib ship under consideration, have 
similar pedigrees, the covariance of full-sib s that are of homogametic 
origin with regard to one parent, and of heterogametic origin with regard 
to the other parent, is given by 
In the general case however, it is necessary to calculate the covariance 
of such full-sibs from a formula such as 
which is symmetric with regard to the two alternative parents. Now the 
C o v ( ( a J , b g ) ,  ( a * , b j  ) )  .  
( % )  C o v (  ( a ^ , b ^  ) ,  ( a j , b } ) >  
+  ( ^ )  C o v ( ( a J , b Q  ) ,  ( a j , b j ) ) ,  
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component (-^)n^ <r2 ^ (R, S £ N*) enters Cov( (a^ ,b^ ), (a* , b| ) ) 
R S 
with the coefficient 
2P <|)(R0 + S | 1) (|)'(R1 + S | 1 ) , 
rq* £. r  
and enters Cov( (a g , b* ), (a j ,b^ ) ) with the coefficient 
2P (j)(RQ + S | 1 ) <|)'(R1 + S | 1) . 
Rq* R J c; R 
These are also the coefficients with which tr2 , 
2 R + {1 ) S 
enters the two covariances, because the identity x^ = y^ is forced to 
hold for the first covariance, and because the identity xj = yj is forced 
to hold for the second. The component a-2 , enters 
aR S + | 1 } 
Cov( (a^ ,by ), (a* ,b| ) ) with the coefficient 
P ( b J = b î )  2 P  ( | ) ( R n + S  I  1 )  ( | > * ( R  + S  I  T )  
0  v r i ^ r  
= <j>* 2P <|)(R0 + S | 1) (|)'(R1 + S | 1), 
r 1  —  r  
and enters Cov( (a^ , by ), (a j ,b^ ) ) with the coefficient 
<b SP <(>(R0 + S | 1) <|)'(R + S I 1) . 
r0 , r1 — r  
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Finally consider the covariance of full-sibs that are of heterogametic 
origin with regard to both parents. This is given by 
Cov( (a* , b* ), (a|, b| ) ) . 
The component (4)n^ tr2 , (R, S c N*) enters this covariance with the 
ù aR S 
coefficient 
2p (|)(rn + s i) (t>'(r. +s | i), 
r 0 , R I £ r  
the component (4)n^+* a-2 , enters it with the coefficient 
2  ar + {1} s 
(<|>+ <(>») 2p  (|)(R0 + s |  I )<|)'(R1 + s I  T ) ,  
v r 1  —  r  
and (4-)n*R)'<r2 , enters it with the coefficient 
2 aR + dS + i 1J 
W' 2 p  c |)(R + s |  T)  ( j )'(R + S | I )  . 
r 0 , r i £ r  
The foregoing results may be gathered together and expressed in 
terms of some rather unwieldy formulae. The formulae are however of a 
relatively simple form in the case when the two parents of the half-
sibship are non-inbred. When this is the case, the relations 
<t>'(S| 1) = <(>(S |  1) 
and <J>'(S | I) = <j)(S | I) 
hold identically in S (S c N), and 
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<|> = 0, 
and (j)' = 0 . 
Let 
Cyy = The covariance of full-sibs which are of homogametic origin 
with regard to both parents, 
Cpjk = The covariance of full-sibs which are of homogametic origin 
and heterogametic origin with regard to their alternative 
parents, 
Chh = The covariance of full-sibs which are of heterogametic origin 
with regard to both parents. 
Then, for full-sibs of non-inbred parentage, it has been shown that 
°HH = R.SÇN* VHH<R'S»(7)n(R>^aRds+^R+ W ds 
+ «"a d ) ' 
R  S  +  { 1 1  
c«h • rj!n* {I, v 
c»h • rJL Vhh(R-s>(i'nlR,xas' 
in which 
l|wR»s> = sP 4<Rn +s| i) (|)(R + s I l), 
r  R 0 * R i £ R  
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^ (R,S) = 2P (b(R + S I 1) <j)(R, + S | 1 ) , 
'  r 0 , r i £ r  
Uf (R, S) x sp <b(R + S | 1 ) (f)(R + s | 1 ) 
i  " "  n  r  n n  u  x  
r0* r1 — r  
In this particular case the formulae 
,(0) 
«H51 u - 2C; m 
and <|>(S | I) = 2(<t>^01 - <t>s°l (lj >> 
which were previously obtained in section A of this chapter, may again 
be employed. After some calculation, and by using the convention that 
A j j is an alias of 1, 
X , ,  ,  i s  a n  a l i a s  o f  X  ,  ,  1 l s s '  s s '  
and so on, it can be shown that 
CHH * <I> 2 I1 +4X 
S s 
+  ( | ) 2 2 ( 1 + X 2 /  ^  
+  ( ^ \ f s ' ( ( 1  +  X = s '  +  X ' S  +  X ' S , )  +  ( 1  +  X l = , ( 1  \ a B ,  
+ <l'3  J ,<1  +  XL' + XL*Xîs'><1+Xîs>f d , 
S f s s s' 
+ (|'4  f , (1+Xss l+XU+Xls'>2*dd , 
s< s' s s' 
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CHh = <i> = °l 
s s 
+ (i)2  2 (1 - aj s)o-2  
s s 
+  < i > 2  =  , < 1 + < Ï > < X S S ' - X î s  X L ' > ) ^ a  ,  
s< s' s s' 
+ (|>3 ï ,<1+Xs2s. -<xis+xis'»xis'»^d , 
s t s' s s' 
+  < è > 4  J  
s< s' s s1 
"t" • • • j 
and 
chh = 
+ (i)2  z (1 - xf/ *d 
S S 
+ (i)3  S l(U + ^ . .-*ï.-*î..) + 0-^.»U-*u.))'îa  ,  
s< s' s s' 
+ <î>3  = 1< i+xl.-xl-xl.»1-x!s>f d, 
s # s' s s' 
+  ( | > 4  =  , < i + x 2 s ' - x l - x l > 2  ^ d ,  
s< s1 s s' 
"t" • • • i 
in which the summation variables s and s' range from 1 through n 
subject to the restrictions which are indicated under the summation signs. 
It is interesting to observe that the coefficient of <r2 in is the 
s 
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arithmetic mean of its coefficients in and , whilst the 
coefficient of in , is the geometric mean of its coefficients in 
s 
CpjH and . These relationships tend to recur among the coef­
ficients of the components of a "higher" order in so far as the coef­
ficient of (Tj j in C-_ is 
s s1 ^ 
( i ) 2 { i  - 4 S )  =  ( A , 2 ( i + x f 3 ) ( i  - X 2 s )  
which is the geometric mean of the coefficients of c^ in and 
s s ' 
C , ,  ,  w h i l s t  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  < r 2  i n  i s  e x p r e s s i b l e  i n  t h e  f o r m  iXQ 3. & » xxil 
( i ) 2  ( l + ( | ) ( X 2 s l  +  X 2 s  X 2 s , ) ) - ( i ) 2  X 2 s  X f s ,  
in which (4)2 (1 + (4)(X2 , + X? xf ,) ) is the arithmetic mean of the 2  1  1 2  s s '  I s  I s '  
coefficients of cr2 a in and C^, whilst 
x 2  x 2  
i s  i s '  
1  +  ( l ) ( X s s '  + X l s  X l s ' )  
tends to be in the neighborhood of zero. Thus, for example, if 
^ s s '  2  ^ l s  
and one considers 
p i s  =  i  >  
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then p j , must be roughly equal to if it is not close to and the 
foregoing ratio must be roughly equal to 
vr <ior Pu' = i> 
or 0 (for plgl = j ) . 
The ratio may however be close to 4 when p ,, p, , and p, , are all W  S  S  J L  S  X  S  
close to zero. 
A random full-sib ship may of course be partitioned into two groups of 
individuals by considering the origin of each sib with regard to the 
gametes contributed by only one parent (and by disregarding the gametes 
contributed by the other parent). The covariance of full-sibs which are 
of homogametic origin at locus 1 with regard to their sire (say), is 
given by 
<Î"CHH + CHh> = 
S  s 
+  < î > 2 s < 1 + x l s ) * d  
s s 
+ <!> s<V1  +  îXs s .4*îs*iXîs>a sa s l  
+  < I > 2  5  , l 1  +  X s s '  +  î X L  +  t 1 + ï x 2 s X > a  d  ,  
s + s' s s' 
•m|>3  s , ( ' + x 2 , .+ x 2 ,+ x L) ( i+ x 2 s ' )<L ,  
s< s' s s' 
"t" . . • , 
and the covariance of full-sibs which are of heterogametic origin at 
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locus 1 with regard to their sire, is given by 
(i)(CHh + Chh)= 2 t1 ~ïXîs)oa 
s s 
+ (-i)2  s (1 - xf s)o-2  
s s 
+ lè» |  
s< s' s s' 
+  ( I ) 2  ?  , ( 1  +  X î s ' " I X l s " ( 1 + è X s s l ) X l s ' , 0 ' a  d  ,  
s y s' s s' 
+  ( i ) 3  S  U  +  X 2  , - X 2 s - X j s l ) ( l  +  X 2  , ) c r 2  d  
s< s' s s' 
*^ * • • • • 
Let 
2C = ^2^CHH + CHh* " *2 ^ CHh + Chh* " 
Then 
c  -  (±) 2 s  x 2 l s wl  to- 2  )  
S  S  S  
+  < i > 3  
s # s1 s s' s s' s s' 
+  f è » 3  
s ? s' s s' 
+ (|)4 s (i + x2 ,){x2 + x2 ,)o-2 d 
S F  s s s' 
+ terms which involve three or more loci. 
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C. Possible Applications 
It has been shown that 
2(Cov(Homogametic Half-Sib s ) - Cov(Heterogametic Half-Sib s ) ) 
and 
2(Gov(Homogametic Full-Sibs) - Cov(Heterogametic Full-Sibs) ) 
are respectively given by 
2  X 2  t r f  +  . . .  Is a 
s s 
and 
„  x 2  2  ,  v  x 2  2  2 A» i (X T 2 À ! (T j • 000 Is a Is d 
s s s s 
in which components that involve more than one locus have been neg­
lected. A similar quantity, 
S  X l s  ° a  +  * • '  *  
s s 
2  in which X's replace X 's , may be obtained by considering the 
covariances of grand-parents and their grand-offspring. Consider, for 
example, the pedigree 
in which X, U, and V, are random members of the population. Then 
Z may or may not have a gene at locus 1 which is identical by descent 
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with a gene of X, and Cov(X, Z) is given by 
Cov(Grand-Parent, Grand-Offspring) + D 
and 
Cov(Grand-Parent-Grand-Offspring) - D 
in these two cases respectively, when 
D 
- <i)2  s  au 'I 
s s 
+  < i > 4  =  ,  ' X l s + X l s ' , , r a a  
s< s' s 
+  ( ^ , 6 s < s . < s . .  ( X l s + X l s ' + X l s " , V s . a s „  
# 
It follows that twice the first covariance, minus twice the second 
covariance, yields 
s  x ,  t r  + • • •  •  
s 18 as 
The quantity S Xj o-2 has been introduced because it is of special 
s s 
theoretical interest in so far as its properties provide an insight into 
2  2  
similar properties which are possesed by the quantities S Xjg <r , and 
s s 
2  2  2 X, a , which were obtained from the full-sib and half-sib 
s 18 ds 
covariances. 
Let k marker loci be labelled 1, 2, 3, . . . ,k, and consider the 
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2 2 2 2 quan t i ties SÀ, tr , 2 X_ <r , 2 X~ <r , . . •, 2 X. cr . The 
^ Is a 2s a 3s a ks a 
s s s s s s s s 
sum of these quantities is 
2  ( X l s  + X 2 s  +  X 3 s  +  X k « ) l r a  •  
S s 
The classical "linkage maps" of genetics originate from an idea 
which, in its most primitive form, may be summarized by the equation 
p 1 3  P 1 2  +  p 2 3  
in which 
,  1  
^13 ~Z ' 
and in which loci 1 and 3 straddle locus 2 . This will be referred to 
as the "classical map hypothesis." 
Under the classical map hypothesis 
when 
1 + X13  = X12  + X23  
X13 > 0 ' 
and when locus 2 is straddled by loci 1 and 3 . 
The distance between loci s and s' is defined to be 100 p . r  s s '  
centimorgans on a classical map, providing that 
,  1  
ss ' 2 • 
The condition 
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.  1  
P s s '  <  2  •  
that is to say 
Xss' > 0 ' 
implies that loci s and s' are not more than 50 centimorgans apart 
on the map. 
Suppose that 1,2, 3,..., k occur on the same chromosome, and are 
located in this order on the chromosome in question. Suppose further, 
that the pairs of loci (1,2), (2,3), (3,4),..., (k-1, k) are each located 
a distance of 50 centimorgans apart. Then 
X 1 2  =  ° '  
X23 = °' 
x34 = » . 
and so on. Furthermore, if s is straddled by the pair of marker loci 
(m, m+1), then X^g = 0 for all i 4 m, m+1 when i is a marker locus, 
and 
Xms + Xs(m+1) * 
Therefore 
( X l s  + X 2 s  +  +  X k s *  =  1  
whenever s is straddled by loci 1 and k. Therefore 
S(Xls+X2s+X3s + "- + Xks> 
S s 
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is equal to 
2 X , o-2 + 2 <r2 + 2 X. tr2 
se S as s as s e T^. S as 
in which 2 denotes summation over all loci which belong to the set of 
s ? R  
loci R , and in which 
S l k  =  T h e  s e t  o f  a l l  l o c i  w h i c h  a r e  s t r a d d l e d  b y  l o c i  1  a n d  k ,  
Tj = The set of all loci which are not straddled by loci 1 and k, 
but which are such that Xg^ is positive whenever s is one 
o f  t h e s e  l o c i ,  
T^ = The set of all loci which are not straddled by loci 1 and k, 
but which are such that X^g is positive whenever s is one 
of these loci , 
may be referred to as a "chromosome segment," and T^ and T^ 
may be referred to as the "tail-segments" of . 
2 2 Note that 2 X , cr and 2 X. cr vanish when T, and T. 
s « T 1  s l  a s  s « T k k s  a s  1  k  
become empty, that is to say when loci 1 and k are located in the 
terminal parts of the chromosome. The quantity 2 o-2 , which is 
s*s l k  as 
of primary interest, is the sum of the contributions which the loci of 
make to the additive genetic variance of the population. . 
In the classical map hypothesis, the relation 
"13 = p12 + p2s 
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may be replaced by 
p13 = p12 + p23 " p12 p23 * 
The modified hypothesis which results, is known as "Trow's hypothesis, 11 
and is based on the naive assumption that crossing over in the segment 
is independent of crossing over in the segment . 
Under Trow's hypothesis 
1 + X 1 3  =  X 1 2  +  X 2 3  +  2 p 1 2  p 2 3  
*  X 1 2  +  X 2 3  +  2  ^  "  X 1 2 ^ 1  "  X 2 3 *  »  
so that 
1  +  2 X 1 3  =  X 1 2  +  X 2 3  +  X 1 2  X 2 3  '  
Consider again the case of k markers spaced at intervals of 50 
centimorgans in length. Under Trow's hypothesis, the formula 
Xms * Xs(m+1) * Xms Xs(m+1) 
may be used to show that 
2  ( X l s  +  X Z s  + X 3 s  + 1 "  +  X k s ) < r a  
s s 
is equal to 
s Pl. Xsl °a + scS Ks °"a + s?T Xks °"a I  lk s 2 s 
in which 
I< Ks s 1 • 
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This is so because 
1 - X 
ms 
ls(m+1) 1  + xms  '  
and therefore 
when 
.  1  
s (m+1) * 3 
X = \ 
ms 2 
It is obvious therefore, that for variable s in the segment ) » 
the quantity 
* " \ns Xs(m+1) 
g  
is bounded from below by -g-, whilst (X^g, ) approaches 
(1,0) or (0,1) when locus s is in the neighborhood of locus m 
and locus (m+1) respectively. 
It is well-known that neither the classical map hypothesis, which 
involves the relation 
p 1 3  =  P 1 2  +  P 2 3 »  
nor Trow's hypothesis, which involves the relation 
p 1 3  *  P 1 2  +  P 2 3  '  p  1 2  P 2 3  •  
provide an exact means of obtaining from p^ and p^^ . In general 
however, the formula 
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p 1 3  *  p  1 2  +  p 2 3  *  C  P 1 2  p 2 3  1  
in which 
0 < c < 1, 
may be applied whenever locus 2 is straddled by loci 1 and 3, given 
that 
, 1 
p 1 3  2  •  
It follows that 
2  ( X l s + X 2 s + X 3 s  +  e e e + X k s ) o a  
s s 
may be approximated by 
K E tr2 
s s S l k  3 8  
for suitably chosen K, and with a suitable choice of marker loci. 
Let 
K., = Maximum value of K for all seS.. , 
^lax. s lk * 
K . . .  *  M i n i m u m  v a l u e  o f  K  f o r  a l l  s e  S , .  ,  Ni m. s lk * 
and let 
K 
' 
+ KMin> 
Then 
K - K 
0.084 < —^ < + 0.084 , 
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that is to say, if locus s is straddled by locus 1 and locus k, then the 
coefficient of <r2 is 
as 
K 2 o-2 
s  e  S 1 V  a s  lk 
does not deviate by more than 8» 4% from its value in 
2  ( X l s + X 2 s + X 3 s  +  - e i  + X k s ) o a  *  
s s 
When Kj^ax and/or K^-n are not known, a value for K may 
nevertheless be found by replacing these quantities with 
Ky = The least of the known upper bounds of Kg for s e 
and/or 
= The greatest of the known lower bounds of Kg for s e . 
In the example which is under consideration it is known that 
^Max. * lf 
and may be replaced by 
although further investigation may enable one to find values for 
which are larger than ^ . 
It has been shown in the foregoing, that for evenly spaced marker 
loci which are 50 centimorgans apart, the quantity 
I T  S  { X l s  +  X 2 s  +  X 3 s  +  +  X k s * ° a  
s s 
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cannot deviate from the quantity 
2 o1 
S«slk S 
by more than 
it % \  
s e S l k  s  
when the tail-segments of make no contribution to the latter quantity. 
With equidistant marker loci which are 25 centimorgans apart, the 
formulae 
Xms * Xs(m+1) *2 * 
a n d  X (m-l )s  +  X s(m+2)  =  % '  
may be applied when the classical map hypothesis is adopted, and (m-1), 
m, (m+1), (m+2) are the labels of four successive marker loci which 
are such that loci m and (m+1) straddle locus s . In this case 
2  ( X l s  + X 2 s  + X 3 s  + X k s ) o a  
s s 
is approximately equal to 
2 2 o-2 . 
s c S i k  a s  
In this approximation the two quantities 
s f T l X - S +  
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and 
. ? T k  +  S e Z T .  V d s X '  
k k 
in which and are the tail-segments of S^, have been 
neglected. The quantities 
S ,  ( X l s  " i  
s  e S 1 2  s  
and 
s
s  ( x k s 4 ) <  
€ (k-1 )k 
have also been added to 
S ( X l s + X 2 s + X 3 s  +  * - -  +  X k s ) ( r a  
s s 
in making the foregoing approximation, because (X^g + X^g + Xgg + ... 
... + X^g) falls short of the value 2 by (X^g - and (X^g - -j) when 
locus s is in the segments and respectively. The value 
o f  ( X l g  +  X ^ s  +  X ^ s  +  . . .  +  ^ g )  i - s  e x a c t l y  2  f o r  a l l  s  6  ® 2 ( k - l ) '  
under the classical map hypothesis. The segments and 
will be referred to as the "initial segments" of . 
With regard to tail-segments and initial segments, the errors of 
approximation which are associated with these segments, when 
I  2  ( X l s  + X 2 s  + X 3 s  +  + X k s )  ° a  
s s 
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is taken to be an approximation of 
2 o-2 
s e S i k  a *  
may be gauged by supposing a "uniform distribution of loci" within each 
segment. Here the expression "uniform distribution of loci" is used in 
the following sense: 
The loci of segment S will be said to be uniformly distributed in S 
when, given any four loci i, j, k, and i, such that i, j,k,£ e S, and such 
that 
X . .  >  0  ,  ij 
and X^g > 0 , 
the relation 
holds if and only if 
Xij = Xki 
n(S„) * n(S^) 
If o-2 were constant for all s e then 
s 
2  < X l s  "  I ) < r a  =  2  
2 
cr 
s e ° °"s se 
when the loci of are uniformly distributed in this segment. Thus, 
whereas the initial segments, and contribute 
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2 o-2 and 2 o-2 
S e S 1 2  a $ 5  S e S ( k - l ) k  3 8  
to 2 o-2 , their contributions to 
s e S i k  a =  
< î >  2  < X l s + X 2 s + X 3 s  +  " -  +  X k s ) < r a  
S s 
7 2 tend to amount to only about -5- of their contributions to 2 <r . 
s e S l k  * •  
On the other hand, similar reasoning indicates that whereas the tail-
segments, T, and T, , make no contribution to 2 <r2 , these 
s e S i k  s  
5 2 2 
segments contribute about 77 of 2 <r , and of 2 œ , to the 
lb s e Tl as s e Tk s 
quantity 
(1' Z(Xu'l'X2s+X3s + "- +Xks,<rî 
s s 
The foregoing remarks (concerning the errors of approximation which 
the initial segments and tail-segments give rise to), apply of course to 
the case of markers spaced 25 centimorgans apart. In the case of a 
spacing of markers at distances of 50 centimorgans apart, the initial 
segments do not give rise to any error, but the tail-segments contribute 
1 5  2  2  
about (rather than -rr) of 2 or , and of 2 <r , to the 
ù se Tx as se T^ as 
2 
approximation of 2 <r . 
s 6 Sik "s 
With regard to the case of markers which are spaced 25 
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centimorgans apart, the formula 
X ( m - l ) s  *  X m s  X ( m + l ) s  *  X ( m + 2 ) s  2  
was used for the case in which (m-1), m, (m+1), (m+2) are four 
successive marker loci which are such that m and (m+1) straddle s 
The formula derives from the formulae 
X ( m - l ) s  *  X ( m + l ) s  *  
Xms + X(m+2)s 1 ' 
or from equivalent formulae such as 
X ( m - l ) s  +  X ( m + 2 ) s  2  
\ns +X(m+l)s *2 ' 
which are provided by the classical map hypothesis. One may again 
consider what happens when these formulae are replaced by the corre­
sponding formulae which arise from Trow's hypothesis. The relations 
X ( m - l ) s  +  X ( m + l ) s  *  X ( m - l ) s  X ( m + l ) s  
Xms + X(m+2)s * \ns X(m+2)s 
lead to the formula 
2 ^X(m-l)s + Xms + X(m+l)s + X(m+2)s_| 
* 2 [^X(m-l)s X(m+l)s + \ns X(m+2)sJ 
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which yields results that are essentially the same as those which were 
previously obtained for a spacing of markers at distances of 50 
centimorgans apart. With a little care, one may however obtain far 
better results for the present case (of spacing 25 centimorgans apart). 
First note that under Trow's hypothesis 
pms * P(m+l)s pms p(m+l)s 4 
Therefore 
X, *1* X/ II\ ™ 2 • A, X* II\ • 
ms (m+l)s ms (m+l)s 
Under Trow's hypothesis, it also follows that 
p ( m - l ) s  P ( m - l ) m  +  P m s  P ( m - l ) m  P m s  '  
and therefore 
P ( m - l ) s  4  +  4  P m s  '  
because 
P ( m - l ) m  4  
Thus 
» 
and one may use the substitution 
Pms * P(m+l)s 4 * Pms P(m+l)s ' 
on the right-hand side of this relation, to obtain 
Therefore 
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, lj. 3 
P ( m - l ) s  p ( m + 2 ) s  1 6  4  P m s  p ( m + l ) s  
. 5 _ 3 
(m-l)s (m+2)s 8 2 Pms P(m+l)s 
Now 
PmsP(m+l)s ^ 2 ^ 1 J C ^  ^(m+l)sj 
4 4 ^ms * X(m+l)sT] * 4 \ns X(m+l)s * 
and under Trow's hypothesis 
Xms + X(m+l)s 2 \ns X(m+l)s 
Therefore 
1 , 1  X ,  
Pms P(m+l)s 4 2 ms (m+l)s 
It follows from the foregoing, that 
3 
X ( m - l ) s  *  X ( m + 2 ) s  *  4  ^ m s  X ( m + l ) s  
under Trow's hypothesis. Therefore 
3 
X(m-l)s ^ms * X(m+l)s * X(m+2)s ^ *4 Xms X(m+l)s 
under Trow's hypothesis. Now (X , X, .. ) is in the ltr ms (m+l)s 
neighborhood of ( 1, -j) , and ( 1 ) , when locus s is in the 
neighborhood of locus m, and of locus (m+1) respectively. In these 
two cases 
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X(m-1 )s * Xms * X(m+l)s * X(m+2)s 
approaches the value 2-g . On the other hand, since 
2 - X 
> - ms (m+l)s 1 + X v ms 
.3 
under Trow's hypothesis, it is known that when X-ms is close to ^ , 
5 then X, |1X must be close to • It is therefore obvious that (m+l)s 7 
1  <  x  x  <  1 5  
2 - ms (m+1 )s 28 ' 
so that 
216 X(m-l)s ^ms * X(m+l)s X(m+2)s — 28 
When both the classical map hypothesis, and Trow's hypothesis, are 
considered, one may state that 
2 < X(m-l)s ^ms * X(m+l)s * X(m+2)s 28 
It follows that for evenly spaced marker loci which are 25 centimorgans 
apart, the quantity 
3 3  S  ( X l s  +  X 2 s  +  X 3 s  +  * •  *  +  \ s ^ a  
s s 
cannot deviate from the quantity 
2 
°a 
s e s l k  S  
by more than 
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1 % 2 
in so far as loci in S_„ .. are concerned. Z ( k - l J  
In the foregoing discussion, some general ideas have been put 
forward, and the examples which have been considered, will serve to 
indicate what can be done. An exhaustive discussion of the matters will 
not be presented in this study. 
In many species the "length" of a typical chromosome, as measured 
on a linkage map, may be about 100 centimorgans. If S is the set of 
all loci which occur on such a chromosome, one may wish to estimate 
2 o2 . 
s e S as 
Let the definition 
E (Estimator) Relative Bias = Quantity to be Estimated 
be considered* The expression 
2  ( X l s  + X 2 s  + X 3 s  + e e e  + X k s ) o a  •  
s s 
which occurred in the foregoing discussion, is obviously such that an 
unbiased estimator can be found for it, or at least for the quantity which 
2 2 2 2 
results when the terms in <r ,cr , <r , . . . , <r are dropped. Let 
al a2 a3 ak 
S* denote the set of all loci in S which are not being used as marker 
loci. The foregoing discussion has then indicated a method by means of 
which an estimator of 
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2 o-2 
S € S* AS 
can be found. For a chromosome of 100 centimorgans in length, 3 
marker loci will suffice to provide an estimator of 
2 a-2 
s e S* as 
with relative bias of less than 9%, and 5 marker loci will suffice to 
provide one with relative bias of less than 3% (roughly speaking). 
So far, only quantities of the type 
% (Xls+X2s+X3s + *" + Xks Ul 
s e S* s 
have been considered. If data on full-sib and half-sib covariances 
(qualified by information concerning the transmission of marker genes), 
were available, unbiased estimates of quantities of the type 
= (Xls + X2s + X3s + ' " + Xks' ' 
s e o* s 
and of the type 
2c* *Xls +X2s + X3s + +Xks)<rd » S 6 B* S 
may be found. The latter quantities lead to estimates of 
Z , 
s e S* s 
and of 
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2 
.îs. X ' 
by means of the same methods which have been described. That this is 
so, is obvious when one notes that under the classical map hypothesis 
Xms + X(m+l)s * 
when loci m and (m+1) are 50 centimorgans apart, and locus s is 
straddled by m and (m+1). The relation 
X2 +X? * 1 - 2X X, .. 
ms (m+1) s ms (m+l)s 
must therefore hold under these circumstances. Under Trow's 
hypothesis, the forementioned circumstances give rise to the formula 
X + X f , i \ — 1 - X X. .. , ms (m+1) s ms (m+l)s 
which implies that 
2 2 2 2 
Xms * X(m+l)s * ^ \ns X(m+l)s * Xms X(m+l)s 
2 2 Now Xmg will generally be a negligible quantity, so that one 
may regard the inequality 
2 2 
^ms ^ (m+l)s — \ns * X(m+l)s — * 2 Xms X(m+l)s 
to hold, and one may use this inequality in the same way in which the 
inequality 
2 \ns X(m+l)s — Xms X(m+l)s — * 
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has been used in the foregoing discussion. Thus one may obtain an 
upper bound, and a lower bound, ' • 
(Xls + X2a T X3s + Xks> 
with variable s (se S), just as such bounds were found for 
(Xls + X2s + X3s + ••• + Xks'» 
and one may do this for various s pacings of marker-loci. 
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VIII. SUMMARY 
This study has been directed toward developing the mathematical 
expressions for covariances of relatives in a Mendelian population of 
diploid organisms, which is at equilibrium under random mating, and in 
which loci are linked. 
With n loci, an individual may produce 2n different kinds of 
gametes. The 2n kinds consist of 2n * pairs of gametes, such that 
the members of each pair are complementary in the sense that each gene 
of the individual occurs once and only once in each pair. It is reasonable 
to assume that complementary gametes occur with the same frequency in 
the gametic output of an individual. The frequencies with which the 2n 
gametes of an individual occur, are therefore redundant in the sense that 
these frequencies cannot involve more than 2n * distinct values. When 
relative frequencies are used, the sum of the 2n relative frequencies is 
unity. It follows that the 2n relative frequencies may be expressed in 
terms of (2* * - 1) parameters. Such a parametrization was described 
in Chapter III of this study. The parameters were introduced by Schnell 
(1961a), but the method by means of which they were developed in 
Chapter III, is believed to be new. It was shown that Schnell1 s 
parametrization is very closely related to the parametrization which is 
conventionally used in a 2n factorial system. 
Let ASg denote the as -th allele of locus s, for 
a 
a 0, 1, 2, ... , m • 1, 
and 
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s * 1, 2, 3, ... , n . 
Consider the case of no linkage, and let 
A 1A 1A 2A 2A 3A 3 A nA n 
a b a b a b  a  b  
be a random genotype from a population which is at equilibrium under 
random mating. It is well known that the value of the foregoing genotype 
can be expressed in the form 
H + 2 (aS) g + 2 (aS) g + 2 (ÔS) g g 
s a  s  b  s a b  
+ 2 (aS aS') s s, + 2 (aSaS') 
s< s1 a a s< s1 b a 
+ . . . 
+ 2 (ôSa8') s s s, 
s <  s '  a b a  
+  ( 6  ô  5  . . .  ô  )  i  i  2  3  
a b a b a b  . . .  a  D 
in which the summation variables s, s', and so on range from 1 
through n (subject to the restrictions indicated below the summation 
signs), and in which \a8) g, (a8) g, (ôS) g, and so on, sure (4n- 1 ) 
a b a b 
uncorrelated random variables, each of which has expectation zero. 
The first term, p., is the mean genotypic value of the members of the 
population, and the (4n - 1) random variables which make up the 
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remaining terms, are conventionally identified as follows: 
(a ) * The additive effect of the a -th allele of locus s , v s 
a 
(6s) = The dominance deviation associated with the aS-th v s, s 
a b g 
and b -th alleles of locus s, 
(nS aS ) . * The additive by additive effect of the aS-th allele 
* * s s' 
a a g i 
of locus s, and the a -th allele of locus s' , 
and so on. 
The variances of the (4n-1 ) random variables of the foregoing 
discussion, are conventionally identified as follows: 
2 , s. 0" a = E * > s 
s aS a 
* The additive genetic variance of locus s , 
'I = E E <<S> a„s 
s s .s a b 
a b 
= The dominance variance of locus s , 
Vs. - Es I (a8aSl)aV 2 
a a 
* The additive by additive variance of loci s and s' , 
and so on. The expression o-2 , » in which R denotes the set of loci 
aR S 
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and S denotes the set of loci 
{ sl' 82* S3' ' Sq 1 ' 
may be used as a shorthand notation for 
2 
a a a ... a d d d # * # d 
rl r2 r3 rp S1 S2 S3 8 q 
Here a "set" refers to a collection of distinct loci, and if two sets have 
no loci in common, then they are called "disjoint sets." The variance 
in genotypic value of all individuals in the population is given by 
2 
R, S c N aRdS 
in which N denotes the set of all loci, and the symbol 2^ 
R,S c N 
indicates summation in which R and S range over all disjoint subsets 
of N. Here the expression "subset of N" refers to a set which consists 
of some of the loci of N. 
In Chapter IV of this study, a system of operators was developed, 
and the system was applied to obtain the breakdown of the genotypic 
value of a random individual. It was shown that the breakdown of the 
genotypic value, which has just been described, is not affected by 
linkage, and the genotypic variance of the population may still be decom­
posed into the terms ar2 , , when loci are linked. 
aR S 
The principle results which were obtained in Chapters V, VI, and 
VII of this study, relate to a certain general problem which will now be 
exhibited. Two individuals, X and Y, are considered, and one is 
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required to find the covariance of their genotypic values, Cov(X, Y). 
The general problem is defined by a so-called "regularity condition" as 
follows: 
Regularity Condition 
The genotype of X, when considered by itself, is a random 
genotype from a certain population IT (say). The genotype of 
Y, when considered by itself, is a random genotype from IT . 
The population ir is at equilibrium under random mating. 
In the case of no linkage, a solution of the general problem which has 
just been described, is available. The solution is expressible in terms 
of quantities which are known as "coefficients of parentage" and which 
are defined as follows: 
Coefficient of Parentage 
The coefficient of parentage of two individuals is the probability 
that a random gamete of the one, and a random gamete of the 
other, have genes which are identical by descent for a given 
locus. 
Here the expression "two genes are identical by descent" means that 
they have arisen as copies of the same gene. Let 
«r2 = 2d o-2 
A D R, S ç N aR S 
n(R) * r 
n(S) * s 
in which the symbol 
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2d 
R, S £ N 
n(R) « r 
n(S) = s 
indicates summation in -vhlch R and S range over all disjoint subsets 
of N which are such that the number of loci in R, n(R), equals a fixed 
number, r, and the number of loci in S, n(S), equals a fixed number, 
s . Then the solution of the general problem, namely that of finding 
Cov(X, Y) under the regularity condition, is given by 
Cov(x, y) = 2 ( <b + d)'+ y +\|f l  ftdxb' + Nnlf1  ) s  (4)r <r2 r  _ 
r, s*0 T T TT T T L A D 
in which, when X and Y are collateral relatives, 
(j) = The coefficient of parentage of the "sire" of X 
and the "sire" of Y , 
(J)' * The coefficient of parentage of the "dam" of X 
and the "dam" of Y, 
Ajf * The coefficient of parentage of the "sire" of X 
and the "dam" of Y, 
* The coefficient of parentage of the "dam" of X 
and the "sire" of Y. 
The formula may be obtained by observing that the regularity condition 
implies that X and Y are non-inbred, and that their common ancestry 
may consequently be allocated to four mutually exclusive and exhaustive 
groups. The four groups consist of those ancestors which are common 
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to the "sires" of X and Y, those which are common to the "dams" of 
X and Y, those which are common to the "sire" of X and the "dam" of 
Y, and those which are common to the "dam" of X and the "sire" of Y. 
The formula is essentially due to Kempthorne (1957) who used the notation 
rxy = <|> + <j)' + -V|f + \|f'1 , 
and 
«XY X <H>' + W • 
The quantity rXY *s coefficient of parentage of X and Y. Earlier 
Malecot (1948) obtained a special case of the formula by imposing the 
following condition: 
Malêcot's Condition 
Let Xj/" * 0 , 
and 1|j'= 0 . 
Malécot's formula, namely 
Cov(X,Y) * 2 ( d> + <|>« )r ( (j)d)' )S (~)r <r2 , 
r, s=0 T ù A D 
may be compared to the particular form in which Kempthorne's formula 
has been expressed in the foregoing. Since Malecot's formula is a 
special case of the formula which was exhibited earlier on, and since 
the formulae have the same kind of mathematical structure, and involve 
the same kind of mathematical quantities, Malecot1 s condition is 
superfluous in the case of no linkage. 
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In the case of no linkage, the component 
2 
a. a. a. .. . a. d. d. d. . . . d. 
11 x2 13 xr J1 J2 J3 Js 
enters Cov(X, Y) with the coefficient 
(•^)r { 4> + (j)' + \|; + \|/' )r ( c(><()' + )s • 
In general, linkage has the effect of causing 
( <|> + (J)* + ig + \gi )r C <j> Cj)' +i)/\|r,)s 
to increase in value. Thus Cov(X, Y), which is always non-negative, 
becomes larger when there is linkage. This effect is not unexpected, 
since covariance between relatives arises in consequence of common 
ancestry which may cause them to have genes which are identical by 
descent. Within one family of related individuals, linkage will tend to 
increase the probability that a certain combination of genes will be 
transmitted by some ancestor to each of two related descendents. The 
main purpose of this study was to develop mathematical formulae which 
would facilitate our understanding of this effect by expressing the 
matters in more definitive terms. 
In Chapter V of this study, consideration was given to the case in 
which successive generations of individuals derive from one common 
ancestor through single lines of descent. It was shown that the system 
of operators which had earlier been introduced in Chapter IV, can be 
applied to obtain formulae for Cov(X, Y) when the relationship between 
X and Y is of the lineal type to which this part of the study was 
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confined. This was accomplished by identifying a particular class of 
operators which exist within the general system, and which were termed 
"random mating operators." Some of the formulae which were obtained 
in Chapter V are believed to be new. Schnell (1961b) exhibited a 
formula for the covariance of an individual and a k-th generation 
offspring (through a single line of descent). This formula was confirmed 
in Chapter V and can also be obtained from a general result which was 
derived in Chapter VI. The method of random mating operators which 
was developed in Chapter V, does not lend itself very well to problems 
which are outside the confines of Chapter V, but it is believed that the 
use which was made of it in this study is illuminating. The method of 
random mating operators also provides formulae for first-degree 
statistics, and these cannot be obtained by the methods which were used 
elsewhere in this study. 
Chapter VI was devoted to tackling the main problem toward which 
this study was directed, namely that of developing a general formula for 
Cov(X, Y) under linkage conditions, given that X and Y satisfy the 
regularity condition. Schnell (1961b) obtained a partial solution to this 
problem by imposing Malecot1 s condition. It is a curious coincidence 
that although Malecot's condition tends to be superfluous in the case of 
no linkage, it nevertheless results in an appreciable simplification when 
linkage occurs. Schnell (op. cit. ) found that when Malécot's condition is 
satisfied, Cov(X, Y) can be expressed in terms of so-called "general­
ized coefficients of parentage" which are defined as follows: 
* 
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Generalized Coefficient of Parentage 
Let R be any subset of N (the set of all loci). The generalized 
coefficient of parentage of two individuals with regard to R, is 
the probability that a random gamete of the one, and a random 
gamete of the other, have genes which are identical by descent 
for all the loci of R. 
Let X and Y be a pair of relatives which satisfy the regularity con­
dition. Let 
(j)j^ = The generalized coefficient of parentage of the "sires'* 
of X and Y with regard to R, 
and let 
(j)^ s The generalized coefficient of parentage of the "dams" 
of X and Y with regard to R. 
Schnell (op. cit. ) found that under Malécot's condition, 
COV(X
'
Y
' = R,<N CR0.r'£R VS (*,n(R)*U 
in which the symbol 
^0' ^ 1 —^ 
indicates summation over all the ordered pairs of sets, (RQ,RJ), which 
can be obtained by partitioning R into two disjoint sets that account for 
every locus in R. When R and S are given, the coefficient of 
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o"2 ^ in Schnell's formula, namely 
R S 
R0,R^ = R VS V5 ' 
may be found from the generating function 
IT (»i + 6!) IT C0i 91) 
i t R  1  1  i  €  S  J  J  
in which ~f[~ denotes a product in which the multiplication variable, i, 
i e R 
ranges over the loci of R. The generating function must be formally 
expanded, and in the resulting expansion, a product such as, for example, 
(6. 6. 0! )(©. 0! 6. 0! ...) 
X1 x2 *3 J1 J1 J2 J2 
must be replaced by 
<b. . . . (1)! 
• 
1i12 * * • ^ 1^2 * * * 3***JiJ2*** 
The existence of the foregoing generating function may be inferred by 
observing that if R is a set of r loci, and if there is no linkage, then 
<t»R = TT <t>s = «t>>r 
s e R 
and 
= TT 4>; = «b1 
s e R 
Furthermore 
S P IT , o "TT_ 0 t RQ,Rl c R s e RQ+S t e RJ + S 
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= IT 4i + t) ir= (ti-ki 
i e R j e S J J 
(4) + <t>')r (<H')£ 
if S is a set of s loci. In the case of linkage, a generalized coef­
ficient of parentage cannot be factored iiito a product of simple coef­
ficients of parentage, as in the foregoing. Nevertheless, the mathe­
matical form of the factorization can be retained by introducing a 
generating function for Cov(X, Y). Schnell (1961b) obtained the formula 
R JIJ- R y ^eR + (â ,n(R'XdS 
by means of an argument which essentially consists of anticipating the 
existence of the generating function which was exhibited in the foregoing, 
and then obtained his formula from the generative form. In Chapter VI 
of this study, an alternative proof has been developed, and subsequently 
extended to obtain the general form of Cov(X, Y) when only the regu­
larity condition is imposed. When the generating function which yields 
Schnell's formula is compared to Malêcot's formula which was exhibited 
earlier on, it will not come as a surprise to learn that the general 
formula for Cov(X, Y), given that X and Y satisfy the regularity 
condition, may be obtained from the generating function 
RJCN iVv W-P Vj +Vj> n^tR) Vs • 
This generating function could have been anticipated by inspecting the 
general formula of Kempthorne (1957), with regard to the particular 
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form in which it has been exhibited earlier on in this discussion. It 
yields the required general formula for Cov(X, Y), in the case of 
linkage, when 
If (ei + ei +\+ii) IT (ej ej +1,iT1j) 
i e R  1  1  1  j e S  J  J  J  J  
is formally expanded, and in the resulting expansions each product of 
9-like, 01 -like, rj-like, and i)1 -like quantities is associated with a 
compound event as follows: 
If s is a locus in R, 
the presence of a factor 9 is associated with the event in c s 
which X and Y have received genes at locus s from 
their respective "sires, " which are identical by descent, 
the presence of 9^ has a similar meaning with reference 
to the "dams" of X and Y, 
the presence of iig has a similar meaning with reference 
to the "sire" of X and "dam" of Y, 
the presence of i)g has a similar meaning with reference 
to the "dam" of X and "sire" of Y. 
On the other hand, if s is a locus in S, 
the presence of 9g 9^ is associated with the event in which 
X and Y have received genes at locus s from their 
respective "sires," which are identical by descent and 
have simultaneously received genes at locus s from their 
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respective "dams, " which are identical by descent, 
the presence of Ig'Hg has a similar meaning, but with 
reference to the "sire" of X and "dam" of Y, and with 
reference to the "dam" of X and "sire" of Y . 
After the various compound events have been identified as described in 
the foregoing, Cov(X, Y) is obtained by replacing each product of 
G-like, 61 -like, t^-like, and t)1 -like quantities with the probability of the 
compound event that has been associated with it. The resulting formula 
cannot be expressed in terms of generalized coefficients of parentage, 
that is to say, the probabilities of compound events, which occur in the 
coefficient of (4)n^^ o-^ , , do not factor into terms of 
& aR S 
(j>'-like, ^-like, and "^J/1 —like coefficients of parentage. It is in this 
respect that Malecot's condition gives rise to a useful reduction, when 
loci are linked. 
The formulae which have just been described, that is to say Schnell's 
formula and the general formula which was obtained in Chapter VI, are 
not sufficiently explicit to provide much insight into the way in which the 
linkage-parameters enter into the coefficients of the (co-) variance 
components, with various types of relationships between the individuals 
which are being correlated. An attempt was made in Chapter VI to fill 
this gap in current knowledge. Various simple kinds of relationships 
were considered, and by means of progressive modification, families of 
similar relationships were derived from those which were initially 
considered. Within each one of the families of relationships which were 
©-like, 
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generated in this way, the coefficients of specific types of (co-) variance 
components were considered. Alternative use of either Schnell1 s 
formula, or of the more general formula which had been obtained, was 
made. The results were related by classifying the coefficients according 
to the relationship, and the type of component, under consideration. The 
classifications reveal an orderly pattern of changes. 
In Chapter VII of this study, consideration was given to a class of 
problems which arise when knowledge of the relationship by pedigree of 
two individuals, is augmented by knowledge of whether or not a particu­
lar one of two homologous genes of an ancestor, had been transmitted. 
This class of problems has the initial appearance of being entirely novel, 
but it was shown that the regularity condition is nevertheless satisfied. 
Thus formulae which had previously been obtained, could be applied in 
these problems. The results of Chapter VII can be applied in practical 
problems by confining one's attention to suitable mating s which involve 
known genotypes with regard to particular loci. In such applications one 
2 
needs to take account of the fact that variance components such as cr 
am 
and (r j will vanish when m is the so-called "marker locus. " The 
m 
results of Chapter VII are believed to be new. 
The results obtained in this thesis have a broader range of applica­
bility than might be supposed. Let be a population which is at 
equilibrium under random mating. Let ir^ be a population which was 
obtained from by some system of inbreeding which was based on 
pedigree only. Let ir^ be the result of random mating ir^ . Let (X, Y) 
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be a random member of the set of all pairs of relatives which bear a 
particular relationship to each other, and which occur in ir_ . Then X 
and Y satisfy the regularity condition. The formula for Cov(X, Y) 
which was obtained by Schnell (1961b), and the generalization of this 
formula, which was obtained in Chapter VI of this study, are therefore 
applicable to the foregoing case. Situations which involve this kind of 
inbreeding, have not been considered in this study. The reader may be 
referred to Schnell (1961b) for some results. In addition to this appli­
cation, it may also be remarked that the entire range of the results 
which have been obtained in this thesis may be broadened by modifying 
the cj)^^-like quantities which occur in many of the formulae. Where 
ever an expression occurs which contains a quantity such as this 
quantity can be identified as the generalized coefficient of parentage of a 
certain individual with itself and with regard to a set of loci R . 
Throughout this study, the individual in question was supposed to be 
non-inbred. Schnell (1961a) has developed a formula for (j)j^ in the 
case of an individual which is inbred to some arbitrary degree. Where 
ever the (j)^-like symbolism has been used in this study, Schnell1 s 
result can be used to generalize the discussion by replacing the non-
inbred individual in question with an inbred individual. 
It may also be noted that the regularity condition is not violated by a 
possible overlap of generations. Thus a pedigree such as, for example, 
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U' 
V 
w w W" 
X 
z 
X 
Z' 
in which the parents of W must necessarily belong to different gener­
ations, maybe considered with regard to Cov(Z, Z1). If Z and Z' 
satisfy the regularity condition, the formulae which were obtained may 
be applied. Note also that although W' is an inbred individual, this 
does not imply that Z and Z' fail to satisfy the regularity condition. 
The condition only requires that Z and Z' themselves are non-inbred 
individuals. 
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